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Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) remain a major health burden in modernͲtime
society.1Ͳ3Approximately17.3millionpeoplediedin2008fromrelatedcomplications,










gradual shift in focus to the study of early stages of disease development in
epidemiological studies. For instance, suchmeasuresmay serve asmarkers for the
earlyidentificationofindividualsathighriskfordevelopingovertCVDinduetime(i.e.
predictionresearchquestions),13,14butalsofacilitatethestudyoftheroleofpotential





(lifestyle) cardiovascular risk factors.15,16 Stiffer arteriesmay cause CVD due to its
contribution to systolic hypertension, left ventricular hypertrophy and impaired
coronaryperfusion,17aswewilldescribeinmoredetailbelow.
Thisthesiscomprisesasetofepidemiologicalstudiesthatinvestigatetheinfluence
of lifestyle risk factors from adolescence to adulthood on adult levels of arterial
stiffness. These studiesmay improve our understanding of the etiology of arterial
stiffness in particular and the early stages of CVD in general, and provide tools to




Indeed, thesemayaffect traditional (e.g.bloodpressure,body fatness,blood lipids)
and nonͲtraditional (e.g. inflammation, endothelial dysfunction, oxidative stress)
biologicalriskfactors,allofwhichinturncontributetothedevelopmentofCVD.The
undisputableimportanceoflifestylebehavioursisperhapsmostclearlyillustratedby





be physically active.22Obesity, amajor health burden,19,22 results primarily from a
positive balance between energy intake and energy expenditure, and its increase
emphasizesdietaryintakeandphysicalactivityaslifestyleriskfactorsplayingacentral
rolein(cardiovascular)health.
There isa largebodyofevidenceshowingthat lifestyles,suchasregularphysical
activity,23Ͳ27dietary intake,28Ͳ33andsmoking,34Ͳ37are independentlyassociatedwitha
widerangeofthebiologicalriskfactors,aswellasriskofcardiovascularmorbidityand
mortality.Moreover,overallhealthy lifestylepatterns, asdefinedon thebasisof a
combinationofdataon smokingbehaviour,physicalactivity,dietary intake,alcohol
consumptionandbodyweight,havebeenshowntobeassociatedwith lowerriskof
incident coronary heart disease,38,39 stroke,40,41 and cardiovascular and allͲcause







inadult life,butalsobytheir levelsatayoungage.6Ͳ9,45 Indeed, (un)healthy lifestyle
practicesmay be already established in childhood and/or adolescence and persist
thereafter.45Ͳ51 From a primary prevention point of view, it is thus of particular
relevance to investigate the extent towhich thedevelopmentof lifestylepractices
throughout the course of early life may relate to (preͲclinical) cardiovascular
outcomes in adulthood. Such a lifeͲcourse approach allows investigation of the
cumulativeburdenof riskexposureandmayalsoprovideuseful informationon the
pathwaysthroughwhichsuchexposuresconferincreasedrisk.Specifically,riskfactors





potentialforhealthbenefits inthe longͲterm.Therefore, inthisthesisweadopteda






thicken, dilate and become stiffer.15,53 While atherosclerosis is characterized by
arterialthickeninginvolvingintimalhyperplasia,thedilationandstiffeningofarteries
characterizearteriosclerosisandareattributed to structuraland functional changes
occurringprimarilyinthemediallayerofthearterialwall.Arterialstiffnessisageneric
term todescribe the (lossof)elasticproperties,or rigidity,ofarterialwalls.Several
estimates of arterial stiffness have been introduced, all ofwhich describe arteries’
elastic behaviour, but have slightly different (physiological)meanings.54 Prior to a




through capillaries of the bodily organs and tissues according to their need (i.e.
conduitfunction);and2)tosmoothenpulsatilepressureimposedbyintermittentleft
ventricular contraction causing a nearly steady capillary blood flow (i.e. cushioning
function).16,55Indeed,witheachleftventricularcontractionabolusofbloodisejected
intotheaortathatresultsinasharppressureincreaseinsystole.Thiscausesarteries
to distend and act as an elastic reservoir.During diastole,when blood pressure is





single layer of endothelial cells. The latter are in contactwith blood and play an
important role in regulation of vascular tone, fibrinolysis and haemostasis, and
production of cytokines and adhesion molecules that regulate inflammatory
processes.56Theadventitiaembedsthearteryintothesurroundingconnectivetissue
consistingofnerves,smallbloodvesselsandfibroblasts.ThemediaistheloadͲbearing
layer of the arterialwall and determines its elastic properties. Itsmain structural
componentsareelastin,collagen,vascularsmoothmusclecells (VSMCs)andground
substance. The arrangementof these components varies according to thedistance
from theheart:while in theproximalaortaelastin is thedominantcomponent, the





Due to themarkeddifferences inarterial structure,and related increasing stiffness
gradient,thearterialtreeisdividedintoaproximal‘elastic’partthathasadominant
role in cushioning,andadistal ‘stiffer’ (ormuscular)part contributingmore to the
distribution of blood.57 Any such differences may explain why aging,58Ͳ61
cardiovascular risk factors, such as hypertension and diabetes,62 and vasoactive
substances,suchasnitricoxide,57havediscordanteffectsonthesedifferenttypesof






in the arterial tree, where a change in impedance occurs, a pressure wave is
generated that travels back towards the ascending aorta (i.e. reflected pressure
wave).55,57SuchimpedancemismatchresultsfromarterialͲarteriolarjunctions,arterial
bifurcations,progressivedecrease inelastinͲtoͲcollagen ratioalong thearterial tree,
and arterial tapering.55,63 The forwardwave and the backwardwaves arising from
multiplereflectionsitesareinconstantinteractionanddeterminetheactualpressure
waveatanypointinthearterialtree.Undernormalconditions,suchasinyoungand
healthy individuals, the reflectedwave arrives at the ascending aorta during early
diastole, thereby augmenting diastolic blood pressure and coronary perfusion. As
arteriesstiffen,thespeedbywhichthesepressurewavespropagatethroughoutthe
arterialtree, i.e.thepulsewavevelocity(PWV),causingthereflectedwavetoarrive
during late systole, thereby contributing to disturbed heartͲvessel coupling and
increasedriskofCVD(videinfra).57
Pulseamplification
Pulse pressure, defined as the difference between systolic and diastolic blood
pressure,ishigherinperipheralthanincentralarteriesduetotheincreasingstiffness
gradient along the longitudinal axis of the arterial tree and closer appearance of
reflection sites in distal arteries; this phenomenon is called ‘pulse pressure
amplification’.55,57 Itsmagnitude decreaseswith age,64,65 as aging confers stiffening
moreof central thanofperipheral, arteries.58Ͳ61 Therefore,brachialpulsepressure,





Vascular stiffening results from a complex interplay between structural changes of
proteins in theextracellularmatrix (i.e.elastinand collagen),aswellasendothelial
cell signalling and VSMC function, as has been reviewed elsewhere.53,66Mainly by
stimulation of an inflammatorymilieu, overproduction of collagen and diminished
quantitiesofnormalelastincontribute toarterial stiffness.66Under the influenceof
cyclic stretch, elastin fibers become sparser and show signs of fragmentation and












bedmust generate higher endͲsystolic pressures. This leads to increased decay of
pressureandvolumeduringsystole,causingareducedarterialvolumeattheonsetof
diastole, which in turn causes an enhanced fall in diastolic pressure. In addition,
higherPWVcauses the reflectedwave toarriveearlier,during late systole, thereby
furtheraugmenting systolicpressureanddecreasingdiastolicbloodpressure.These
hemodynamic changes may in turn contribute to the development of clinical
outcomes related to arterial stiffness, such as left ventricular hypertrophy, heart
failure,strokeandmyocardialinfarction.67,68Inthisline,mainlystiffnessofcentral(i.e.
elastic)arterialsitesandsegments,suchastheaortaandcarotidarteries,havebeen
shown to be associated with increased risk of incident cardiovascular events (i.e.














often described in terms of distensibility and compliance coefficients, which are
defined as the relative and absolute changes in volume for a given pressure step,
respectively.10,16,62,92 In practice, large arterial properties, such as arterial size (i.e.
crossͲsectionaldiameter),change inarterial size (i.e.distension),andwall thickness
(i.e. assessed by means of intimaͲmedia thickness) are obtained. These arterial
propertiestogetherwithlocalpulsepressurearethenusedtocalculatelocalarterial
stiffness estimates, such as the distensibility coefficient (DC), the compliance
coefficients (CC),andYoung’selasticmodulus (YEM;Figure1.1).10,62TheDC reflects
the pulsatile stress imposed on the arterial wall, and is ameasure of the elastic
propertiesof thearteryasahollowstructure.TheCC reflects theartery’sbuffering





expertise, but it can be assessed with good levels of interͲ and intraͲobserver
reproducibility.10,95 With ultrasonography arterial stiffness can thus be directly
estimatedfromrelatingchangesinpressuretochangesinarterialvolume(area),such
that functional and structural changes in a specific type of artery (i.e. elastic or
muscularartery)canbeinvestigated.
Given thepulsepressureamplificationphenomenon, it is imperative toestimate
localarterialpulsepressurewhencalculatingthelocalarterialstiffnessestimates.This
may be achieved by calibration of pulse or distensionwaveforms obtained in the





aorta,orupperand lower limbs.Conceptually, thismeasure iscloselyand inversely
relatedtoarteries’distensibilityaccordingtotheBramwellͲHillequation:
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areobtainedat twoarterial sites to record the timedelay (i.e. transit time) it took
between the feetof the twowaveforms.This timedelaybetween the twopoints is
 Generalintroduction
15
estimatedeitherby simultaneousmeasurement,orbygating to thepeakof theRͲ
waveoftheECG.Thetraveldistance isusuallymeasuredoverthebodysurface,and
PWVisthencalculatedastheratiobetweendistanceandtransittime(inm/s).93PWV
ismost oftenmeasured in the aorta (i.e. carotidͲfemoral PWV), which involves a
mixtureofpredominantlyelastic(i.e.ascendingaorta)andmuscular(i.e.descending



























progressively stiffer as they are distended. Indeed, at lower pressures, it ismainly
elastinfibersthatbuilduptension,butathigherpressuresthemuchstiffercollagen
fibers are recruited.53,55 In vivomeasurements of arterial stiffness are thus highly




























Distensibility coefficient (DC): ( 2ǻDǜD+ǻD2 )/(ǻPǜD2 )    (10-3ǜkPa-1)
Compliance coefficient (CC): ʌ (2DǜǻD+ǻD2)/(4ǜǻP) (mm2ǜkPa-1 )
Young’s elastic modulus (YEM): D/(IMTǜDC)   (kPa) 




There is considerable evidence supporting the beneficial role of healthy lifestyle
practicesonarterialstiffness.98Whether,and ifsotowhatextent, lifestyles initiated






high intensity physical activities were found to be associated with lower arterial
stiffness in healthy young, middleͲaged and older adults,99,109,110 suggesting a
differentialrolefordifferentintensitiesofphysicalactivity.Resultsfromintervention




showed favourable arterial adaptations.111,117Ͳ124 Some intervention studies have
shown no such effects, which may be explained by the low number of study
participants,129 the low intensity of physical activities performed,127 and/or
established congestive heart failure125 or isolated systolic hypertension130 among
studyparticipants.The lattershowing thataerobicexercisemaynotreversearterial
stiffness inthepresenceofdiseasesuggestthat increases inaerobictrainingmaybe
mosteffectivewhen initiatedatayoungage. It remainsunclearwhetherbeneficial
adaptationsdifferforcentralvs.peripheralarteriesasmostofthestudiessofarhave
investigated theassociationbetweenphysicalactivityandstiffnessestimatesofone
arteryor arterial segmentonly,mostoften the carotiddistensibilityor compliance
coefficientsortheaorticPWV.Thefewthatinvestigatedbothtypesofarteries,mainly
intervention studies, found physical activity to be favourably associated with
central103,119orperipheral99 arteriesonly, arguing in favourof a localized effect,or
bothtypesofarteries,89,107,114,116,121,124arguinginfavourofageneralizedeffect.
Incontrasttoaerobicexercise,resistancetrainingmay increasearterialstiffness.
Indeed, resistance training yields major blood pressure increases (i.e. with highͲ
intensitytrainingsystolicbloodpressureupto400mmHg),131whichinthelongterm
may leadtomaladaptivestructuralremodellingofarterialwalls.16Theevidencethus
far is inconclusive, however. In crossͲsectional studies highly resistance trained
individualswerecharacterizedbyhigherarterialstiffnessascomparedwiththeirnonͲ
trained counterparts.88,132,133 Intervention studies investigating the acute effects of
resistance training showed conflicting evidence. Indeed, carotid stiffness increased
immediatelyafterawholebodyresistancetrainingworkout,134whilesinglelegͲpress




arterial adaptations.136Ͳ138 In contrast, prolonged moderate intensity resistance
training,139 or combination of endurance and resistance training seems not to
affect,140orevendecrease,141arterialstiffness,whichmightbeofparticularrelevance
forthepreventionandtreatmentofsarcopeniaamongtheelderly.
On the other hand, more daytime spent in sedentary behaviours, which are
‘activities’thatusuallyinvolveprolongedsittingorlyingandthatyieldverylowenergy
expenditure, has emerged as a strong determinant of adverse (cardiovascular)
health.142Ͳ144 In particular, there is increasing evidence suggesting that sedentary
behaviour does not merely reflect lack of physical activity, but rather forms an
independentdeterminantofadversecardiovascularhealth,possiblythroughcommon
but also specific/distinct mechanisms to those commonly attributed to physical
activity.145Towhatextentsedentarybehaviouraffectsarterialstiffness,andwhether
any such association is independent of and/or qualitatively different from that
commonlyfoundforaerobicexercise,remainslargelyunknown,however.
Dietaryintake
There isemergingevidencethatdietary intakemay influencearterialstiffness.With
regardtoalcoholconsumption,theobservationalstudies,allcrossͲsectionalindesign,
yielded inconsistent results; while some found no association between alcohol
consumption and arterial stiffness146,147 and aortic augmentation index,148,149others
showed moderate alcohol consumption to be associated with lower aortic PWV
amongpostmenopausalwomen149andmiddleͲandolderͲagedmen,150highercarotid
distensibility confined towomen147 and individuals aged 55 years or older,151 and
lower aortic augmentation index.152 No adverse effects of heavy drinking were
observed inthesestudies,however. Intwootherstudiesheavyalcoholdrinkingwas
associated with higher brachialͲankle PWV153 and augmentation index.154 In an
experimentalsetting,decreasesinaorticPWVandaugmentationindexwereobserved
afterdrinking regularbutnotdealcoholized redwine;148 similardecreases in aortic
augmentationindexandcentralsystolicbloodpressurewerefoundforbothtypesof
wine among middleͲaged men with coronary heart disease, however.155 It thus
remains unclearwhether the decreases in arterial stiffness are explained solely by
alcohol, or by other components, such as flavonoids. In summary, the studies
conductedthusfarsuggestthatmoderatealcoholconsumptionmayfavourablyaffect
arterial stiffness. Comparison of results from the different studies is hampered,
however, by the varying cutͲoffs adopted for alcohol consumption categories,
methodsof arterial stiffness ascertainment and specific characteristicsof the study
populations.
Most studies investigating dietary intake, other than alcohol consumption, in
relationtoarterialstiffnesshavefocussedonsinglefoodsornutrients.Ashasrecently
been summarized,156 intervention studies have shown that fishͲoil with nͲ3





shown to reduce arterial stiffness among patients with untreated
hypertension.127,157,158 In contrast, caffeine has detrimental acute effects on aortic
PWV,159,160 and chronic caffeine intake also has been shown to be associatedwith
higheraorticPWVandaugmentationindex.161Towhatextentintakeofspecificfoods
and/or nutrients or dietary patterns throughout the course of young life affects
arterial stiffness remains largely unknown. The only study thus far investigating
dietary intake in childhood/adolescence and in adulthood in relation to arterial




and thushold true also forother fiberͲrich foods, such aswhole grainproducts, is
uncertain. In addition, only one study thus far showed that a dietary pattern, as
determinedbymeansofprincipal components analyses, and characterizedbyhigh
intakeofmeatandalcohol,and low fruits,sweeteningproductsanddairyproducts
was associated with higher aortic PWV 7.5 years later in healthy middleͲaged
individuals.163 In this line, investigation of dietary patternsmight be of particular
interestasthecomplex interplayoffoodsandnutrientsmayhavesynergisticeffects






Studies thus far investigating the effects of smoking on arterial stiffness yielded
inconsistent results. Inexperimentalsettings theacute increases inarterialstiffness
after smoking one cigarette have consistently shown to increase arterial
stiffness.166Ͳ168 However, while habitual smoking has shown to be associated with
higherarterialstiffness167,169Ͳ171and itsprogression,172othersdidnotfinddifferences
in carotid, brachial and femoral distensibility,173,174 brachialͲankle PWV,175 carotidͲ
femoralPWV176andlargearterycompliance177betweensmokersandnonͲsmokers.In
part, these inconsistencies might be explained by the crossͲsectional and/or
retrospectiveassessmentofsmokingbehaviourinthesestudies.Inaddition,whether
starting to smoke inadolescence,andwhether changes in smokingbehaviour from











carotid stiffness levels compared with their healthy counterparts. In addition, in
populationͲbased studiesamongchildren, totalandLDLcholesterol,183body fatness
and related metabolic disturbances,184 and leptin185 were associated with lower
brachialdistensibility.
Only few prospective cohort studies measured biological and/or lifestyle risk
factors from childhood/adolescence to adulthood and investigated their impact on
arterialstiffnessatadultages.Forinstance,intheCardiovascularRiskinYoungFinns
Study,ahigherriskscore inchildhood (i.e.agerange3Ͳ18years),asdefinedon the
basisofa singlemeasureof systolicbloodpressure, sumof skinfolds, LDLandHDL
cholesterol and smoking behaviour, was associated with higher carotid stiffness
21years later. Only systolic blood pressure and the sum of skinfolds were
independent predictors of adult carotid stiffness. The associations attenuated
substantially (i.e.by~50%),but remained statistically significant,whenadjusted for
the adult values of the risk factors considered, suggesting that the childhood risk
factorsinpartdirectly,andinpartviatrackingintoadulthood,affectarterialstiffness
at adult ages.186 Another study showed that higher levels of LDLͲcholesterol and
triglycerides(i.e.typeIIbdyslipidemia)fromchildhood/adolescencetoadulthood(i.e.
2 to 4 repeatedmeasures) was associated with higher carotid IMT, but not with
carotidcomplianceandbrachialflowmediateddilation.187Finally,onlyrecentlyAatola
etal showed that ahighernumberof lifestyle risk factors (i.e.basedon vegetable
consumption, fruit consumption, physical activity and smoking) in
childhood/adolescencewasdirectly associatedwithbrachialͲanklePWV assessed in
adulthood, independent of the number of adult lifestyle risk factors score. In
particular, consistent high intake of fruits and vegetables from childhood into
adulthood seemed to be associatedwith lower arterial stiffness in adulthood, but
theseanalyseswerenotcorrectedforpotentialconfoundingfactors.162
In theBogalusaHeart Study, consistingofup to seven repeated crossͲsectional
surveys in childhood/adolescence and in adulthood, childhood body mass index,
systolic blood pressure, and HDLͲcholesterol, but not LDLͲcholesterol and
triglycerides,wereassociatedwithhigherbrachialͲanklePWVobtainedduringthelast








carotid intimaͲmedia thickness inmen and greater femoral diameter at the age of
36years, but no associations were found for the carotid and femoral stiffness
estimates inmultivariablemodels.95 However, changes in cardiorespiratory fitness
between adolescence and adulthood were associated with greater compliance of
these twoarteriesat theageof36years,andpartof these favourableassociations
could explain the positive association between changes in total habitual physical
activityandfemoralcompliance.189Inaddition,anthropometricmeasuresofacentral
pattern of body fat distribution during adolescence,was independently associated
withlowercarotiddistensibilityandcomplianceattheageof36years.190
All in all, risk factors among the young are associatedwith arterial stiffness in
adulthood,buttheevidencehasbeenmainlyderivedforbiologicalriskfactors,such
asbloodpressureandbodyfatness,butlesssoforlifestylevariables.Inaddition,thus




and insulin resistance,allofwhichare intertwined,mayat least inpartexplain (i.e.
mediate)anyassociationbetween lifestylebehavioursandarterialstiffness. Indeed,
eachofthesemaybeinvolvedintheprocessofarterialstiffening,16,17,68,191,192andbe,
to a varying extent, influenced by physical activity,23,193Ͳ195 sedentary
behaviour,143,196Ͳ198smoking,35,199anddietaryintake.200Ͳ204Therefore,inthisthesiswe





arterial stiffness in adulthood. Each of the risk factors of interestwere examined
separately to assess its independent association with arterial stiffness, and
understand specific criticalperiods andpathways throughwhich these lifestyle risk
factorsmayaffectorpreventarterialstiffening.Inaddition,weaimedatgainingmore
insight into thepathobiologicalmechanisms thatmayexplainany suchassociations
(Figure1.2).
To thisend,we firstdetermined towhatextent the lifeͲcourse trajectories and






















Chapter 3 addresses the associations between physical activity and sedentary
behaviour on the one hand and arterial stiffness on the other. Specifically, we
investigated whether lifetime habitual physical activity (i.e. from adolescence to




biologicalrisk factors. Inaddition,we investigatedwhetherthetimespentwatching
television,apredominantsedentarybehaviour,wasassociatedwitharterialstiffness
among young adults, and in particular whether any such association differed
qualitativelyfromthatofphysicalactivity(Chapter3.3).
InChapter4weaimedat investigating theassociationbetween lifetimedietary
intake in relation to arterial stiffness in young adults. Specifically,we investigated
whether the consumption of fiber and fiberͲrich foods (Chapter 4.1) and the
adherencetotheMediterraneandiet(Chapter4.2)fromadolescenceuptoadulthood
was associatedwith stiffnessof the carotid,brachial and femoral arteries in young
adults,and,again, investigatedtowhatextenttheseassociationscouldbeexplained
bytraditionalbiologicalriskfactors.
In Chapter 5 we investigated the potential impact of smoking behaviour in
adolescence,and itschanges fromadolescence toadulthood,onarterialstiffness in
youngadultsanddeterminedwhetherany suchassociationcouldbeexplained (i.e.
mediated) by smokingͲrelated levels of lowͲgrade inflammation and/or endothelial
dysfunction.





(Non-)traditional biological risk factors
Habitual physical activity, sedentary behaviour 
(adulthood only), smoking behaviour, dietary intake
Blood pressure, body fatness, cholesterol, 
cardiorespiratory fitness, heart rate, inflammation, 
endothelial dysfunction, insulin resistance, … 
Chapter1
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Finally, inChapter6 themain findingsof thestudiespresented in this thesisare
summarized and discussed, and the public health implications and directions for
futureresearchareaddressed.
STUDYPOPULATIONS
Thestudiesdescribed inthisthesiswereconductedwithdata fromtwo longitudinal





adolescentsandto investigate longitudinalrelationsbetweenbiologicaland lifestyle
variables, asdescribed indetail elsewhere.205 Themean ageof the subjects at the
beginning of the study was 13.1 (r0.8) years. Since then, measurements were
obtained2to8times (i.e.attheagesof13,14,15,16,21,27,32and36)duringa
24Ͳyear followͲup period. At eachmeasurement, anthropometrical, biological and
lifestylevariableswereassessed. In2000,whensubjects’meanagewas36.5(r0.6)
years,arterialpropertiesofthecarotid,brachialand femoralarterieswereassessed
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Calendar age
Year of measurement
‘77 ‘78 ‘79 ‘80 ‘85 ‘91 ’96/’97 ‘00
Arterial stiffness
(n=373)
Repeated measures risk factors
Lifestyle
physical activity, smoking behaviour, alcohol consumption, dietary intake
Biological
blood pressure, body fatness, blood lipids, cardiorespiratory fitness, heart rate
 Generalintroduction
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The NIYHP (Figure 1.4) started in 1989/1990 by sampling a 2% representative




25 years (mean age 22.6±1.6 years),were invited to participate in the thirdphase
(YH3);489personsparticipated.Extensiveinformationonbothbiologicalandlifestyle
variables were ascertained at all threemeasurement rounds. Arterial stiffness, as
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Cardiovascular risk factors affecting arterial stiffness in adulthoodmay develop at different
criticalperiodsearlierinlife.Weexaminedwhetherthetrajectories,fromadolescencetoyoung
adulthood,ofbloodpressure,bodyfatnessandfatdistribution,blood lipids,cardiorespiratory
fitnessandheart ratedetermined levelsofarterialstiffness inyoungadults.We investigated
373apparentlyhealthyadults inwhomcardiovascular risk factorswere repeatedlyexamined
betweentheagesof13and36yearsandcarotidstiffnessestimateswereobtainedattheage
of36years.Differences inthemean levelsandthetrajectoriesofrisk factors throughoutthe
24Ͳyearlongitudinalperiodbetweensubjectswithdifferentlevelsofcarotidstiffnessatage36
yearswere analyzedwith generalized estimating equations. Comparedwith individualswith
less stiff carotid arteries, those with stiffer carotid arteries at the age of 36 years were
characterized from age 13 to 36 years by greater levels of and steeper increases in blood
pressure and central fatness, independently of each other and other risk factors. These
increaseswerealreadypresent inadolescence,precededthedevelopmentofpoorer levelsof
blood lipids, cardiorespiratory fitness and heart rate,whichwere evident during adulthood
only,andexplainedtoagreatextentthedeleteriousassociationbetweentheseriskfactorsand
carotidstiffnessat theageof36years.Multipleand intertwinedmechanisms involved in the
pathogenesis of arterial stiffness have their origins in early life. Blood pressure and central





Arterial stiffness is an important cause of cardiovascular disease because of its
contribution to systolic hypertension, left ventricular hypertrophy and impaired
coronaryperfusion.1Ͳ3Arterial stiffness isprimarilydeterminedbyageingandmean
arterial pressure (MAP)2,4 but other risk factors (RFs)may also contribute, notably
body fatness and/or a central pattern of fat distribution,5Ͳ8 impaired glucose
metabolism and insulin resistance,2 poor cardiorespiratory fitness9,10 and
dyslipidemia.11,12 Recently, a systematic review suggested that the contribution to
arterialstiffnessofRFsotherthanbloodpressure(BP)wasonlymodest,thoughthis
evidence was derived from crossͲsectional studies only.13 Therefore, a lifeͲcourse
rather than a single timeͲpoint approach to the study of (early) determinants of
arterialstiffnessisneeded.












may impact adversely on arterial stiffness later in life. From a preventive point of
view, identifying such critical periods and triggering RFs early in life is of utmost




and Health Longitudinal Study (AGAHLS) the extent to which the lifeͲcourse








~600boysandgirls from two secondary schools from theareaofAmsterdam (The
Netherlands). Its initial goal was to describe the natural development of growth,
health and lifestyle of adolescents, and to investigate longitudinal relationships
betweenbiologicalandlifestyleRFs,asdescribedindetailelsewhere.19Themeanage




and heart rate) and lifestyle (nutritional habits, smoking behavior, daily physical
activity)RFswereassessedaccordingtostandardprocedures (fordetails,pleasesee
appendix 2.1).19Ͳ22 In the year 2000,when the subjects’mean ageswere 36.5r0.6
years, large arterypropertieswere assessed for the first time in373 (196women)
subjectsaccordingtoguidelinesforuserproceduresandwiththeuseofreproducible
and valid methods and devices.1 The following carotid stiffness estimates were
calculated:thedistensibilitycoefficient(DC),thecompliancecoefficient(CC),andthe
Young’s elastic modulus (YEM) as described in detail elsewhere (please see also
appendix2.1).5,8,21,23
The studywasapprovedby themedicalethical committeeof theVUUniversity





bodymass index [BMI], sum of 4 SKF) and fat distribution (SKF ratio), blood lipids
(totalͲtoͲhighͲdensitylipoprotein[HDL]cholesterol,triglycerides)andphysicalfitness
(cardiorespiratoty fitness – VO2max, resting HR), between subjectswith increasing
levelsof carotid stiffness at the ageof36 years. Subjects’were therefore grouped
accordingtosexͲspecifictertiles(T)ofeachcarotidstiffnessestimate.
Adoptinggeneralizedestimatingequiationsasmethod fordataanalysesallowed
us to use all data available from the age of 13 to the age of 36 years, properly
adjusting for the correlation between repeated observations taken in the same
subject, andhandlingdata from subjectswith varyingnumber andunequally timeͲ
spaced observations.22,24 All analyses were first adjusted for sex, body height (to
accountforthesubjects’growth)andtime(modeledasacategoricalvariabletoallow
departuresfromlinearity;model1).Thismodelthusreflectsthecumulativeburdenof




byadding interaction termsbetweengroupand time; resultsherebyobtainedwere
displayedgraphically(smoothedlineplots).20,21TheseanalysesenableustopinͲpoint
theexactmomentearly in lifewhendifferences inRFsbetweengroupsemerged.To
analysetheextenttowhichtheconcomitantlifeͲcourseofotherRFsexplainedanyof
thedifferences foundbetweengroups,analyseswere furtheradjusted forpotential
confounders (i.e. lifestyle variables [model 2]) and/ormediators (i.e. sittingMAP,
[central] body fatness, blood lipids and physical fitness [models 3AͲE]). Finally, all
analyseswerealsoadjusted for the levelsofMAPatwhichstiffnessestimateswere
estimated (i.e. currentMAPsupine [model 4]). BecauseMAPsupine is highly correlated
withsittingMAPatage36years,whichreflectsattainedlevelsofMAPattheendof
the longitudinalperiod, this adjustmentmeant, fora greatportion, removalof the
effectsofBPtracking.
In all generalized estimating equations analyses, an exchangeable correlation
structurewasused,whichwasdeemedasthemostparsimoniousafterexamination







From the lowest (T1) to the highest tertiles (T3), subjects’meanrSD levels of the
carotidDC (in10Ͳ3/kPa)were20.3r2.2,26.2r1.6and33.4r4.1,of thecarotidCC (in
mm2/kPa)were0.72r0.12,0.97r0.09,1.28r0.20,andofthecarotidYEM(in103xkPa)
were 0.32r0.05, 0.43r0.03 and 0.58r0.09 (P for linear trend <0.001 for all).
Differences in the carotid DC and CC between subjects in the highest vs. lowest
tertileswereequivalenttovaluesobserved inthecourseofonedecadeofageing;25
groupshereindefinedashavingstifferarteries (i.e. inT1 forDCandCCor inT3 for












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Subjects with stiffer arteries (i.e. in T1 of the carotid DC) had on average and
throughout the whole longitudinal period (in mmHg [95%CI]) 5.3 (3.9Ͳ6.8), 4.7
(2.6Ͳ6.8)and5.7(4.3Ͳ7.1)greater levelsofMAP,SPandDP,respectively,thanthose
with less stiffarteries (T3;Table2.2,model1). Importantly, thesedifferenceswere
notconstantovertime,andalthoughbeingalreadypresentduringadolescence(e.g.
atage14years:3.5[1.5Ͳ5.5]forMAP,2.6[0.1Ͳ5.1] forSP,and4.0[1.6Ͳ6.3]forDP),
were furtheramplified fromthisageonwardsandmorestronglyso insubjectswith
stifferarteries(rateofBPincreaseinmmHg/yr[95%CI]:0.51[0.43Ͳ0.59]forMAP,0.31
[0.21Ͳ0.40] forSP,and0.61 [0.52Ͳ0.70] forDP) thanwith lessstiffarteries (i.e.0.28





(model 2), and further adjustment for other RFs attenuated the differences in BP,
mainly due to central fatness (model 3B),which nevertheless remained significant.
Further adjustment for currentMAPsupine attenuated thedifferences inBPbetween
groups considerably though the differences inMAP and DP remained statistically
significant(model4).
Trajectoriesandcumulativeburdenoffatnessandfatdistribution
Subjects with stiffer arteries at the age of 36 had greater mean levels of BMI
(1.06kg/m2;95%CI,0.47Ͳ1.65),sumof4skinfolds(6SKF,6.1mm;95%CI,2.9Ͳ9.4)and
SKF ratio (*10; 0.36; 95%CI, 0.22Ͳ0.51) over the whole longitudinal period, as
comparedwiththosewithlessstiffarteries(Table2.2,model1).Subjectswithstiffer
arteries had also steeper increases in these estimates from adolescence to age 36
years (Figures2.1DͲF).For instance,BMI levelsdifferedsignificantly fromthosewith
less stiff arteries already at age 15 years (0.71 kg/m2; 95%CI, 0.04Ͳ1.39), and this
differencewasabout twiceasmuchatage36years (1.59kg/m2;95%CI,0.76Ͳ2.42).
Similarly, the differences in SKF ratio (*10), which were already present at age




HDL cholesterol ratio (model 3B), attenuated the differences in BMI and 6SKF








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure2.1 Comparison of the lifeͲcourse trajectories of potential determinants of arterial stiffness
between subjectswith stiffer (i.e. lowest tertile [T1]) vs. less stiff carotid arteries (highest
tertile [T3])atage36years: (A)meanarterialpressure (MAP); (B) systolicpressure (SP); (C)
diastolic pressure (DP); (D) body mass index (BMI); (E) sum of four skinfolds (6SKF); (F)
skinfolds (SKF)ratio; (G)totalͲtoͲHDLcholesterolratio; (H)triglycerides; (I)cardiopulmonary
fitness (VO2max); and J) resting heart rate (HR). Lines for themiddle tertile (T2) indicate
patternsforsubjectswithintermediatelevelsofcarotidstiffness.Alldataareadjustedforsex
andheight;valuesfortriglyceridesaregeometricmeans.





average0.37 (95%CI,0.15Ͳ0.56) greater levelsof totalͲtoͲHDL cholesterol ratio and
1.08 (95%CI, 1.03Ͳ1.12) times greater levels of triglycerides, throughout thewhole
longitudinal period. The differences in totalͲtoͲHDL cholesterol ratio emerged after




(model 2), butwere greatly reduced after adjustments for other RFs, in particular
MAPandtheSKFratio(models3Aand3BͲSupplementalTable2.S2Ͳappendix2.2).
Subjectswithstifferarteries,ascomparedwiththosewith lessstiffarteries,had
onaverage1.39ml/min/kgFFM (95%CI, Ͳ2.58; Ͳ0.19) lower levelsofVO2maxand4.7
bpm (95%CI,2.3Ͳ7.1)higher levelsofHR throughout thewhole longitudinalperiod.
AlthoughVO2maxandHRdecreasedfromadolescencetoage36yearsinallsubjects,
these trajectoriesweremore adverse in individualswith stiffer arteries. However,
significantdifferencesbetweengroupswereonlyobservedduringadulthood(atage
27yearsandonwardsforVO2max,Figure2.1I;andatage21yearsandonwardsfor
HR, Figure 2.1J]. Mean differences over time between groups were only slightly






We investigated the trajectories, from adolescence to adulthood, of potential
determinantsof carotid stiffness.We show that,as comparedwith individualswith
lessstiffarteriesatage36years,thosewithstifferarterieswerecharacterized,from
theages13to36years,bygreater levelsofandsteeper increases inBPandcentral




andcarotid stiffnessatage36years.This is the first study to investigateand tease
aparttherelativeroleofseveralpotentialRFsforarterialstiffnesswithalongitudinal
design. Our findings support the view of adolescence as a critical period for the
development of elevated BP, mainly DP, and (central) fatness and its associated
cardiovascularmorbiditieslaterinlife.26Ͳ28
In agreementwithpreviousobservations,15Ͳ17we show that subjectswith stiffer
arteriesinadulthoodwerecharacterizedbygreaterlevelsofBPearlyinlife.Giventhe
greatdependenceofarterialstiffnesson the levelsof transmuralpressureatwhich
theyaremeasured,andgiven thephenomenonofBP tracking throughoutage, the
marked attenuation in BP differences after adjustment for currentMAPsupine was
largelyexpected.Increasedarterialstiffnessisprimarilydeterminedbytheproperties
of the extracellular matrix (elastin, collagen) and vascular smooth muscular cell
function.1,2,29ThesepropertiesarestronglyaffectedbylifelongBP.4,13Ourlongitudinal
approach enabled us to pinͲpoint adolescence as the period early in life when
increasesinpredominantlyDP,butalsoinSPpressure,andthusMAP,maybelinked
togreaterarterialstiffnesslaterinlife.TheobservationofDPasamajordeterminant
of arterial stiffness may reflect the phenomenon of ‘downstream’ increase in
resistance at the level of the arterioles, leading to an ‘upstream’ increase in
transmural pressure resulting in both structural and functional disruption of the
arterial pressure loadͲbearing elastinͲcollagen networkwithin themedia layer, and
thusgreaterarterialstiffness.4,29Ourdataarethusalsoconsistentwiththesubtypes






Body fatness, in particular central fatness, is awellͲrecognized correlate of arterial
stiffness,5Ͳ8 even though the mechanisms linking the two are incompletely
understood.30TheimpactoftotalorcentralbodyfatnessonothercardiovascularRFs
andtheirclusteringmayconstituteonesuchmechanism.30Wehavepreviouslyshown
in this cohort that increases in total and centralbody fatness from adolescence to
 Biologicalriskfactors
45
young adulthoodwere critical for the development of themetabolic syndrome in
adulthood,20which, in turn,was associatedwith greater arterial stiffness.23 In the
presentstudy,weshowlongitudinallythatthelevelsofmainlyMAPanddyslipidemia
andtoalesserextentofphysicalfitnesscouldexplainagreatpartoftheassociation




related factors may thus also contribute to arterial stiffness. These may include
adrenergic (sympathetic overactivity) and metabolic (e.g. insulin resistance,
hypoadiponectinemia,hyperleptinemia,proͲinflammatory cytokines)pathobiological
mechanisms.30 Measures of these potential explanatory mechanisms were not
assessedthroughoutthewholelongitudinalperiodcoveredinthisstudy,however.
Noteworthy,subjectswithstifferarteriesinadulthoodwerenotonlycharacterized
by greater levels of BP and central fatness extending back to early age, which is
supportiveoftracking,butalsobysteeper increases inBP (mainlyDP)and (central)
fatness, particularly during young adulthood, supportive of a ‘horseͲracing’
phenomenon around these RFs.31 These observations may have important
implicationsforprevention.Tracking,i.e.thestabilityofrankofanindividualintheRF





be monitored.32 In support of this, in the present cohort the prevalence of
(pre)hypertensionoroverweight/obesityduring adolescencewas very low and,per
se,notpredictiveof significantly greater carotid stiffness (lowest vs.other tertiles)
laterinlife(OR,0.85;95%CI,0.32Ͳ3.26;andOR,2.54;95%CI,0.67Ͳ9.55,respectively).
Instead, increases in BP and (central) fatness observed between adolescence and
young adulthood, even when occurring within the range of values below those
commonlyused as indicativeor risk, seemed tobe setting the grounds for greater
arterialstiffness later in life. In thisrespect,andon thebasisof theseRFs,ourdata
suggests that subjects with less stiff carotid arteries were those who, between
adolescenceandyoungadulthood:hadrelativelylesserincreasesinSPandDP(hardly
exceedingthemeanvaluesof130and85mmHg,respectivelyatage36years),BMI
(not exceeding themean value of 24 kg/m2 at age 36 years); and SKF ratio <0.57
throughouttheadultperiod(foragespecificreferencespleaseseeFigure2.1);these














Thereare limitations to thepresent study thatneed tobeaddressed. First,our
findingswereconfinedtosubjectsinwhomcompletedataonarterialpropertieswere
obtainedduring the followͲupexamination in theyear2000.However, levelsofBP,






ages. From an etiological point of view, this does not hinder the validity of our
findings; infact, it justemphasizestheneedforpublichealth interventionstargeting
young people.26,27 Third, although we have adjusted our analyses extensively for
several potential confounders we cannot fully exclude the possibility of residual
confounding. Fourth, although theuseof localpulsepressureby calibrationof the
distensionwaveforms25 insteadofbrachialpulsepressureforthecalculationsofthe
carotidstiffnessestimatesconstitutesastrength toourstudy, thismethodmaystill
not optimally reflect the level of pulse pressure at the level of the carotid artery.
Finally,givenitsobservationaldesign,thisstudycannotprovecausality;furthermore,
becausecarotidstiffness levelsweremeasuredatage36yearsonly,wecannotrule
out thepossibilityof reversecausality (e.g. that subjectswith stifferarteriesatany
earliertimeͲpointmayhavebeenlesspronetoadopthealthierlifestyleswhichcould
leadtobettercardiovascularriskprofiles).However,wedeemedthislesslikelyasthe
young subjects were, throughout the whole longitudinal period, unaware of and
asymptomaticwithregardtotheirstiffnesslevels.
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Blood pressure was measured twice with a sphygmomanometer (SpeidlͲKeller,
Franken& Itallie,Amsterdam,TheNetherlands)anda standardpressure cuff,after
subjectshad rested ina sittingposition forat least5min.The lowestvalueof the
systolic(SP)anddiastolicbloodpressure(DP)valuesthusobtainedwererecordedand
used in the analyses.1Mean arterial pressure (MAP), throughout the longitudinal
period, was calculated as [(2*DP)+SP]/3. Prevalence of preͲhypertension or
hypertension was defined: using sex, age and heightͲspecific cutͲoff values for SP
and/orDP according to the Task Force for Blood pressure in Children criteria and
duringadolescence(consideredpresentifexceedingthosecutͲoffvaluesinatleast3
momentsduringthisperiod);2ifSP/DPш130/85orш140/90duringadulthood.3 
Anthropometric measures included standing height, body weight, and biceps,
triceps, subscapular and suprailiac skinfolds and were performed by trained
observers.We calculated, as indicators of total body fatness, the bodymass index
(BMI;inkg/m2)andthesumofthethicknessofthefourskinfolds(6SKF,inmm);the
ratioofthesubscapular+suprailiacskinfoldstothe6SKF(SKFratio)wasusedasan
estimate of central fat distribution.1,4Ͳ7 Prevalence of overweight or obesity was
defined using age and sexͲspecific cutͲoff values for BMI according to the





throughout the years, external quality control of thesemeasures took place with
targetsamplesfromaWorldHealthOrganizationreferencelaboratory.1,9,10
Throughout the years cardiorespiratory fitness was measured in the same
laboratory with the same protocol and equipment: a maximal running test on a
treadmill(Quinton,Bothel,Washington,USA,model18Ͳ54)withdirectmeasurements
of oxygen uptake (Ergoanalyzer, Jager, Bunnik, The Netherlands). Subjects were
instructed to run at a constant speed of 8 km/hwhile the slope of the treadmill
increasedevery2minutes ina stepwise fashion,andwereencouraged to continue
runningtotheirmaximum.Maximaloxygenuptake(VO2max)expressedbykgoffatͲ
free mass (i.e. ml/min/kgFFM) was used in the analyses as a measure of
cardiorespiratory fitness.11 FFM was derived by subtracting fat mass, which was







Information on habitual physical activity levels, total energy intake, alcohol





hadbeen resting in a supineposition for15min in aquiet temperatureͲcontrolled
room. Properties of the right common carotid artery (10 mm proximal to the
beginningofthebulb)wereobtainedbytwotrainedvascularsonographerswiththe
use of an ultrasound scanner equipped with a 7.5ͲMHz linear array probe (Pie
Medical,Maastricht,TheNetherlands).Theultrasound scannerwas connected toa
personalcomputerequippedwithanacquisitionsystemandavesselwallmovement
detector software system (Wall Track System 2, Pie Medical, Maastricht, The
Netherlands).This integrateddeviceenabledmeasurementsofarterialdiameter(D),
distension('D),andintimaͲmediathickness(IMT)asdescribedindetailelsewhere.17
Throughout the entireperiod of ultrasound imaging, systolic (SP), diastolic (DP)






toestimate the carotiddistensibility (DC)and compliance (CC) coefficients,and the
Young’selasticmodulus(YEM)asfollows:4,5,17

DC=(2'DͼD+'D2)/(PPͼD2)   in10Ͳ3/kPa,
CC=Sͼ(2Dͼ'D+'D2)/4PP   inmm2/kPa,
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Higher levelsofhabitualphysicalactivity favorably impactonarterialstiffness. It isnotclear,
however,whether lifetime habitual physical activities of different intensities carry the same
protective effect and to what extent any such effect is mediated by other biological
cardiovascular risk factors. We therefore examined longitudinal data on habitual physical
activity and cardiovascular risk factors (8 repeatedmeasures between the ages of 13 and
36years)in373subjectsinwhomstiffnessestimatesofthecarotidarterywereassessedatage
36yearsusingnonͲinvasiveultrasonography.The timespent inhabitualphysicalactivities (in
minutesperweek)throughoutthelongitudinalperiodwascomparedbetweensubjectsacross
tertiles of the following stiffness estimates: ɴ stiffness index, distensibility and compliance
coefficients,andtheYoung’selasticmodulus.Afteradjustmentsforsex,bodyheightandother
lifestyle variables, subjects in the highest tertile of the betaͲstiffness index (i.e.with stiffer
arteries)hadspentonaverage,throughoutthelongitudinalperiod,lesstimeinvigorous(Ͳ26.5
[95%CI: Ͳ45.9; Ͳ7.1]),but less so in lightͲtoͲmoderatehabitualphysicalactivities (Ͳ11.2 [Ͳ53.5;
31.1])ascompared to subjects in the lowest tertile.Thedifference in time spent invigorous
activities was greatly attenuated when further adjusted for blood lipids, cardiorespiratory
fitness, fatdistribution, restingheart rateandmeanarterialpressure (to Ͳ11.2 [95%CI: Ͳ29.4;
7.0]).Similarresultswerefoundfortheotherstiffnessestimates.Promotingvigorousintensity
physical activities among the healthy young may, therefore, prevent arterial stiffness and





Higher levels of habitual physical activity (HPA) attenuate the increase in arterial
stiffnessthatoccurswithageing.1Giventhatstiffeningofcentral(i.e.elastic)arteries
such as the aorta and carotid arteries increases the riskof cardiovasculardisease,2
maintaining a physically active lifestyle in the course of lifemay thus constitute a
valuabletooltoreducearterialstiffnessͲrelatedcardiovasculardisease.3
The evidence so far underlining the beneficial role ofHPA on aortic or carotid
stiffness has been derived from both crossͲsectional observational studies showing
that subjects who are more physically active have less stiff arteries than their
sedentary counterparts,4Ͳ7 and intervention studies showing favorable arterial
adaptations after increases in aerobic exercise.6,8,9 However, the fact that aerobic
exercisehasbeenineffectiveintherestorationofarterialdistensibilityinsomeclinical
populations, forexample, inelderly individualswith isolatedsystolichypertension,10
suggeststhatincreasesinHPAarelikelymoreeffectivewheninitiatedearlyinlife.
Arterial stiffness has its roots early in life. From this perspective, we11 and
others12,13 have shown previously that higher levels of body fatness and blood
pressure inchildhood/adolescenceareassociatedwith increasedarterialstiffness in
adulthood.Higher levelsofHPAprotectagainst thedevelopmentof suchbiological
cardiovascularriskfactorsamongtheyoung,14andtheseeffectsmay,thus,providea
mechanismthroughwhichHPApreventsthedevelopmentofarterialstiffnesslaterin
life.However, it is not clear towhat extentHPAs of different intensities carry the
sameprotectiveeffectonbotharterialstiffnessandothercardiovascularriskfactors
amongtheyoung.Forinstance,somestudieshaveshownthatvigorousbutnotlight
intensity HPAswere associatedwith less arterial stiffness.4,15,16 From a preventive
pointofview,addressingthesecomplexinterrelationshipsisofutmostimportanceto
constructtargetedinterventionswiththehighestpotentialforhealthbenefits.
In view of these considerations,we have therefore investigated, in a cohort of
healthy young individuals whose HPA levels and cardiovascular risk factors have
repeatedlybeenassessedfromages13to36andinwhomstiffnessestimatesofthe
carotidarterycouldbeassessedatage36: first, whether themean levelsand the
developmentalpatterns,fromadolescenceuptoadulthood,oflightͲtoͲmoderateand
vigorousHPAdifferedbetween subjectswith stiffer vs. thosewith less stiff carotid






All of the subjects were participants of the Amsterdam Growth and Health
LongitudinalStudy.Thisstudystartedin1977withagroupof~600boysandgirlsfrom
twosecondaryschools intheNetherlands.Its initialgoalwastodescribethenatural
development of growth, health and lifestyle of adolescents and to investigate
longitudinalrelationsbetweenbiologicalandlifestylevariables,asdescribedindetail
elsewhere.17 Themean ageof the subjects at thebeginningof the studywas13.1
(r0.8)years.Sincethen,measurementswereobtained2to8times(i.e.attheagesof
13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 27, 32 and 36) during a 24Ͳyear followͲup period. At each
measurement, anthropometrical,biological and lifestyle variableswere assessed. In
2000, when subjects’ mean age was 36.5 (r0.6) years, arterial properties were
assessed for the first time in 377 subjects.11,18,19 The present study reports on
373subjects(196women)inwhomcompletearterialdatawereavailable.
The studywasapprovedby themedicalethical committeeof theVUUniversity
Medical Center (Amsterdam, the Netherlands). All subjects gave their written
informedconsent(providedbytheirparentswhensubjectswere13to16yearsold).
Arterialstiffness
When subjects were 36 years old, arterial properties of the carotid, brachial and
femoralarterieswereassessedbymeansofnonͲinvasiveultrasonographyaccording
toguidelinesforuserproceduresandwiththeuseofreproducibleandvalidmethods
and devices.2,20,21 All of the subjects had abstained from smoking and caffeineͲ
containingbeveragesonthedaythemeasurementswereperformed.Measurements
tookplaceafter subjectshadbeen resting in a supineposition for15minutes in a





wall movement detector software system (Wall Track System 2, Pie Medical,
Maastricht, The Netherlands). This integrated device enabled measurements of
arterialdiameter(D),distension('D),andintimaͲmediathickness(IMT),asdescribed
indetailelsewhere.20,21





carotid IMT, D, 'D, SP, DP and local PP of 3 consecutive measurements (each
 Physicalactivities&sedentarybehaviour
63
including 3 to 7 heartbeats) were used to estimate the betaͲstiffness index (SI),
distensibility (DC)and compliance (CC) coefficientsand theYoung’selasticmodulus
(YEM)asfollows:11,12,18,19

 SI=ln(SP/DP)/('D/D)      (1),
DC=(2'DͼD+'D2)/(PPͼD2)  in10Ͳ3/kPa  (2),
CC=Sͼ(2Dͼ'D+'D2)/4PP   inmm2/kPa  (3),




meansof a structureddetailed faceͲtoͲface interview.At themean agesof27 and
32years,astandardformcontainingcueswasusedduringtheHPA interview,23and,




year (i.e. between January and June). The intensity, frequency, and duration of all
physical activities (at school, atwork, at home, during leisure time, organized and
unorganized sports, climbing stairs, and active transportation) with a duration of
ш5minutesandexceedinganintensitylevelof4timestherestingmetabolicrate(i.e.
>4 metabolic equivalents; METs) were retrieved. According to their intensities,






Throughout the 24Ͳyear study period other lifestyle (i.e. alcohol consumption,
smoking behavior and dietary intake), anthropometrical (i.e. body height, body










36 years. Before categorization into tertiles, theDC and CCwere inversed so that
highervalues indicatehigher stiffness levels inaccordancewith theSIand theYEM.
Thelongitudinalmethodofdataanalysesadoptedadjustsforthecorrelationbetween
repeatedobservationstaken inthesamesubjectandhastheadvantageofhandling
repeated data of subjects with varying numbers and unequally timeͲspaced
observations.25Theanalyseswere firstadjusted forsex,bodyheight (toaccount for
subjects’growththroughoutthelongitudinalperiod)andtime(enteredinthemodel
asacontinuousvariable)(model1),andsubsequentlyforother lifestyleriskfactors,
i.e. smoking and alcohol drinking statuses (yes or no), and total energy intake (in
kilocalories per day), all considered as potential confounders (model 2). Next,we
furtheradjustedforotherbiologicalcardiovascularriskfactors,that is,meanarterial
pressure, skinfolds ratio (as a marker of central pattern of fat distribution),11
cardiorespiratoryfitness,totalͲtoͲhighdensity lipoprotein(HDL)cholesterolratioand




of the changes in differences in HPA levels between the groups being compared




Generalized estimating equations were also used to examine the longitudinal
associations between time spent in HPA on the one hand, and biological





to age36 years,between the groupsbeing compared,by adding interaction terms
betweengroupandtimetothemodelsdescribedabove,andresultsherebyobtained
weredisplayedgraphically(smoothedlineplots).24,25
In all generalized estimating equation analyses, an exchangeable correlation
structurewasused,whichwasdeemedthemostappropriateafterexaminationofthe
interͲperiod correlationmatrixesofHPA and cardiovascular risk factors throughout
the24Ͳyear studyperiod.25All resultsare reported formenandwomen combined,
becausenosignificant interactionswithsexwerefound.Allstatisticalanalyseswere








followed by a considerable increase thereafter up to the age of 36 years









13 14 15 16 21 27 32 36
Habitualphysicalactivity        
Total,min/week 579r192 548r197 548r226 516r198 513r299 452r313 499r303 745r455
LightͲtoͲmoderate,
min/week
281r142 310r159 375r196 366r182 427r269 354r305 369r268 628r449
Vigorous,min/week 298r160 237r125 172r103 150r97 85r114 98r94 130r138 117r99
Otherlifestylerisk
factors
       
Alcoholconsumption,% 13.5 15.9 33.3 48.2 69.0 72.5 80.3 82.1
Smoking,% 1.6 11.0 14.0 17.9 29.9 26.2 20.2 23.5
Totalenergyintake,
1000kcal/day
2.46r0.55 2.51r0.59 2.59r0.68 2.55r0.68 2.62r0.73 2.48r0.64 2.60r0.71 2.62r0.70
Biologicalriskfactors        
Systolicbloodpressure,
*mmHg
124.7r9.3 123.3r9.2 125.2r9.9 126.0r10.6 128.8r11.2 129.5r11.9 129.6r12.4 131.2r14.4
Diastolicblood
pressure,*mmHg
75.5r7.8 75.9r7.6 72.5r8.0 74.6r8.1 78.7r8.4 81.1r8.6 84.6r8.8 85.4r10.6
Meanarterialpressure,
*mmHg
91.9r6.9 91.7r6.6 90.1r6.6 91.8r7.2 95.4r8.0 97.2r8.4 99.6r9.0 100.7r11.0
Pulsepressure,*mmHg 49.2r9.8 47.4r10.2 52.7r11.9 51.4r11.4 50.1r10.5 48.4r10.7 45.0r9.9 45.8r9.8
Bodymassindex,kg/m2 17.7r1.8 18.4r2.0 19.2r2.1 19.8r2.1 21.4r2.2 22.2r2.3 23.3r2.9 24.1r3.1
Sumoffourskinfolds,
†mm
32.0r12.0 33.5r14.0 35.3r15.0 38.9r16.6 44.8r17.2 41.9r16.1 47.4r19.2 51.5r18.2
SkinfoldraƟo‡ 0.49r0.06 0.51r0.06 0.53r0.06 0.55r0.06 0.58r0.08 0.56r0.08 0.56r0.09 0.57r0.10
VO2max,mL/min/kgFFM 69.5r6.5 68.9r6.3 67.0r5.7 66.2r6.5 59.8r6.2 56.6r6.4 56.5r7.4 60.6r8.4
TotalͲtoͲHDL
cholesterolratio
3.2r0.7 3.2r0.7 3.4r0.8 3.2r0.7 3.8r0.9 3.8r1.0 3.7r1.2 3.8r1.3














SI 6.0r0.5 7.2r0.4 9.0r1.1
Distensibilitycoefficient,10Ͳ3/kPa 33.4r4.1 26.2r1.6 20.3r2.2
Compliancecoefficient,mm2/kPa 1.28r0.20 0.97r0.09 0.72r0.12
Young’selasticmodulus,103ʞkPa 0.32r0.05 0.43r0.03 0.58r0.09
DataaremeansrSD.T1,indicateslowesttertile;T2,middletertile;andT3,highesttertileofeachcarotid






of theSI, that is,with increasinglyhigher levelsofcarotid stiffnessatage36years,
spentonaveragesignificantlylesstimeinvigorousHPA(Ͳ25.3min/week[95%CI:Ͳ45.0
to Ͳ5.5] and Ͳ31.9min/week [95%CI: Ͳ51.6 to Ͳ12.1], respectively), throughout the
longitudinal period (Table 3.1.3,model 1). In contrast, no significant differences in




















Figure3.1.3 Averagedifferences intimespent in lightͲtoͲmoderateͲintensity (top)andvigorousͲintensity
(bottom)HPAs throughout the24Ͳyear longitudinalperiodbetween subjects in themiddle
(T2) and highest (T3) tertiles vs. those in the lowest tertile (T1) of each carotid stiffness
estimate(indicatedbybars).




































































































































































between subjects with the ‘stiffer’ arteries (i.e. T3) vs. those with the ‘less stiff’
arteries (i.e. T1) at age 36was further attenuatedwhen adjusted for totalͲtoͲHDL
cholesterol ratio (by24%;model3D), cardiorespiratory fitness (by23%;model3C),
skinfoldsratio(by20%;model3B),andrestingheartrate(by10%;model3E),butnot
bymean arterial pressure (model 3A).When adjustments accounted for all these






  T2vs.T1 T3vs.T1
  ɴ 95%CI ɴ 95%CI
LightͲtoͲmoderateHPA    
1 Sex,height,time Ͳ10.1 Ͳ52.3;32.1 Ͳ23.2 Ͳ65.3;19.0
2 Model1+otherlifestyles Ͳ0.3 Ͳ42.6;41.9 Ͳ11.2 Ͳ53.5;31.1
VigorousHPA    
1 Sex,height,time Ͳ25.3 Ͳ45.0;Ͳ5.5* Ͳ31.9 Ͳ51.6;Ͳ12.1†
2 Model1+otherlifestyles Ͳ19.5 Ͳ38.9;Ͳ0.2* Ͳ26.5 Ͳ45.9;Ͳ7.1†
3a Model2+meanarterialpressure Ͳ19.0 Ͳ38.4;0.3 Ͳ25.3 Ͳ44.8;Ͳ5.9*
3b Model2+skinfoldsratio Ͳ17.5 Ͳ36.5;1.4 Ͳ21.1 Ͳ40.1;Ͳ2.0*
3c Model2+cardiorespiratoryfitness Ͳ14.5 Ͳ33.0;4.0 Ͳ20.5 Ͳ39.1;Ͳ1.9*
3d Model2+totalͲtoͲHDLcholesterolratio Ͳ13.0 Ͳ32.6;6.6 Ͳ20.1 Ͳ39.8;Ͳ0.5*
3e Model2+restingheartrate Ͳ19.3 Ͳ38.2;Ͳ0.4* Ͳ23.9 Ͳ42.8;Ͳ4.9*
4 Model2+allvariablesinmodels3ato3e Ͳ9.8 Ͳ27.8;8.2 Ͳ11.2 Ͳ29.4;7.0





Similar results asdescribedabovewere foundwhen thedifferences in vigorous
HPAbetweensubjectsinT3vs.thoseinT1ofthecarotidDC,CCorYEMwereadjusted
forthesepotentialconfoundersandmediators;onlytheattenuationafteradjustment
formean arterial pressurewas relatively greater than the one observed for the SI
(though never exceeding 14%), because of the greater dependence of those other
estimatesonmeanarterialpressurethantheSI(pleaseseeTable3.1.S1–Appendix
1).
Indeed,moretimespent inHPA,particularlyofvigorous intensity,was favorably








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































All of the groups increased their time spent in lightͲtoͲmoderate HPAs between






















Figure3.1.2 Timespent inA) lightͲtoͲmoderateandB)vigorousHPAsthroughoutthe longitudinalperiod
bysubjectsinthelowesttertile(T1)andthoseinthemiddleandhighesttertiles(T2andT3)of
the carotid stiffness index at the age of 36 years. Note that the latter two groupswere





Themain findings of this studywere threeͲfold. First, subjectswith stiffer carotid
arteriesattheageof36years(asassessedbydifferentlocalstiffnessestimates)spent
significantlylesstimeinvigorousbutnotinlightͲtoͲmoderateintensityHPAsbetween
adolescence and young adulthood, supporting the view of a favorable impact of
















































The beneficial effects of HPA on aortic or carotid stiffness have been widely
reportedincrossͲsectionalandinterventionstudies.4Ͳ9,15,16Wehavenowexaminedin
detail towhatextent thebeneficialeffectsofHPA canbeattributed toa relatively
higher contribution of time spent in HPAs of different intensities throughout the
courseof life,and identifiedvigorous intensityHPAas the typeofHPAcarrying the
greatestbeneficial impactoncarotidarterialstiffness.Thesefindingsare in linewith
others showing that activities of higher intensitywere associatedwith less arterial
stiffness.4,15,16ByadoptingalifeͲcourseapproach,wefoundthat,withageing,subjects
spentincreasinglymoretimeinlightͲtoͲmoderateandlesstimeinvigorousHPAs.This
shift towards less time spent in vigorous activities started already in adolescence.
However,maintenanceofrelativelyhigher levelsofvigorous intensityactivitiesfrom
adolescenceup to adulthoodwere associatedwith lower levelsof arterial stiffness




Current physical activity recommendations in both children26 and adults27 do
recognize the added value of increasing vigorous HPA for reducing cardiovascular
disease,butdonotexplicitly focuson thesebecausehealthbenefitsare thought to
result from increases in either lightͲtoͲmoderate or vigorous HPAs. Although our
findingsdonotdismiss the valueof increasing lightͲtoͲmoderateHPA, for instance
among those children and young adultswho are extremely sedentary and usually
obese,theyemphasizetheimportanceofpromotingvigorousHPA,inparticularwhen
targeting the common general young population. This is also supported by the
observation that higher levels of vigorous, but less so of lightͲtoͲmoderate, HPA
carriedagreaterbeneficial impactonotherbiologicalcardiovascular risk factors. In
fact, these vigorousHPAͲrelated improvements in thebiological cardiovascular risk
factors,whichareallknowndeterminantsofarterialstiffness,2,11Ͳ13explainedmuchof
the favorable impact ofHPA on stiffness levels of the carotid artery. All together,
improvements in these cardiovascular risk factors that are intertwined, at least in
part, lead to decreased arterial stiffness throughmechanisms such as increases in
parasympathetic activity,28 improvement of endothelial function due to enhanced




allowed us to compare the development of HPA levels from adolescence up to
adulthood for subjects with stiffer and those with less stiff carotid arteries in
 Physicalactivities&sedentarybehaviour
71
adulthood. The differences in, for instance, the carotidDC and CC values between
those inthehighestvs.those inthe lowesttertilescorrespondedtovaluesobserved
inthecourseofmorethanonedecadeofageing,32which illustratesthatthegroups
being compared translate to physiological relevant differences in mean levels of
arterialstiffness.
There are some limitations to our study. First, our findings were confined to
subjects attending the followͲup in 2000 in whom complete data on arterial
propertiescouldbeassessed.However,levelsofHPAaswellasbloodpressure,body
fatness,cardiorespiratory fitnessandblood lipids in thesesubjectsdidnotdiffer,at




with stifferarteriesatanyearlier timeͲpointmayhavebeen lessprone toperform
(vigorous)HPAs.33Third, inour analyseswedidnotdifferentiatebetween strength
and endurance training that could affect arterial stiffness differently.1 Indeed,




inHPAs, contributed similarly to the time spent in lightͲtoͲmoderate and vigorous
HPAs,andwasequallydistributedacrossthegroupsbeingcompared,andthusdidnot
affectourresults.Finally,theassessmentofHPAlevelsbymeansofquestionnairesis
subject to recall and misclassification bias.34 Most likely these biases were nonͲ
differential,becausesubjectswereunawareoftheirarterialstiffnesslevelswhenthey
reported theirHPAs throughout thestudyperiod.Still,somedifferentialbiasesmay
haveoccurred,probablybyoverͲreportingofHPA levelsby thosewithunhealthier




This could explain, at least in part, the steep increases in time spent in lightͲtoͲ
moderateintensityHPAobservedinthiscohort,particularlyaftertheageof32years.
This somewhat odd trajectory of time spent in lightͲtoͲmoderateHPA can also be
attributed to thechangeof the interview toacomputerized format,whichpossibly
capturedmoreoftheseHPAsascomparedtopreviousyears.However,theincreases
inHPA,at least inpart,mayhavebeen realbecause theywereaccompaniedbyan
increase in thepopulation’smeancardiorespiratory fitness level from theageof32
years that was measured objectively by means of maximal oxygen uptake.





Our findings show that vigorous but not lightͲtoͲmoderate HPA, performed and
accumulatedthroughoutthecourseof life,andparticularlyduringyoungadulthood,
haveabeneficialimpactoncarotidarterialstiffnesslaterinlife.Promotingincreases
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peripheral arterial stiffness, both of which are detrimental to cardiovascular health. We
investigated the associationsof lifetimeHPAofdifferent intensitiesonbrachial and femoral




Prospectivelymeasured data (eight repeatedmeasures between ages 13 and 36 years) on
HPAs, and other lifestyle and biological variables,were retrieved for 373 subjects inwhom
stiffnessof thebrachialand femoral,aswellas the carotid,arterieswasassessedatage36.
Generalizedestimatingequationswereusedtoexaminethedifferences intimespent inHPAs







butnot in lightͲtoͲmoderateHPAsthroughoutthe longitudinalperiod.Thesedifferenceswere
explained by 28 and 62%, respectively, by vigorousͲHPAͲrelated favorable impacts on other




Lifetime vigorous, but not lightͲtoͲmoderate, HPA is favorably associatedwith brachial and
femoral compliance, but not DC. Altogether, these and our previous findings thus suggest










at the levelof the ascending aorta, thereby increasing cardiac afterloadduring the
systolic phase of the cardiac cycle.2 In addition, although complications related to
arterial stiffness, such as left ventricular hypertrophy, stroke and myocardial
infarction,ingeneraloccurlaterinlife,thedevelopmentofarterialstiffeningisrooted
in childhood/adolescence and is characterized by a preͲclinical and asymptomatic
phase that lasts formanydecades.3Ͳ5Takenall this together, identifyingmodifiable
riskfactorsamongtheyoungthatcontributetostiffeningofnotonlythecentral,but




Higher levels of habitual physical activity (HPA) are favorably associated with
arterial stiffness,7 which might explain the HPAͲrelated lower risk for incident
hypertension among apparently healthy adult men.8 However, whether such
beneficial associationswith arterial stiffness differ between central and peripheral
arteriesisnotclear.Theinterpretationoftheliteraturewiththisregardishampered
becausemostofthestudiessofarhaveinvestigatedtheassociationbetweenHPAand
stiffness estimates of one artery or arterial segment only,most often the carotid
distensibility(DC)orcompliance(CC)coefficientsortheaorticpulseͲwavevelocity.9Ͳ23
The few studies that have investigated associationswith stiffness of both types of
arterieshaveshownHPAtobeinverselyassociatedwithstiffnesslevelsof:1)central
arteriesonly,24arguinginfavorofadaptationsofmainlytheelasticpartofthearterial
tree; 2)peripheral arteries only,25 arguing in favorof a localized adaptationof the
arteries irrigating the limbs directly involved with exercise; or 3) both types of
arteries,26,27arguinginfavorofa‘generalizedeffect’ofHPA.
Wehaverecentlyshown,intheAmsterdamGrowthandHealthLongitudinalStudy
(AGAHLS), thatyoungadultswithstiffervs. thosewith lessstiffcarotidarterieshad
spentlesstimeinvigorous,butnotinlightͲtoͲmoderate,intensityHPAthroughoutthe
course of their lives, i.e. from adolescence to adulthood, suggesting a favorable
impactofthistypeofHPAoncentralarterialstiffness.28Thisfavorableassociationwas
explained, into a great extent, by vigorousͲHPAͲrelatedbeneficial associationswith
traditionalcardiovascularriskfactors.AmajorstrengthoftheAGAHLSisthatsubjects’
HPAs and other cardiovascular risk factorswere assessed prospectively throughout
theirlives,whichenablestheinvestigationof‘lifetimeexposure’toHPAsinrelationto




crossͲsectional or retrospective examinations. In addition, arterial propertieswere













of the subjects at the beginning of the studywas 13.1 (SD 0.8) years. Since then,
measurementswereobtained2to8times(i.e.attheagesof13,14,15,16,21,27,32
and 36 years) during a 24Ͳyear followͲup period. At each measurement,
anthropometrical, biological and lifestyle variables were assessed. In 2000, when
subjects’mean agewas36.5 (SD0.6) years,propertiesof the carotid,brachial and
femoralarterieswereassessed for the first time in377 subjects.28,30,31Thepresent
study reportson373of thesesubjects (196women) inwhomcompletedataonall
3arterieswereavailable.
The studywasapprovedby themedicalethical committeeof theVUUniversity







performed.Measurements took place after subjects had been resting in a supine
position for 15minutes in a quiet temperatureͲcontrolled room. Properties of the
rightbrachial(20mmabovetheantecubitalfossa)andthecommonfemoral(20mm






wall movement detector software system (Wall Track System 2, Pie Medical,
Maastricht, The Netherlands). This integrated device enabled measurements of
arterialdiameter(D),distension(ѐD)asdescribedindetailelsewhere.
Throughout theentireperiodofultrasound imaging,systolic,diastolicandmean
arterialbloodpressurewereassessed in the leftarmat5Ͳminute intervalswithan
oscillometricdevice (ColinPressͲMate,modelBPͲ8800,KomakiͲCity, Japan).Brachial
arterypulsepressure (PP)wasdefinedassystolic Ͳdiastolicpressure,andPPat the





DC=(2'DͼD+'D2)/(PPͼD2)   in10Ͳ3/kPa  (1),







was introduced. The intensity, frequency, and duration of all physical activities (at
school, at work, at home, during leisure time, organized and unorganized sports,
climbingstairs,andactive transportation)withadurationofat least5minutesand
exceedinganintensityleveloffourtimestherestingmetabolicrate(i.e.>4metabolic
equivalents) were retrieved. According to their intensities, activities were then
classified into lightͲtoͲmoderate (4Ͳ7metabolicequivalents,e.g.briskwalking),hard
(7Ͳ10 metabolic equivalents, e.g. tennis, jogging), and very hard (>10 metabolic
equivalents,e.g.squash).ExtremevaluesofHPAatgiventimepoints,i.e.thoseabove




Throughout the 24Ͳyear study period other lifestyle (i.e. alcohol consumption,
smoking behavior and dietary intake), anthropometrical (i.e. body height, body
weight,bodyskinfoldsandskinfoldsratio)andbiological (i.e.sittingbloodpressure,





We used generalized estimating equations  to investigate themean differences in
timespent in lightͲtoͲmoderateandvigorous intensityHPAsthroughoutthe24Ͳyear
longitudinalperiod(i.e.fromage13to36years),betweensubjectsinthemiddle(T2)
andhighest (T3)vs. those in the lowestsexͲspecific tertiles (T1)of thebrachialand
femoralDCandCCattheageof36years.NotethathigherlevelsofboththeDCand





risk factors (i.e. smoking and alcohol drinking statuses [yes/no], and total energy
intake [in kilocalories perday]), all considered aspotential confounders (model 2).
Next,we further adjusted forotherbiological cardiovascular risk factors (i.e.mean
arterial pressure, skinfolds ratio, cardiorespiratory fitness, totalͲtoͲHDL cholesterol





13 to 36 years, between the groups being compared by adding interaction terms
betweengroupsandtimetomodel1describedabove.Resultsherebyobtainedwere
displayedgraphically(smoothedlineplots).28,35
In all generalized estimating equation analyses an exchangeable correlation
structurewasused,whichwasdeemedthemostappropriateafterexaminationofthe
interͲperiod correlationmatrixesofHPA and cardiovascular risk factors throughout
the24Ͳyearstudyperiod.Allresultsarereportedformenandwomencombinedasno




Table 3.2.1 presents study participants’ characteristics at the different ages
throughout the longitudinal period. Themean levels of the DC and the CC of the






 13 14 15 16 21 27 32 36
Habitualphysicalactivity        
Total,min/week 579r192 548r197 548r226 516r198 513r299 452r313 499r303 745r455
LightͲtoͲmoderate,
min/week
281r142 310r159 375r196 366r182 427r269 354r305 369r268 628r449
Vigorous,min/week 298r160 237r125 172r103 150r97 85r114 98r94 130r138 117r99
Otherlifestyleriskfactors        
Alcoholconsumption,% 13.5 15.9 33.3 48.2 69.0 72.5 80.3 82.1
Smoking,% 1.6 11.0 14.0 17.9 29.9 26.2 20.2 23.5
Totalenergyintake,
1000kcal/day
2.46r0.55 2.51r0.59 2.59r0.68 2.55r0.68 2.62r0.73 2.48r0.64 2.60r0.71 2.62r0.70
Biologicalriskfactors        
Meanarterialpressure,
mmHg
91.9r6.9 91.7r6.6 90.1r6.6 91.8r7.2 95.4r8.0 97.2r8.4 99.6r9.0 100.7r11.0
Bodymassindex,kg/m2 17.7r1.8 18.4r2.0 19.2r2.1 19.8r2.1 21.4r2.2 22.2r2.3 23.3r2.9 24.1r3.1
Sumoffourskinfolds,
amm
32.0r12.0 33.5r14.0 35.3r15.0 38.9r16.6 44.8r17.2 41.9r16.1 47.4r19.2 51.5r18.2
Skinfoldratiob 0.49r0.06 0.51r0.06 0.53r0.06 0.55r0.06 0.58r0.08 0.56r0.08 0.56r0.09 0.57r0.10
VO2max,ml/min/kgFFM 69.5r6.5 68.9r6.3 67.0r5.7 66.2r6.5 59.8r6.2 56.6r6.4 56.5r7.4 60.6r8.4
TotalͲtoͲHDLcholesterol
ratio
3.2r0.7 3.2r0.7 3.4r0.8 3.2r0.7 3.8r0.9 3.8r1.0 3.7r1.2 3.8r1.3
Restingheartrate,bpm 83r14 79r13 79r15 76r14 72r13 72r13 75r14 71r11
Data are means r SD or percentages. Bpm, beats per minute; FFM, fatͲfree mass; HDL, highͲdensity




Table3.2.2 Mean levelsacross tertilesofeachbrachialand femoral stiffnessestimateat theageof36
years.
Stiffnessestimates T1 T2 T3
Brachialartery   
Distensibilitycoefficient,10Ͳ3/kPa 7.1r2.1 12.4r2.5 24.2r9.4
Compliancecoefficient,mm2/kPa 0.09r0.03 0.15r0.03 0.27r0.08
Femoralartery   
Distensibilitycoefficient,10Ͳ3/kPa 4.0r1.1 6.5r1.2 11.1r4.0
Compliancecoefficient,mm2/kPa 0.29r0.06 0.46r0.05 0.78r0.20





Compared to subjects inT1 (i.e.with stiffer), those inT2andT3 (i.e.with less stiff







more time in vigorous (+11.8min/week [Ͳ8.1 to 31.7] and +25.3min/week [5.2 to
45.3],respectively),butnotinlightͲtoͲmoderateHPAs(Ͳ17.2min/week[Ͳ58.8to24.3]
and Ͳ12.9min/week[Ͳ54.8to29.0],respectively)throughoutthe longitudinalperiod
(Figures 3.2.1A and 3.2.1B; Table 3.2.3,model 1).No such differenceswere found
across the tertiles of the brachial and femoral DC at age 36 (Figures 3.2.1A and
3.2.1B). 
Adjustment for theother lifestyle risk factors, i.e.potentialconfounders,slightly
attenuatedthedifferencesintimespentinvigorousintensityHPAbetweenT3andT1
ofthebrachialandfemoralCC(to+21.2min/week[2.0to40.4]and+24.4min/week




3D and 3E, respectively).When adjustments accounted for all these biological risk
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Table3.2.3 Mean differences in time spent in habitual physical activities throughout the longitudinal
periodacrosstertilesofthebrachialandfemoralcompliancecoefficientsatage36years.
  BrachialCC FemoralCC
  T2vs.T1 T3vs.T1 T2vs.T1 T3vs.T1
  ɴ 95%CI ɴ 95%CI ɴ 95%CI ɴ 95%CI
LightͲmoderateHPA         
1 Sex,height,time 20.8 Ͳ20.6;62.2 Ͳ6.9 Ͳ48.3;34.5 Ͳ17.2 Ͳ58.8;24.3 Ͳ12.9 Ͳ54.8;29.0
2 Model1+otherlifestylesa 23.6 Ͳ17.8;65.0 Ͳ2.9 Ͳ44.1;38.2 Ͳ10.0 Ͳ51.4;31.4 Ͳ13.7 Ͳ55.3;27.9
VigorousintensityHPA         
1 Sex,height,time 14.9 Ͳ4.9;34.6 23.4 3.7;43.2* 11.8 Ͳ8.1;31.7 25.3 5.2;45.3*
2 Model1+otherlifestylesa 17.6 Ͳ1.6;36.9 21.2 2.0;40.4* 14.1 Ͳ5.3;33.4 24.4 5.0;43.8*
3a Model2+meanarterial
pressure
16.9 Ͳ2.4;36.1 20.5 1.3;39.7* 13.5 Ͳ5.8;32.9 23.3 3.9;42.8*
3b Model2+skinfoldsratio 13.6 Ͳ5.2;32.5 17.1 Ͳ1.7;35.9 8.4 Ͳ10.6;27.3 18.1 Ͳ0.9;37.2
3c Model2+cardiorespiratory
fitness
15.1 Ͳ3.2;33.4 19.0 0.8;37.2* 12.4 Ͳ6.0;30.9 16.9 Ͳ1.6;35.4
3d Model2+totalͲtoͲHDL
cholesterol
20.1 0.8;39.4* 20.1 0.9;39.4* 13.0 Ͳ6.4;32.4 22.2 2.8;41.7*
3e Model2+restingheartrate 17.2 Ͳ1.5;36.0 20.2 1.5;38.8* 11.4 Ͳ7.5;30.3 21.9 2.9;40.9*
4 Model2+allvariablesin
models3ato3e
13.0 Ͳ4.7;30.7 15.3 Ͳ2.3;32.9 4.3 Ͳ13.6;22.2 9.3 Ͳ8.6;27.2
ɴ, regression coefficient: indicates the average difference in time spent in habitual physical activity (in
min/week)throughoutthe24Ͳyearlongitudinalperiodbetweensubjectsinthemiddle(T2)andhighest(T3)
vs. those in the lowest (T1; i.e. with stiffer arteries) tertiles of the brachial and femoral compliance
coefficients (CC) at age 36 years. CI, confidence interval; HDL, highͲdensity lipoprotein; HPA, habitual
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Aswe found that lifetimevigorousHPAwasassociatedwithmainly theCC,butnot
theDC,ofthebrachialandthefemoralarteriesatage36years,whereasbeforewe
found that vigorous HPAwas associatedwith both the DC and CC of the carotid
artery,28weperformedadditionalanalysesto investigatethevigorous intensityHPAͲ
related differences in driving forces (i.e. D, ȴD or local PP) behind these stiffness
estimates in all three arteries (Figure 3.2.3). These analyses unveiled a different
pattern of associations between lifetime vigorousͲintensity HPAs and arterial
propertiesofeachartery,suchthat:inthefemoralarteryassociationswerestronger
withthearterialdiameter (Figure3.2.3B),whereas inthecarotidarteryassociations
were stronger with the distension (Figure 3.2.3C); strengths of associations with




In addition, and because time spent in lightͲtoͲmoderate intensity HPAs is
inverselyassociatedwithtimespentinvigorousͲintensityHPAs,wehaverepeatedall
analysesthatwerereportedhereinwithfurthermutualadjustmentsforthetwotypes



















Figure3.2.3 Meandifferences intimespent invigoroushabitualphysicalactivitythroughoutthe24Ͳyear
longitudinal period between subjects with increasing levels (tertiles) of the diameter (D),
distension (ѐD),and localpulsepressure (PP)of theA)brachial,B) femoral,andC) carotid
arteries at the ageof36 years.Data are adjusted for sex,height, time,other lifestyle risk
factors,meanarterialpressureand theotherarterialpropertiesasappropriate.Errorbars
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and femoral arterial compliance was explained to a great extent by concomitant
beneficialassociationsofthistypeofHPAwithothertraditionalbiologicalriskfactors;





adolescence up to adulthood are favorably associated with stiffness levels of the
‘central’ carotid artery in young adulthood28 and now extended these findings by




studies showing that increases in exercise levels led to decreases in stiffness
estimates, inthe ‘longterm’, inthearm38and leg39arteries. Inconclusive findings in
other studiesmayhavebeendue to lackofpowergiven the lownumberof study
participants40Ͳ42, the low intensity of physical activities performed,43 and the
participants’advancedstageofcardiovasculardisease.41
Cardiovascularriskfactorsmayimpactdifferentlyonarterialstiffnessatdifferent
localizations throughout the arterial tree.2 Thismight be attributed to themarked




all arteries investigated, supporting the view of a generalized effect of exercise
throughout thearterial tree,44 thisseemed tobe rootedondifferentadaptations in
thecarotidvs.thebrachialandfemoralarteries.LifetimevigorousͲintensityHPAwas
associatedwithgreaterbrachialandfemoralCConly,whileinthecarotidarteryitwas
associatedwith greaterDC and CC, aswell aswith lower betaͲstiffness index and
Young’s elasticmodulus.28 The CC reflects the buffering capacity of an artery, and
dependsmore strongly on arterial diameter than on distension. In fact,we found
vigorousͲHPAͲrelated adaptations towards greater arterial diameter in the femoral
arterymainly,whichmayreflectarelativelygreaterinvolvementoflegmusculaturein






our data suggest that vigorousͲHPAͲrelated higher levels of the carotidDC and CC
were driven by comparatively stronger associations with distension than with
diameter,andtheseoccurreddespitethealsopositiveassociationwith localPP.We
canonlyspeculatethatthispositiveassociationwithPPisduetoanincreasedstroke
volume in subjectswho spentmore time in this type of activity,47 rather than an
increaseinearlyreturnofwavereflections,deemednotlikelyespeciallyinyoungand
apparentlyhealthysubjectsasexaminedherein.Measuresofthesetwofactorswere
notobtained,however.The roleofvigorousͲintensityHPAon stiffness levelsof the
central andof theperipheralpartof the arterial tree throughout life, the latterof
which seems to be comparatively less affected by ageing,48,49 needs to be further
elucidatedinfuturestudies.
Byadoptinga lifeͲcourseapproach,wewereableto identify lateadolescenceas
theperiodinlifeduringwhichperformanceofspecificallyvigorousͲintensityHPAwas
criticalfortheperipheral,aswellasthecentral,28arterialstiffnessphenotypeseveral
years later inyoungadulthood.Thesedataare in linewithpreviousstudiesshowing
that biological risk factors, such as body fatness, high blood pressure and
dyslipidemia4,50Ͳ52 at younger ages are associated with arterial stiffness levels in
adulthood. In fact, a great extent of the favorable association of lifetime vigorous
HPAswithbrachialandfemoralcompliance,aswellaswithcarotidstiffness levels,28
could be explained (i.e.mediated) by concomitant beneficial associations between
vigorousHPAandsuchbiologicalriskfactors.
Importantly, the average differences in time spent in vigorous intensity HPA
throughout the longitudinalperiodbetween subjectswithmore vs. thosewith less
compliant peripheral arteries, aswell as thosewith stiffer vs. thosewith less stiff
carotidarteries,28wererelativelysmall,amountingapproximately20Ͳ25min/week(or
~3Ͳ4min/day).Thisthussuggeststhatevenmodest increases inthistypeofHPA, in
particularwhen performed from adolescence onwardsmay yield beneficial arterial
adaptations in young adulthood.Althoughwe do not dismiss the value of lightͲtoͲ
moderateHPA,especiallyinthosesubjectswhoareextremelysedentaryandusually
overweight, our findings further emphasize the importance of promoting vigorous







indicating thatour findingswerenot threatenedby selectionbias. Second, arterial
propertiesweremeasuredatage36yearsonlyand, therefore,we cannot ruleout





Nomeasureson regionalstiffness (e.g.aorticor limbspulsewavevelocity)orwave
reflection (e.g. augmentation index) were available in this cohort. Fourth, the
assessment of brachial and femoral arterial properties using ultrasonography is
accompaniedwith greatermeasurement error, as compared to that of the carotid
artery.31Therefore,misclassificationmighthaveoccurred intoagreaterextentwhen
categorizing subjects according to tertiles of stiffness estimates of these arteries.
Nevertheless, if present, such misclassification, would thus have led to an
underestimationof thedifferences invigorousͲintensityHPA levelsacross tertilesof
the brachial and femoral stiffness estimates as reported herein. Fifth, HPAs were
groupedaccordingtotheirintensitylevels,butnotasaerobicvs.resistanceexercises,
which are known to affect arterial stiffnessdifferently.7However, the relative time
spent in the latter category amounted <2% of the total time spent in HPAs and
contributedequally toboth intensity typesofactivitiesandcouldnothaveaffected
ourresults.Finally,theassessmentofHPAbyquestionnaires issubjecttorecalland
misclassificationbias.53We think that thiswasnonͲdifferentialbecause, throughout
the study period, participants were not aware of their arterial stiffness levels in
adulthood.However, some differentialmisclassificationmight have occurred,most
probablybyoverͲreportingofvigorousHPAsbythosewithunhealthier lifestyles/risk




carotid) arteries in young adulthood. We found favorable associations between
vigorous but not lightͲtoͲmoderateHPAs and compliance, but not distensibility, of
peripheralarteries,whereaspreviouslywehave shown that theseassociationsalso
extend to those estimates reflecting the intrinsic elastic properties of the carotid
arterialwall.Thus, thoughgeneralized, vigorousHPAͲrelated adaptations in arterial
propertiesdiffer innature across the arterial tree.Altogether,our findings suggest
that even modest increases in vigorous intensity HPA from adolescence up to
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Prospectivemeasures (ages32and36years)of television timeand concomitant risk factors
were retrieved in 373 subjects (196women) inwhom stiffness of the carotid, brachial and








33.4), respectively. These differences were independent of potential confounders, such as





Given the independent associationsof time spentwatching televisionand vigorous intensity
HPAwitharterial stiffness,ourdata suggest thatnotonlypromotionofphysicalactivity,but





Arterial stiffness is a major determinant of cardiovascular disease and mortality









Excessive time spent in common sedentary behaviours involving sitting may
constitute such a risk factor.7 Indeed, several studies have shown that time spent
watching television (hereafter referred to as television time), a common sedentary
behaviour, is adversely associated with body fatness,8Ͳ11 blood pressure,9,11 blood
lipids,8,9,11type2diabetesmellitus,10andthemetabolicsyndrome,12allofwhichare
determinantsofarterialstiffness,1aswellascardiovascularmortality.13 Importantly,
most of these adverse associations with television time were shown to be
independent of concomitant levels of physical activity.8Ͳ13 The adverse effects of
sedentary behaviourwere confirmed in a recent systematic review of prospective
studies, which also emphasized its independent association with incident
cardiovascularandallͲcausemortality.14
Such observations have led to a rethinking of traditional views that placed
sedentaryandphysicallyactivebehavioursonasinglecontinuum; instead,theseare
two distinctbehaviours thatmay actually coexist, and have differentdeterminants
and affect metabolic and cardiovascular health through different pathobiological
mechanisms.7,15 We have previously shown habitual physical activity (HPA), in
particularofvigorous intensity,performed throughout the courseofyoung life (i.e.
fromadolescenceup toyoungadulthood) tobebeneficiallyassociatedwitharterial
stiffness in young adults.16,17However,whether excessive television time adversely
affectsarterialstiffnessandwhetheranysuchassociationisexplainedbyrelatedlack
ofHPA (the ‘continuum’hypothesis)or, instead, is independentof individuals’HPA
levels(the‘coexistence’hypothesis)isnotknown.Likewise,whethertelevisiontimeis
associatedwith arterial stiffness through or independently of adverse associations
withtraditionalcardiovascularriskfactorspreviouslyshowntomediatethebeneficial
associationsof(vigorousintensity)HPAwitharterialstiffnessisnotknown.
Wehave, therefore, investigated inacohortofyoungadults inwhom television
timewasmeasuredprospectivelyattheagesof32and36years,andstiffnessofthree
large arteries were assessed at age 36 years: first, whether the mean levels of
television time in young adulthooddifferedbetween subjectswith stiffer vs. those
with less stiffcarotid,brachialand femoralarteriesatage36; second,whetherany
Chapter3.3
98
suchdifferenceswere independentofother lifestyle risk factors,mostnotably time
spent invigorous intensityHPA;andthird, theextenttowhichanysuchdifferences




All subjects were participants of the Amsterdam Growth and Health Longitudinal
Study.This study started in1976Ͳ77withagroupofapproximately60013ͲyearͲold
children from two secondary schools in the Netherlands. Since then, repeated
measurements of anthropometrical, biological and lifestyle variables have been
obtained two to eight times during a 24Ͳyear followͲup period.3,16Ͳ18 In the 8th
measurement round (in the year 2000), when’s subjects mean age was 36±0.6,
measurementsofthepropertiesofthree largearterieswere introduced inthestudy
andassessed in377subjectsoutofthe378whoattendedthismeasurementround.
Thepresent study reportson373 (196women) subjectswhohadcompletearterial
dataat themeanageof36. From these, television timewas retrieved for the first
time in342whoattended the7thmeasurement round (in1996/97, subjects’mean
age32±0.9,348attendees)and in370whoattendedthe8thmeasurementround.In
detail,televisiontimedatawasavailable in339ofthestudysubjectsattheages32
and 36, in 3 at the ageof 32only, and in 31 at the ageof 36only (Figure 3.3.1).
General characteristics and arterial properties of subjectswith two television time





















 n Descriptivestatistic n Descriptivestatistic
Sex(men/women),n 348a 161/187 373a 177/196
Lifestyleriskfactors    
Televisiontime,min/day 342 117±62 370 124±64
TimespentinHPA,min/week    
Total 348 437[292Ͳ658] 372 657[408Ͳ1022]
LightͲtoͲmoderate 348 305[176Ͳ507] 372 515[313Ͳ890]
Vigorous 348 92[42Ͳ169] 372 94[47Ͳ154]
Alcoholconsumption,% 346 80.3 368 82.1
Smoking,% 341 20.2 371 23.5
Totalenergyintake,1000kcal/day 346 2.60r0.71 368 2.62r0.70
Biologicalriskfactors    
Systolicbloodpressure,mmHg 347 129.6r12.4 373 131.2r14.4
Diastolicbloodpressure,mmHg 347 84.6r8.8 373 85.4r10.6
Meanarterialpressure,mmHg 347 99.6r9.0 373 100.7r11.0
Bodymassindex,kg/m2 347 23.3r2.9 373 24.1r3.1
Sumof4skinfolds,mm 346 47.4r19.2 373 51.5r18.2
Skinfoldsratio 346 0.56r0.09 373 0.57r0.10
VO2max,mL/min/kgFFM 339 56.4r7.4 359 60.6r8.4
Totalcholesterol,mmol/l 347 4.92r0.86 371 5.00r0.93
HDLͲcholesterol,mmol/l 347 1.42r0.37 371 1.41r0.37
TotalͲtoͲHDLcholesterolratio 347 3.7r1.2 371 3.8r1.3
Triglycerides,mmol/l 347 0.94[0.70Ͳ1.26] 371 1.00[0.80Ͳ1.50]
















Commoncarotidartery   
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3ͼkPaͲ1 33.4r4.1 26.2r1.6 20.3r2.2
Compliancecoefficient,amm2ͼkPaͲ1 1.28r0.20 0.97r0.09 0.72r0.12
Young’selasticmodulus,103ͼkPa 0.32r0.05 0.43r0.03 0.58r0.09
Brachialartery   
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3ͼkPaͲ1 24.2r9.4 12.4r2.5 7.1r2.1
Compliancecoefficient,amm2ͼkPaͲ1 0.27r0.08 0.15r0.03 0.09r0.03
Commonfemoralartery   
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3ͼkPaͲ1 11.1r4.0 6.5r1.2 4.0r1.1
Compliancecoefficient,amm2ͼkPaͲ1 0.78r0.20 0.46r0.05 0.29r0.06
Dataaremeans±SD.PͲvaluesforcomparisonsinstiffnessestimatesbetweenall3groupswereall<0.001.
aNote thatdistensibilityand compliance coefficients valueswere reversed (i.e.multipliedby Ͳ1)prior to





The studywasapprovedby themedicalethical committeeof theVUUniversity
Medical Center (Amsterdam, the Netherlands), and all subjects gave theirwritten
informedconsent. 
Arterialstiffness
Arterial properties were assessed by means of ultrasonography according to
guidelines for user procedures and with the use of reproducible methods and
devices.1,19,20 All subjects had abstained from smoking and caffeineͲcontaining
beveragesonthedaythemeasurementswereperformed.Measurementstookplace
aftersubjectshadbeenrestinginasupinepositionfor15mininaquiettemperatureͲ
controlled room. Properties of the right common carotid (10mm proximal to the
beginningof thebulb),brachial (20mmabove theantecubital fossa),and common
femoral(20mmproximaltotheflowdivider)arterieswereobtainedbytwotrained
vascular sonographerswith an ultrasound scanner equippedwith a 7.5ͲMHz linear
arrayprobe (Piemedical,Maastricht,TheNetherlands).Theultrasoundscannerwas
connectedtoapersonalcomputerequippedwithanacquisitionsystemandavessel
wall movement detector software system (Wall Track System 2, Pie Medical,




in the leftarmat5Ͳminute intervalswithanoscillometricdevice (ColinPressͲMate,
model BPͲ8800, KomakiͲCity, Japan). Brachial pulse pressure (PP) was defined as
systolic – diastolic pressure, and PP at the level of the common carotid and the
commonfemoralarterieswascalculatedbycalibrationofthedistensionwaveforms.21
Themean D, 'D, and local PP of three consecutivemeasurementswere used to
estimate the distensibility (DC) and compliance (CC) coefficients of each artery as
follows:16,17,22

DC=(2'DͼD+'D2)/(PPͼD2)   in10Ͳ3/kPa  (1),
CC=Sͼ(2Dͼ'D+'D2)/4PP   inmm2/kPa  (2).

Distensibility reflects theelasticproperties,whereas the compliance reflects the











threemonths,unless theparticipantswereofopinion that their television viewing
behaviourwasunusualinthistimeperiod(e.g.,becauseofillnessorholiday).Atboth
timeͲpoints, television time was assessed during the same time of the year (i.e.
between January and June). Television time duringweekdays andweekendswere
combinedforanalyses,andexpressedinmin/day.
Covariates
Other lifestyle and biological variablesweremeasured at ages 32 and 36 years as
describedindetailelsewhere16,18,22andbrieflybelow.
HPAwas assessedbymeansof a structured detailed faceͲtoͲface interview.16Ͳ18
The intensity, frequency and duration of all physical activities (at work, at home,
during leisure time, inorganizedandunorganized sports, climbing stairsandactive
transportation) with duration of ш5 minutes and intensity exceeding 4 times the
restingmetabolic rate (i.e. ш4metabolic equivalents;METs) were retrieved. Time
spent in lightͲtoͲmoderate (4Ͳ7METs) and vigorous (>7METs) intensity HPAs (in
min/week) were used in the analyses.16Ͳ18 Total daily energy intake (in kcal/day),





+ systolicpressure]/3.Bodymass index (BMI, inkg/m2)and the sumof thebiceps,
triceps,subscapularandsuprailiacskinfolds(є4SKF,inmm)wereusedasmeasuresof
totalbodyfatness,andtheratiobetweenthesubscapular+suprailiac/є4SKFwasused
as a measure of central fatness.3,18,22 Total and highͲdensity lipoprotein (HDL)
cholesterol and triglyceridesweremeasured innonͲfastingblood sampleswith the
use of enzymatic techniques (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany).18,22
Cardiorespiratory fitnesswasmeasuredwith amaximal running teston a treadmill





levels of arterial stiffness at age 36; and 2) the longitudinal associations between





available in subjects with varying number of observations (instead of confining
analysestocompletecases),rendersimputationofmissingvaluesunnecessarywhen
missing are not selective,23 and enables proper adjustment for the correlation




of the carotid, brachial and femoral stiffness estimates at age 36 years. Before
categorization into tertiles, theDCsandCCswere reversed (i.e.multipliedby Ͳ1)so
that higher values indicate higher arterial stiffness in accordancewith the carotid
YEM. The reference group (i.e. T1) thus refers to those individualswith ‘less stiff’
arteries on the basis of such (reversed) estimates graphically.6,16,17 These analyses
were first adjusted for sex, body height and time ofmeasurement (model 1), and
subsequently for thevaluesof,atboth theageof32and36 (and thus thechanges
during followͲup in), vigorous intensity HPA (model 2), and smoking behaviour,
alcohol consumption and total daily energy intake (model 3), all considered as
potential confounders.Weadjusted for vigorous intensityHPA specifically,because
theseHPAs,butnotthoseoflightͲtoͲmoderateintensity,wereassociatedwithlower
arterial stiffness in this population.16,17 Next, we additionally adjusted for the
longitudinalvaluesofseveralbiologicalriskfactors(i.e.BMIorє4SKFortheskinfolds











All statistical analyses were performed with the use of the STATA software
packageversion11.2 (STATACorp,CollegeStation,Texas,USA).Triglycerides,which









Comparedwith subjects inwith less stiff (i.e. inT1), thosewith the stiffest carotid
arteries (i.e. in T3) at the age of 36 had spent on average more time watching
televisionduringthe4precedingyears (Table3.3.3).Forexample, thesedifferences
amountedto+19.9min/day(6.1to34.1)forcomparisonsonthebasisofthecarotid
DC (model 1). Further adjustment for vigorous HPA (model 2) and other lifestyle
variables(model3;i.e.potentialconfounders)slightlystrengthenedthesedifferences,
to +22.4min/day (8.7 to 36.1). Television timedidnot differ significantlybetween
subjectsinT2(i.e.withintermediatestiffness)vs.thoseinT1,however.
Despite the unfavourable longitudinal associations between television time and
VO2max, BMI, є4SKF (but less so skinfolds raƟo), triglycerides,MAP, totalͲtoͲHDL
cholesterol ratio,and, toa lesserextent, restingheart rate (Table3.3.4),additional
adjustment for each of these risk factors separately (i.e. potentialmediators) only
slightlyattenuatedthedifferencesintelevisiontimebetweensubjectsinT3vs.those
inT1ofeach carotid stiffnessestimates (Table3.3.3,models4AͲF).Altogether, the
biological risk factors explained these differences up to amaximum of 31% (e.g.,
decreasesfrom22.4min/dayto+15.4min/dayonthebasisofsubjects’levelsofthe
carotidDC),whichneverthelessremainedoverallstatisticallysignificant(models5).




notdiffer significantlybetweengroupswith increasing levelsofarterial stiffness (PͲ
valuesforinteractionsbetweentertilesofeachstiffnessestimateandtimeall>0.239).
Albeitnotsignificant,the4Ͳyear increases intelevisiontimetendedtobegreater in
individualswiththestiffestvs. lessstiffarteries(e.g.+9.1min/day[Ͳ6.0to24.2]and
+9.3min/day[Ͳ6.0to24.5]forT3vs.T1ofthecarotidandfemoralDCs,respectively,
adjusted for sex, height and other lifestyle variables), leading to differences in
televisiontimebetweenthesegroupsthatwerewiderattheageof36than32years
(Figure3.3.2Aand3.3.2B,respectively;fordetailsseeTable3.3.S3ͲAppendix3.3.1).
In fact, these trajectoryanalyses show that subjectswith the stiffestarteriesat the
ageof36werethosewhosignificantlyspentmoretimewatchingtelevisionduringthe
4preceding years, i.e. consistently soabove2h/dayatboth theagesof32and36
years. Indeed,televisiontimewasstronglycorrelatedbetweenthetwoages (partial
r=0.6,P<0.001)andindividualswhospent>2h/dayonthisbehaviourattheageof32
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Riskfactor Model1 Model2 Model3
 ß 95%CI ß 95%CI ß 95%CI
Meanarterialpressure 0.068 0.000;0.136* 0.067 Ͳ0.002;0.136 0.078 0.007;0.148*
Bodymassindex 0.076 0.030;0.123† 0.077 0.030;0.125† 0.078 0.029;0.127†
Sumof4skinfolds 0.065 0.010;0.119* 0.064 0.009;0.118* 0.067 0.013;0.122*
Skinfoldsratio 0.034 Ͳ0.013;0.081 0.032 Ͳ0.016;0.079 0.033 Ͳ0.015;0.081
Cardiorespiratoryfitness
(VO2max)
Ͳ0.188 Ͳ0.258;Ͳ0.118‡ Ͳ0.177 Ͳ0.245;Ͳ0.108‡ Ͳ0.168 Ͳ0.237;Ͳ0.099‡
TotalͲtoͲHDLcholesterol
ratio
0.068 0.012;0.125* 0.063 0.007;0.119* 0.066 0.007;0.125*
LnͲtriglycerides 0.080 0.012;0.149* 0.074 0.006;0.142* 0.078 0.008;0.148*


























Figure3.3.2 Levels of television time at the ages of 32 and 36 years in subjectswith different levels
(tertiles) of A) carotid and B) femoral stiffness estimates, as estimated by means of
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Vigorous, but not lightͲtoͲmoderate, intensity HPA (per min/day increase) was
inversely,thoughweakly,associatedwithtelevisiontime(ɴ=Ͳ0.24min/day[Ͳ0.45toͲ




model 2 of Tables 3.3.3 and 3.3.5 (data not shown). Furthermore, no effect
modification by vigorous intensityHPAwas found in the comparisons of television
time across tertiles of arterial stiffness estimates as described above (PͲvalues for
interactiontermswithvigorousintensityHPAall>0.2).
Additional analyses. All results shown abovewere estimated bymeans of GEE
analyses of all television time (and covariates) data available in the selected study
population.Confiningofouranalysestothe339(185women)subjectswithtelevision





36years,were thosewhohadspentmore timewatching televisionduring the four
precedingyears, indicatinganunfavourableassociationof this sedentarybehaviour
witharterialstiffness;2)that theseassociationswere independentofother lifestyle
risk factors,most notably time spent in vigorous intensity HPA; and 3) that these
associationswereinpartexplainedby,butremainedtoalargeextentindependentof
the adverse associations between television time and other cardiovascular risk
factors,suchascardiorespiratoryfitness,bodyfatness,meanarterialpressure,blood
lipidsand,toalesserextent,restingheartrate.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that has investigated and
shown adverse associations between television time and arterial stiffness, at the
levels of both the carotid and femoral arteries, and this in young and apparently
healthyadults.Arterialstiffnesscouldthusbeoneofthepathobiologicalmechanisms
explainingtheincreasedcardiovascularriskassociatedwithtelevisiontime.13Indeed,
stiffness ofmainly elastic arteries, such as the carotid and aorta, predicts incident
cardiovascular disease andmortality, notably also in the general population.1,25Ͳ27
Changes inelasticpropertiesofperipheralarteries,suchasthe femoralartery,have






hasbeendemonstrated26,27 itstillremains tobeestablishedwhetherstiffness levels
observedinyoungeradultsalsohavethesamepredictivevalue.Nevertheless,inthe
course of ageing, young adults with stiffer arteries are not likely to have these
reversed unless changes towards healthier behaviours or other interventions are
adopted.
Given that theprocessofarterialstiffeningstartsalreadyatyoungerages,2Ͳ6we
have previously investigated whether lifetime (i.e. from adolescence up to young
adulthood)HPAofdifferentintensitieswasassociatedwitharterialstiffnessinyoung
adults,andtheextenttowhichsuchassociationsdifferedthroughoutthearterialtree
(i.e. central [or elastic] vs. peripheral [or muscular] arteries).16,17 We have now
investigatedtelevisiontime,asadeterminantofelasticormusculararterialstiffness,
butconfined theseanalyses to theyoungadulthoodperiodbecause, in thiscohort,
thissedentarybehaviourwasascertainedattheagesof32and36yearsonly.Wealso
specifically investigated whether any such associations were independent of
individuals’ levels of HPA in line with recent views suggesting that these two
behaviours are notmerely twomeasures of a single continuum, but two distinct
behaviours thatmaycoexist.7,15 Insupportof thishypothesis,weobserved that the
adverse associations of television time with arterial stiffness and also other
cardiovascular risk factors were independent of subjects’ vigorousͲintensity HPA
levels, which we have previously shown to be favourably associated with carotid




weak correlations between the two behaviours and no evidence for any effect
modification by vigorous intensityHPA in the associations between television time
andarterialstiffnesssuggestingthattheadverseassociationoftelevisiontimecould
notbenullifiedbyincreasingthelevelsofvigorousintensityHPA.Furthermore,inthe
present cohort, a similar proportion of individuals with high and low levels of
television time had high levels of vigorous HPA at the ages of 32 and 36 years,
suggesting that these phenotypes indeed often coͲoccur (see Figure 3.3.S2 –
Appendix3.3.1).
Ourdataalsosuggestthatonlyamodestpart(i.e.approximately25Ͳ30%)ofthe
higher carotid and femoral stiffness related to higher television time could be




with the same risk factors.16Theseobservations suggest that sedentarybehaviours
are likelytohavespecific,though largelyunknown,cellularandmolecularprocesses
explainingtheirdeleteriousassociationswitharterialstiffness.Inthisline,ithasbeen
proposed that sedentariness and physical activity may affect metabolic and
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cardiovascular health through common pathways, such as lowͲgrade inflammation,
endothelialdysfunctionand insulinsensitivity,16,29,30but that theregulationof these
might be qualitatively different in response to the two behaviours.7 Further
investigationisthusnecessarytounravelthespecificmechanismsthatlinksedentary
behaviourtoarterialstiffness.
From a public health point of view it is important to notice that differences in
television time found between subjectswith higher vs. lower carotid and femoral
stiffness were relatively small and amounted to approximately 20 min/day. The
categorizationofsubjects inwith thestiffestvs. the lessstiffarterieswasbasedon
tertilesofthemeasuredvaluesofthelocalstiffnessestimatesassessedatage36.The
differencesin,forinstance,themeancarotidDCandCCofsubjectsinthehighestvs.
the lowest tertiles correspond to those observed in the course of one decade of
ageing,31 indicating that the groups being compared translate to physiologically




targeting sedentarybehaviours inparticular,asalreadyavailable for children,32and
complementarytothoseavailableforexercisephysicalactivities,33arethusneeded.In
this line, we observed that subjects with the stiffest arteries were those who
consistentlyspentmorethan2h/dayontelevisionviewinginthe4Ͳyearstudyperiod
(Figure 3.3.2), which is the maximum total media time advised for children.32
Televisiontimeattheageof32wasstronglycorrelatedwiththatattheageof36and
individualswhospent>2h/dayonthisbehaviourattheageof32wereconsiderably





andbiological risk factors,weremeasuredprospectivelyduring youngadulthood in
subjects forwhomarterialstiffnesswasassessedatbothcentral (i.e.carotidartery)
andperipheral(i.e.brachialandfemoralarteries)arterialsitesattheageof36years.
This extensive phenotyping of study participants allowed a comprehensive
assessment of the associations of these risk factors, and their interrelations,with
arterial stiffness in young adulthood. Some limitations need to be addressed,
however. First, we only investigated television time as a measure of sedentary
behaviour. Television viewing, however, is themost common and time consuming
activityduringindividuals’leisuretimeintheNetherlands,35aswellasinAustralia,the






identify subjectswith higher arterial stiffness,more extensive instrumentsmay be
needed for a more comprehensive assessment of a wider range of sedentary
behaviours (e.g. passive transportation, sitting and talking, listening to music,
computer use) and understanding of their specific effects on metabolic and
cardiovascular health.15 In addition, investigation of the physical and psychosocial
determinants of sedentary behaviours is needed in order to design preventive
measures tailored to individuals’ realities and thus more likely to be effective.39
Second, theuseofquestionnaires to assess television time is subject to recall and
misclassification bias. Although we think that most was nonͲdifferential, because
subjectswereunawareoftheirarterialstiffnesslevelsatthetimeofassessment,we
cannot exclude the possibility that somedifferentialmisclassificationhas occurred.
Eitherway, thismayhave led toanunderestimationof thedifferences in television
timeestimated inthisstudy,asunhealthierbehavioursaremore likelytobeunderͲ









alldataavailableon riskexposure in the selected studypopulationenabledby the







In conclusion, we show that television time, an important and modifiable
sedentarybehaviour,isunfavourablyassociatedwitharterialstiffnessinyoungadults.
This associationwas independent of other lifestyle risk factors, such as (vigorous)
physical activity, and could only in part be explained by televisionͲtimeͲrelated
deleterious associations with traditional biological risk factors. Although the
mechanismsexplainingtheseassociationsareyetnotfullyunderstood,theseseemto
differ, to a great extent, from those linking physical activity to arterial stiffness.
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Commoncarotidartery   
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3ͼkPaͲ1 33.5r4.0 26.2r1.7 20.4r2.2
Compliancecoefficient,amm2ͼkPaͲ1 1.29r0.21 0.97r0.09 0.73r0.12
Young’selasticmodulus,103ͼkPa 0.32r0.05 0.43r0.03 0.58r0.09
Brachialartery   
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3ͼkPaͲ1 24.2r9.2 12.5r2.4 7.2r2.1
Compliancecoefficient,amm2ͼkPaͲ1 0.27r0.08 0.15r0.03 0.09r0.03
Commonfemoralartery   
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3ͼkPaͲ1 11.1r4.0 6.5r1.2 4.1r1.1
Compliancecoefficient,amm2ͼkPaͲ1 0.78r0.20 0.46r0.05 0.29r0.06
Dataaremeans±SD.PͲvaluesforcomparisonsinstiffnessestimatesbetweenall3groupswereall<0.001.
aNote thatdistensibilityand compliance coefficients valueswere reversed (i.e.multipliedby Ͳ1)prior to




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table3.3.S6 Longitudinal associations between television time and biological cardiovascular risk factors
(n=339,185womenͲcompletecasesanalyses).
Riskfactor Model1 Model2 Model3
 ß 95%CI ß 95%CI ß 95%CI
Meanarterialpressure 0.067 0.000;0.134* 0.066 Ͳ0.002;0.134 0.081 0.012;0.150*
Bodymassindex 0.065 0.022;0.107† 0.065 0.022;0.109† 0.066 0.021;0.110†
Sumofskinfolds 0.059 0.005;0.113* 0.057 0.003;0.112* 0.063 0.008;0.118*
Skinfoldsratio 0.042 Ͳ0.008;0.092 0.040 Ͳ0.010;0.089 0.041 Ͳ0.009;0.091
VO2max Ͳ0.172 Ͳ0.243;Ͳ0.111‡ Ͳ0.160 Ͳ0.230;Ͳ0.090 Ͳ0.153 Ͳ0.224;Ͳ0.083‡
TotalͲtoͲHDLcholesterol 0.070 0.017;0.123† 0.064 0.012;0.116* 0.068 0.012;0.123*
LnͲtriglycerides 0.082 0.012;0.152* 0.075 0.005;0.145* 0.077 0.006;0.150*























Figure3.3.S1 Levels of television time at the ages of 32 and 36 years in subjectswith different levels
(tertiles) of A) carotid and B) femoral stiffness estimates, as estimated by means of
generalizedestimatingequations.Alldataareadjusted for sex,bodyheight, time,vigorous
intensityhabitualphysicalactivity,smoking,alcoholconsumptionanddailyenergyintakeand




















































































































































Figure3.3.S2 Percentage of participants in ‘low’ and ‘high’ vigorousHPA groupswithin ‘low’ and ‘high’
television time strataatages32 (n=170andn=172, respectively)and36 years (n=169and
n=200,respectively).
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The objective was to investigate whether a lower intake of fiber (and fiber rich foods)











less stiffarteries,asdefinedon thebasisof thehighestvs. lowest sexͲspecific tertilesof the
distensibilityandcompliancecoefficients(reversed)andYoung’selasticmodulus: Ͳ1.9(95%CI:
Ͳ3.1;Ͳ0.7),Ͳ2.3(Ͳ3.5;Ͳ1.1),andͲ1.3(Ͳ2.5;Ͳ0.0),respectively.Furthermore,subjectswith‘stiffer’





Lower lifetime intakeoffiberduringthecourseofyoungage isassociatedwithcarotidartery
stiffnessinadulthood.PromotingconsumptionoffiberͲrichfoodsamongtheyoungmayoffera








heart failure andmortality, generallyoccur after the fifthdecadeof life,2,3but the
processofarterialstiffeningstartsmuchearlierduetoexposuretoriskfactors(RFs)
during a preclinical phase that may last for decades. Indeed, adverse levels of
cardiovascularRFs in childhood/adolescence, suchas lowvigoroushabitualphysical
activityandelevated(central)bodyfatnessandbloodpressure,havebeenshownto
beassociatedwitharterialstiffnessinadulthood.4Ͳ8Giventhatlifelongengagementin
unhealthy lifestyles may be established in childhood,9 it is important to identify
alreadyatayoungagemodifiableRFsthatmayimpactonarterialstiffnesslaterinlife.
Lowdietary fiber intakemaybeonesuchRF.Severalobservationalstudieshave
shown fibertobe inverselyassociatedwithriskof incidentCHDandstroke,10Ͳ12and
allͲcause and cardiovascular mortality.13 Current recommendations thus suggest
increasing fiber intake throughhigher consumptionof fruits, vegetables andwhole
grains inordertoreducecardiovascularrisk inthegeneralpopulation.14Higherfiber
intakemaypreventarterial stiffening,as suggestedbya recent study showing that
individualswith thehighestconsumptionof fruitsandvegetablesduringchildhoodͲ
adolescenceandadulthoodhad lower levelsofaorticpulsewavevelocity (PWV) in



















All subjects were participants of the Amsterdam Growth And Health Longitudinal
Study,anobservationalstudy thatstarted in1976Ͳ77withagroupof~600children
aged13yearsfromtwosecondaryschools intheNetherlands.Sincethen,repeated




participants was 36.5±0.5 years, arterial properties of three large arteries were
ascertained in 373participants (196women).4Ͳ6 The current studywas confined to
theseparticipants,buttheirlevelsofdietary(fiber,fiberͲrichfoods)intake,aswellas
of other lifestyle and biological RFs, did not differ from those not included in the
analysesatanyof theearlier timeͲpoints (datanotshown).Thestudypopulation is
thereforerepresentativeoftheoriginalcohortandselectionbiasdidnotthreatenour
results.
The studywasapprovedby themedicalethical committeeof theVUUniversity




Arterial properties were assessed by means of ultrasonography according to
guidelines for user procedures and with the use of reproducible methods and
devices,1,17,18asdescribedindetailelsewhere4Ͳ6andbrieflybelow.
All subjects abstained from smoking and alcohol and caffeineͲcontaining
beveragesonthedaythemeasurementswereperformed.Measurementsindifferent
individualsweredistributedthroughoutthedayandstartedaftersubjectshadbeen
resting ina supineposition for15minutes inaquiet temperatureͲcontrolled room.
Properties of the right common carotid (10mm proximal to the beginning of the
bulb),brachial (20mm above the antecubital fossa) and common femoral (20mm
proximal to the flow divider) arteries were obtained with an ultrasound scanner
equipped with a 7.5ͲMHz linear array probe (Pie medical, Maastricht, The
Netherlands). The ultrasound scanner was connected to a personal computer
equippedwithanacquisitionsystemandavesselwallmovementdetectorsoftware
system(WallTrackSystem2,PieMedical,Maastricht,TheNetherlands)thatenabled
measurement of the arterial diameter (D), distension (ѐD), and intimaͲmedia
thickness(IMT)asdescribedindetailelsewhere.17,18
Throughouttheentireperiodofultrasound imagingbloodpressurewasassessed
in the leftarmat5Ͳminute intervalswithanoscillometricdevice (ColinPressͲMate,





and local PP of three consecutive measurements were used to estimate the
distensibility coefficient (DC) and compliance coefficient (CC) of each artery as
follows:17,18

DC=(2'DͼD+'D2)/(PPͼD2)   in10Ͳ3/kPa  (1),
CC=Sͼ(2Dͼ'D+'D2)/4PP   inmm2/kPa  (2).

The DC reflects the elastic properties, whereas the CC reflects the buffering
capacityofthearteryatgivenoperatinglocalpressures.FromcarotidD,DCandIMT,
theYoung’selasticmodulus (YEM),anestimateof the intrinsicelasticpropertiesof
thevesselwall,wascalculatedasfollows:

YEM=D/(IMTͼDC)    in103ʞkPa  (3).

In contrast with the DC and CC, higher YEM values indicate greater arterial
stiffness.Therefore,theDCsandCCswerereversed(multipliedby Ͳ1)sothathigher
valuesrepresentgreaterstiffness inagreementwiththecarotidYEM.Subsequently,




From the ageof 13 through 36 years, usual food intakewas repeatedlymeasured
usingapreviouslyvalidatedcrossͲcheckdietaryhistory(faceͲtoͲface)interviewbased






were used to illustrate portion sizes. During the 2000 measurement, a newly
developed interviewerͲadministered computerͲassisted crossͲcheck dietary history
methodwasintroduced.23Computerquestionsandinterviewstructurewerebasedon
theoriginal faceͲtoͲface interview.The twomethodsofdietaryassessment showed
high comparability, though introduction of the computerͲassisted method likely
causedareductionofinterviewerbias.23
Themean fiber (in g/d) and total energy (in kcal/d) intakes, as well as fruits,
vegetablesandwholegrainproducts(alling/d)werecalculatedusingthe1996Dutch
Food Composition Table.25 Fruits included fresh (citrus and noncitrus), dried and
Chapter4.1
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fiber intake during the 24Ͳyear study period between subjects in the highest
comparedwith those in the lowestsexͲspecific tertilesofeachstiffnessestimateat
age36years,or, inotherwords,between subjectswith stiffervs. less stiff carotid,
brachial and femoral arteries.4Ͳ6 GEEs take into account the correlation between
repeatedobservationswithinthesamesubject,andhavetheadvantageofhandling
dataofsubjectswithvaryingnumberofandunequallytimeͲspacedobservations.27All
analyseswere adjusted for sex, height, and time (model 1).We have also added





fiber intakebetweengroupswith increasing levelsofarterial stiffnesswere further
adjustedforpotentialconfounders, i.e.totalenergy intake(kcal/d),habitualphysical
activity (metabolicequivalents/wk),smokingbehavior (yesorno)andalcohol intake
(g/wk),asmeasuredthroughoutthewholelongitudinalperiod(model2).Adjustment
fortimeofthedayatwhicharterialmeasureswereobtaineddidmateriallyaffectthe




the groups couldbe explainedby these variables (inwhich case thedifferences as
obtainedinmodels2wouldbeappreciablyattenuated–mediationanalyses).
GEEmodelssimilartothosedescribedabovewerealsousedtoestimatethemean
differences in fruits, vegetables andwhole grainproducts consumption throughout
the longitudinalperiodbetweensubjectswithstiffervs. lessstiffarteriesatage36.










magnitude of the attenuations in mean levels of fiber or fibreͲrich foods after
adjustmentforpotentialmediators(seedetailsofcalculationsprovided infootnotes





Characteristics of the study population throughout the 24Ͳyear study period are
presentedinTable4.1.1.ThemeanintakeoffiberdecreasedbyͲ1.6g/d(95%CI:Ͳ2.8
toͲ0.4)betweentheagesof13and27years,andincreasedthereafterby5.4g/d(4.3
to6.6)up to the ageof36 years. Themean levelsof each local stiffness estimate
acrossthetertilesareshowninTable4.1.2.
Lifetimefiberintakebylevelsofarterialstiffnessatage36years
Afteradjustment for sex,heightand time,andascomparedwith subjectswith less
stiffarteries(i.e.inT1),thosewithstiffercarotidarteries(i.e.inT3oftheDC,CC,both
reversed,and theYEM) took less fiberduring the24Ͳyear studyperiod:onaverage
Ͳ2.6g/d (Ͳ4.0 to Ͳ1.1), Ͳ3.0g/d (Ͳ4.4 to Ͳ1.6),and Ͳ2.1g/d (Ͳ3.5 to Ͳ0.7), respectively
(Table 4.1.3, model 1). Trajectory analyses revealed that these differences were
alreadypresent in adolescence and remained fairly stableover time (Figure4.1.1).
Adjustments for potential confounders (i.e. total energy intake and other lifestyle
variables) attenuated the differences mentioned above to Ͳ1.9 g/d (Ͳ3.1 to Ͳ0.7),
Ͳ2.3g/d (Ͳ3.5 to Ͳ1.1) and Ͳ1.3 g/d (Ͳ2.5 to Ͳ0.0), respectively,which nevertheless
remained statistically significant (model 2). Further adjustment for mean arterial
pressure, skinfolds ratio, and/or totalͲtoͲHDL cholesterol ratio (model 3), did not
materiallyexplain thesedifferences,given theirweak longitudinalassociationswith
fiber intake (Table 4.1.4). Indeed, after adjustment for these RFs, differences in
lifetimefiberintakewereonlyslightlyattenuated(8%),andthemagnitudeofthese







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sex,nM/F  59/65 59/66 59/65
Commoncarotidartery    
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3/kPa M 32.0±3.4 25.8±1.4 20.7±2.1
 F 34.7±4.3 26.5±1.7 19.9±2.3
Compliancecoefficient,amm2/kPa M 1.35±0.20 1.04±0.05 0.80±0.01
 F 1.22±0.18 0.91±0.06 0.65±0.09
Young’selasticmodulus,103ͼkPa M 0.35±0.04 0.45±0.02 0.60±0.09
 F 0.30±0.04 0.41±0.03 0.56±0.08
Brachialartery    
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3/kPa M 22.0±10.5 10.5±1.5 6.2±1.6
 F 26.2±7.9 14.1±1.9 7.9±2.3
Compliancecoefficient,amm2/kPa M 0.30±0.10 0.17±0.02 0.10±0.03
 F 0.24±0.05 0.14±0.02 0.07±0.2
Commonfemoralartery    
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3/kPa M 9.0±3.1 5.5±0.5 3.3±0.8
 F 12.9±3.8 7.4±0.9 4.7±0.9
Compliancecoefficient,amm2/kPa M 0.78±0.22 0.48±0.05 0.29±0.06








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































After adjustment for sex,height, time, andpotential confounders (i.e. total energy
intakeandotherlifestylevariables),subjectswithstifferarteriesconsumedlessfiberͲ
richfoodsinthe24Ͳystudyperiodthanthosewithlessstiffarteries:e.g.Ͳ32.6g/dof
fruits (Ͳ61.9 to Ͳ3.4), Ͳ22.9g/dofvegetables (Ͳ42.6 to Ͳ3.2)and Ͳ18.6g/dofwhole
grainproducts (Ͳ33.4 to Ͳ3.8),when classifiedon thebasisof the carotidDC (Table
4.1.5,models2).Thesedifferenceswereexplainedtoagreatextentwhenadditionally
adjustedforfiber intake (models3vs.2)but lessso, ifatall,whenadjustedforthe





Meanarterialpressure  Skinfoldratio  TotalͲtoͲHDLcholesterolModel
ɴ 95%CI  ɴ 95%CI  ɴ 95%CI
Fiber      
1  Ͳ0.066 Ͳ0.117;Ͳ0.015*   Ͳ0.061 Ͳ0.104;Ͳ0.018†   Ͳ0.092 Ͳ0.144;Ͳ0.039†
2  Ͳ0.045 Ͳ0.103;0.012   Ͳ0.034 Ͳ0.085;0.016   Ͳ0.047 Ͳ0.105;0.011
Fruits      
1  0.006 Ͳ0.042;0.054   Ͳ0.010 Ͳ0.045;0.026   0.041 0.001;0.081*
2  0.014 Ͳ0.034;0.061   0.002 Ͳ0.034;0.037   0.054 0.014;0.094†
Vegetables      
1  Ͳ0.055 Ͳ0.095;Ͳ0.016†   Ͳ0.061 Ͳ0.099;Ͳ0.023†   Ͳ0.080 Ͳ0.128;Ͳ0.031†
2  Ͳ0.050 Ͳ0.090;Ͳ0.009*   Ͳ0.050 Ͳ0.088;Ͳ0.012†   Ͳ0.063 Ͳ0.110;Ͳ0.016†
Wholegrainproducts      
1  Ͳ0.027 Ͳ0.079;0.024   Ͳ0.005 Ͳ0.044;0.033   Ͳ0.046 Ͳ0.098;0.007
2  Ͳ0.020 Ͳ0.073;0.033   0.010 Ͳ0.029;0.048   Ͳ0.025 Ͳ0.075;0.025
ɴ, standardized longitudinal regression coefficients as estimatedwith the use of generalized estimating
equations (n=373): indicate thechange inbiological risk factors (inSD)per1SD increase indietary fiber,
fruits, vegetablesorwhole grains; *P<0.05 and †P<0.001.Model1: adjusted for sex,height and time;










Likewise, adjustment for each of the biological RFs significantly attenuated the
differences in vegetable consumption, but not fruits norwhole grain products. In
modelsadjusting forall thepotentialmediators simultaneously,only themediating



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Subjects with stiffer compared with those with less stiff femoral arteries also
tended to consume less fruits, vegetables andwhole grainproducts in the24Ͳyear
study (Table 4.1.S3). However, these differences were not always statistically





associations reported herein (data not shown). Replacing in our models the




Themajor findings of this study are that: 1) adults with higher levels of arterial
stiffness,mainlyofthecarotidartery,tookconsistentlylessfiberduringthepreceding





A recent systematic review of intervention studies investigating the impact of
changes inspecific foodsand/ornutrients intakeonarterialstiffnessconcludedthat
omegaͲ3 and soy isoflavone supplementation might reduce arterial stiffness.30
However, thisevidencederived from small studies,noneofwhich investigating the
roleof fiberor itsmajordietarysources,andalmostallwereconfined toolderand
clinicalpopulations.Observationalstudiessuggestingabeneficialinfluenceoffiberon
arterialstiffnessarescarcetoo,andbecausethesefindingsderivedfromassociations
with fiberͲrich foods, disentangling the specific role of fiber therein is not
straightforward.For instance,adietarypatternhigh inmeatandalcohol,and low in
fruits, sweetening products and dairy productswas associatedwith greater aortic
PWV7.5yearslaterinhealthymiddleͲagedindividuals.31Inaddition,consistentlyhigh
vs. low consumption of fruits and vegetables at both young and adult age was
associatedwith loweraorticPWV inadulthood.15In linewiththesefindings,andthe
cardiovascularprotectiveeffectsattributedtofiber,32,33wenowshowthatfiberintake





The elastic properties of conduit arteries vary along the arterial tree due to
heterogeneityinthemolecular,cellularandhistologicalstructureofthearterialwall.1
Indeed, although central arteries contain mainly elastic fibers and relatively less
collagen, this ratio is reversed in the peripheralmuscular arterieswhere collagens
predominates,1,34 which explains why elastic and muscular arteries may respond
differently to ageing, drugs and other factors. We have therefore used
ultrasonography to assess stiffness levels at different sites of the arterial tree to
obtainabetterunderstandingoftheetiologyofchangesinarterialstiffnessrelatedto
RFexposure.Inthisline,thepresentstudysuggeststhatthebeneficialeffectsoffiber
intakemay act preferentially on the elastic carotid than themuscular femoral or
brachialarteries.Theassociationswithcarotidstiffnessestimateswerenotconfined
to theDC and CC butwere also observedwith the YEM,which suggests a higher
intrinsicelasticityof thecarotidarterywallamong individualswhoconsumedmore
fiber.Theseobservationsalsoemphasizethepotentialclinicalrelevanceofthisstudy,
because greater stiffness of central elastic arterial sites or segments, such as the
carotidarteryandtheaorta,2,3,35Ͳ37butnotofperipheralarteries,havebeenshownto
predict incidentCVD.The linkbetweenarterial stiffnessand incidentCVDhasbeen
moreofteninvestigatedandclearlyestablishedwhenstiffnesslevelsoftheaortaare







such study before, showed that greater carotid stiffness estimates, as used in the






Although crossͲsectional39 and prospective40 studies have shown fiber to be
favorablyassociatedwithbloodpressure,bodyfatnessandbloodlipids,inthepresent
study the longitudinal associations between fiber intake and these RFs were not
independentoftheconfoundingeffectofother lifestylevariables.Therefore,wedid
notfindevidenceforamediatingrolebyanyoftheseRFsinthefiberͲarterialstiffness
relationships.Thismaybedue to the relativelyyoungandhealthystudypopulation
examinedherein. Indeed,ametaͲanalysisshowedthat increases infiber intakeyield
onlymodestdecreases inbloodpressure,whichoccurredmainly above the ageof
40years.41OtherfiberͲrelatedpathobiologicalmechanismssuchasimprovedglucose
metabolism,32 inflammation42 and endothelial dysfunction,43 all of which are
 Dietaryhabits
137
determinants of arterial stiffness,1,44 may thus explain the observed associations.
Longitudinalmeasures of these variableswere not obtained in the present study,
however.
Our findingsmay have important implications for public health. The lifeͲcourse
approach used to study risk exposure revealed that differences in fiber intake
between individuals with stiffer vs. less stiff arteries were already present during
adolescence. This emphasizes the view that increases in fiber intake should be
pursued already among young children, as recommended by current guidelines.32
ImplementationofcomprehensiveschoolͲbasedprogramspromotingconsumptionof
fiberͲrichfoods,andahealthydietingeneral,integratingalsomajordeterminantsfor
success, such as parental involvement, and availability/accessibility of healthy
foods,45Ͳ47maybeaneffectivetooltoraisechildren’sawarenessandempowerthem
fora lifelongengagementwithhealthydietaryhabits. Inaddition,ourdata suggest
that,atthepopulation level,relativelysmall increases infiber intakethroughoutthe
courseoflifeͲequivalenttothedailyconsumptionofaboutoneappleorbanana,or
half a portion of broccoli or muesli Ͳ might translate to physiologically relevant
differencesinarterialstiffnessinadulthood.Indeed,theabsolutedifferencesinlevels
of thecarotidstiffnessestimatesbetweensubjectsgrouped into thehighestvs. the
lowest tertiles correspond to those found formore than one decade of ageing.48
Finally, although fiber, but not other biological RFs, explained a great part of the
beneficial associations of fruits, vegetables and whole grain products intake with
arterialstiffness,othercomponentsofthesefoods,suchasvitamins(i.e.CandE,and
ɴcarotene),unsaturatedfattyacids,minerals,lignansandotherphytochemicals,may
favorably influencearterial stiffness and/or general cardiovascularhealh.49,50 In this
line, thebeneficialassociations,observed throughout thewhole longitudinalperiod,
betweenvegetableintakeandbloodpressure,centralfatnessandbloodlipidsshould
beemphasized,despitethelackofanindependentmediatingeffectbytheseRFs.All
of these are established cardiovascular RFs and, therefore, promoting vegetable
intakeinparticularmaytranslatetocardiovascularhealthbenefitsbeyonddecreases
in arterial stiffness.On the other hand, fruit intakewas adversely associatedwith
totalͲtoͲHDL cholesterol ratio,but thiswasabolishedwhen fruit juices (often sugar
sweetenedandpossiblywithhigherglycemicͲindexes51)wereremovedfromthefruit
category (standardized longitudinal regression coefficient: 0.009 [Ͳ0.033 to 0.052]).
Noteworthy,theassociationswitharterialstiffnessremainedqualitativelyunchanged
(data not shown). All together, our findings thus suggest that primary prevention
effortsfocusingonincreasesinfresh/lowͲglycemicindexfruits,vegetablesandwhole




Likely, any such biaswas largely nonͲdifferential as, throughout the study period,




of healthier dietary habits by thosewith unhealthier lifestyles.52 Eitherway, effect
sizesmayhavebeenunderestimated.Second,althoughinouranalysesascertainment
ofthe‘cause’(i.e.dietaryintakefromadolescencetoadultage)precededthatofthe
‘consequence’ (i.e. arterial stiffness), definite conclusions with regard to causality
cannotbeinferredgiventheobservationalstudydesign.Third,althoughveryunlikely,
we cannot exclude the possibility of reverse causation as arterial stiffness was
measured at the age of 36 years only. Fourth, we were not able to distinguish
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Table4.1.S3 Comparisonof themean levelsof lifetime intakeof fiberͲrich foodsbetween subjectswith
increasinglevelsoffemoralstiffnessatage36years.
FemoralDCa  FemoralCCa
T2vs.T1  T3vs.T1  T2vs.T1 T3vs.T1
Model
ɴ 95%CI  ɴ 95%CI  ɴ 95%CI ɴ 95%CI
Fruits
1 Ͳ15.7 Ͳ46.7;15.4  Ͳ17.5 Ͳ50.2;15.2  Ͳ15.7 Ͳ47.1;15.6 Ͳ33.5 Ͳ65.2;Ͳ1.9*
2 Ͳ14.2 Ͳ45.1;16.7  Ͳ17.8 Ͳ50.2;14.7  Ͳ12.6 Ͳ43.9;18.6 Ͳ31.3 Ͳ62.7;0.1
3 Ͳ9.4 Ͳ36.3;17.5  Ͳ7.6 Ͳ35.1;20.0  Ͳ0.8 Ͳ27.9;26.4 Ͳ18.1 Ͳ45.0;8.8
4a Ͳ14.4 Ͳ45.3;16.6  Ͳ18.8 Ͳ51.0;13.5  Ͳ13.1 Ͳ44.4;18.1 Ͳ32.3 Ͳ63.8;Ͳ0.8*
4b Ͳ14.1 Ͳ45.1;16.9  Ͳ17.4 Ͳ49.9;15.2  Ͳ12.6 Ͳ43.8;18.6 Ͳ30.9 Ͳ62.6;0.7
4c Ͳ16.0 Ͳ47.3;15.2  Ͳ17.2 Ͳ49.7;15.4  Ͳ13.5 Ͳ45.0;18.0 Ͳ31.7 Ͳ63.1;Ͳ0.4*
4 Ͳ15.9 Ͳ47.0;15.3  Ͳ16.9 Ͳ49.3;15.5  Ͳ13.8 Ͳ45.2;17.6 Ͳ30.9 Ͳ62.6;0.9
Vegetables
1 5.5 Ͳ13.2;24.3  Ͳ5.8 Ͳ25.4;13.9  Ͳ1.6 Ͳ20.4;17.2 Ͳ13.2 Ͳ33.1;6.6
2 5.8 Ͳ12.9;24.5  Ͳ6.5 Ͳ26.4;13.4  2.0 Ͳ16.6;20.7 Ͳ11.0 Ͳ31.0;9.1
3 10.3 Ͳ4.6;25.3  2.4 Ͳ13.4;18.2  12.8 Ͳ2.2;27.7 0.7 Ͳ15.1;16.4
4a 6.1 Ͳ12.6;24.8  Ͳ4.5 Ͳ24.5;15.4  2.9 Ͳ15.7;21.5 Ͳ9.2 Ͳ29.3;11.0
4b 6.6 Ͳ11.9;25.1  Ͳ5.2 Ͳ25.0;14.7  2.3 Ͳ16.2;20.7 Ͳ8.3 Ͳ28.3;11.7
4c 7.4 Ͳ11.4;26.3  Ͳ5.6 Ͳ25.7;14.4  3.6 Ͳ15.2;22.5 Ͳ9.6 Ͳ29.7;10.5
4 7.8 Ͳ11.0;26.5  Ͳ3.4 Ͳ23.3;16.6  4.1 Ͳ14.6;22.8 Ͳ6.7 Ͳ26.7;13.4
Wholegrainproducts
1 Ͳ9.7 Ͳ23.4;4.0  Ͳ11.0 Ͳ25.8;3.7  Ͳ22.1 Ͳ36.1;Ͳ8.2† Ͳ15.4 Ͳ30.2;Ͳ0.5*
2 Ͳ9.7 Ͳ23.1;3.7  Ͳ11.4 Ͳ25.9;3.1  Ͳ19.6 Ͳ33.2;Ͳ6.0† Ͳ14.1 Ͳ28.8;0.6
3 Ͳ6.6 Ͳ16.6;3.4  Ͳ5.4 Ͳ16.5;5.6  Ͳ11.9 Ͳ22.2;Ͳ1.6* Ͳ6.0 Ͳ17.0;4.9
4a Ͳ9.6 Ͳ23.0;3.8  Ͳ10.9 Ͳ25.6;3.8  Ͳ19.4 Ͳ32.9;Ͳ5.8† Ͳ13.7 Ͳ28.4;1.1
4b Ͳ9.8 Ͳ23.3;3.6  Ͳ11.5 Ͳ26.1;3.1  Ͳ19.6 Ͳ33.2;Ͳ6.0† Ͳ14.4 Ͳ29.3;0.4
4c Ͳ9.6 Ͳ23.0;3.8  Ͳ12.1 Ͳ26.6;2.4  Ͳ19.2 Ͳ32.8;Ͳ5.7† Ͳ13.9 Ͳ28.7;0.8
4 Ͳ9.7 Ͳ23.0;3.7  Ͳ12.0 Ͳ26.7;2.7  Ͳ19.0 Ͳ32.5;Ͳ5.5† Ͳ14.2 Ͳ29.1;0.7
ɴ, longitudinal regressioncoefficientsasestimatedbygeneralizedestimatingequations (n=373): indicate




















































between the ages of 13 and 36 years) between individualswith different levels of arterial
stiffness in adulthood. The study population included 373 (196women) apparently healthy





thebasisof themostadverse tertileof, for instance, thedistensibility coefficient)had lower
aMED scores (Ͳ0.32,95%CI Ͳ0.60; Ͳ0.06)andwere less likely tohaveadhered to thisdietary
pattern (aMED score ш5, odds ratio 0.69, 95% CI 0.50; Ͳ0.94)during the preceding 24 years
comparedwiththosewithlessstiffarteries.DifferencesinaMEDscoreswerealreadypresentin
adolescence and were only in part explained by the favourable associations between the









There ismuch evidence to support a protective effect of aMediterranean dietary
pattern,whichischaracterizedbyhighintakeofplantfoodsandoliveoil,moderately
high intake of fish, lowͲtoͲmoderate intake ofmeat and poultry, and regular but
moderate consumption of alcohol,1 on cardiovascular disease (CVD).2Ͳ10 Indeed,
greater adherence to aMediterranean dietary pattern correlates favourably with





and older individuals. However, the pathophysiological processes underlying the
developmentofCVDstartmuchearlier.11Inthisline,we12Ͳ15asothers16,17haveshown
that thepresenceofRFs suchaselevatedBPand central fatnessatayoungage is
associatedwithadult levelsofarterialstiffness (i.e.the lossoftheelasticproperties
and cushioning functionof largearteries),whichmay lead topoorer cardiovascular
outcome.18,19Withageing,arterialstiffeningleadstoanincreaseinsystolicBP(SBP)20
because higher endͲsystolic pressuresmust be generated for the same net stroke
volume.Thisleadstoincreaseddecayofarterialpressureandvolumeduringsystole,
causing a reduced arterial volume at the onset of diastole,which in turn causes a
greater decrease in diastolic BP (DBP). As such, arterial stiffness may lead to an
increased risk of stroke, the development of left ventricular hypertrophy and a
decrease in coronaryperfusion andheart failure.19 Indeed, ithasbeen shown that
stiffness levels ofmainly central (i.e. elastic) arteries, such as the aorta21 and the
carotidarteries,22Ͳ25predictincidentCVDandmortalityacrossdifferentpopulations.
A recent systematic review of dietary and nutrient interventions demonstrated
that omegaͲ3 and soy isoflavone supplementation reduced arterial stiffness, thus
supporting a role of diet in the prevention of arterial stiffening and its related
sequelae.However,thisevidencewasderivedfromsmallstudies,whichweremainly
focusedon individual foodsornutrients and confined to clinicalpopulations.26 The
extent towhich (better adherence to) aMediterraneandietarypattern throughout




may result in synergistic effects on health,28 and therefore evaluation of dietary
patterns, such as the Mediterranean diet, rather than the individual dietary
components,maybetterreflect individuals’dietaryhabitsandcapture its impacton
cardiovascularhealth.29
Fromanaetiologicalpointofview,thequestionarisesastowhetheranybeneficial





stiffness.15 In an effort to answer this question,we usedmediation analysis30,31 to






All subjects participated in the Amsterdam Growth and Health Longitudinal Study
(AGAHLS), an observational study that started in 1976–1977 with a group of
approximately 600 boys and girls from two secondary schools in the area of
Amsterdam,theNetherlands.Thiscohortwasestablishedtoenabletheinvestigation
of growth, lifestyle and health of adolescents, and the longitudinal relationships
between lifestyleandbiologicalRFsextending intoadulthood,asdescribed indetail
elsewhere.32Briefly,themeanageofthesubjectsatthebeginningofthestudywas
13.1r0.8 years. Since then, repeatedmeasurements of lifestyle (including dietary,
physical activity and smoking habits), anthropometric (height,weight and skinfold
measurements)andbiological(BPandbloodlipidlevels)RFswereobtainedaccording
to standardprocedures two to eight timesup to the ageof 36 years,over a total
followͲup period of 24 years.13,32Ͳ34 In the year 2000, when the mean age of
participantswas36.5±0.5 years,biophysicalpropertiesof three large arterieswere
evaluated for the first time in373participants (196women);12,13,15,35 these subjects
comprisethesampleofthepresentstudy.
ThemedicalethicalcommitteeoftheVUUniversityMedicalCenter(Amsterdam,
theNetherlands) approved the study, and all subjects gave theirwritten informed
consent(providedbyparentswhenparticipantswere13–16yearsold).
Arterialstiffness
Biophysical properties of the large arteriesweremeasured according to guidelines
and using reproducible methods,18,36,37 as described in detail elsewhere.12,13,15,35
Briefly, all subjects had abstained from smoking and consumption of caffeineͲ
containing beverages on the day of the measurements, which took place after
subjects had been resting in a supine position for 15min in a quiet temperatureͲ
controlled room. Properties of the right common carotid (10mm proximal to the
beginningofthecarotidbulb)andthebrachial (20mmabovetheantecubitalfossa)




Medical,Maastricht, theNetherlands). Theultrasound scannerwas connected to a
personalcomputerequippedwithanacquisitionsystemandavesselwallmovement
detectorsoftwaresystem (WallTrackSystem2,PieMedical).This integrateddevice
enabledmeasurement of arterial diameter (D), distension ('D) and intima–media
thickness (IMT) asdescribed indetailpreviously.36,37 SBP,DBP andmeanBP (MBP)
wereassessedintheleftarmat5Ͳminintervalsthroughouttheperiodofultrasound
imagingusinganoscillometricdevice(ColinPressͲMate,modelBPͲ8800,KomakiͲCity,
Japan).Brachialpulsepressure (PP)wasdefinedasSBP–DBP,andPPat the levelof
the carotid and femoral arteries was calculated by calibration of the distension
waveforms.38 The mean values of D, 'D and local PP from three consecutive
measurements were used to estimate the distensibility (DC) and compliance (CC)
coefficientsofeacharteryasfollows:

DC=(2'DͼD+'D2)/(PPͼD2)   in10Ͳ3/kPa  (1),
CC=Sͼ(2Dͼ'D+'D2)/4PP   inmm2/kPa  (2).

The DC reflects the elastic properties, whereas the CC reflects the buffering




YEM=D/(IMTͼDC)    in103ʞkPa  (3).

Degreeofstiffness.IncontrasttotheEinc,highervaluesoftheDCandCCindicate
lower arterial stiffness. Therefore, DC and CC values were multiplied by Ͳ1 (i.e.





dietary history (faceͲtoͲface) interview, as described previously.39,40 In brief,
participantswereaskedtorecalltheirusualfoodintakeduringthepreviousmonthby
reporting frequency, amount and method of preparation of foods and drinks
(including alcoholic beverages) consumed. Amounts were reported in household
measures or grams, andmodels were used to illustrate portion sizes. During the
measurements in 2000, a newly developed interviewerͲadministered, computerͲ
assisted, crossͲcheck dietary historymethod was introduced.40 The questions and
interview structure were based on the original faceͲtoͲface interview. The two
methodsofdietaryassessmentshowedahighlevelofcomparability,thoughitislikely
thatintroductionofthecomputerͲassistedmethodcausedareductionininterviewer





calculated thealternateMediterraneandietscore (aMED),6,10,42which isanadapted
version of the original score developed by Trichopoulou et al.8 and contains the
following nine dietary components: vegetables (excluding potatoes), fruits, whole
grains, nuts, legumes, fish, red and processedmeats, ratio ofmonounsaturated to
saturated fat and alcohol. Subjects scored one pointwhenever the intake of each
component was above the sexͲspecific median, except in the case of red and
processedmeat,forwhichonepointwasattributed ifthe intakewasbelowthesexͲ
specificmedian, and alcohol intake, forwhichonepointwas scored ifparticipants
abstained from drinking during adolescence (ages 13–16 years) or if the level of
consumptionwas5to25g/dayduringadulthood(ages21–36years).10Thisdistinction







different levelsofarterial stiffnessat theageof36years.13,15,35GEEsproperly take






graphically and reflect the lifeͲcourse trajectories of the aMED score by levels of
arterialstiffnessatage36.13,15,35,43ThemeandifferencesintheaMEDscorebetween
groupswithdifferent levelsof arterial stiffnesswere further adjusted forpotential
confounders such as total energy intake (kcal),habitualphysical activity (metabolic
equivalentsperweek)andsmoking(yes/no)(model2).
GEE analyseswere alsoused to ascertain longitudinal associationsbetween the
aMEDscoreandCVDRFs(i.e.BP,bodyfatnessandbloodlipidlevels)throughoutthe
24Ͳyear period; results were expressed by standardized longitudinal regression
coefficients toallowdirect comparisonof the strengthof theassociationsbetween
thescoreandeachRF.
An exchangeable correlation structure was used in all analyses, and statistical
significancewassetatP<0.05(twosided).GEEanalyseswerecarriedoutusingSTATA
softwareversion9.2(STATACorp,CollegeStation,TX,USA).





and significance) of the attenuation in the strength of the association between
determinant and outcome after adjustment for the potential mediator.30,31 We
hypothesizedthatRFssuchasMBP,centralfatnessand/ordyslipidaemia,allofwhich
were previously shown to be associated with arterial stiffness in this study
population,12,15couldplayamediatingroleintheassociationbetweenMediterranean
dietandarterialstiffness.Therefore,weadditionallyadjusted thedifferences in the
levelsoflifetimeaMEDscorebetweensubjectswithstifferversuslessstiffarteries(as
obtained inmodel2describedabove) for thesepotentialmediators,bothoneata
time(models3A–C)andsimultaneously(model4).WeusedtheabproductͲcoefficient
methodtoquantifythemagnitudeoftheattenuationsduetotheseadjustmentsand
the respective 95% confidence intervals (CIs); the latter enable appreciation of
whethermediationbyanyof theRFs investigatedwas significant (if so, the95%CI
aroundthemagnitudeofattenuationwouldnot include0).30,31Theseanalyseswere
conductedwith theRMediationpackagewritten foruse in theRstatisticalprogram
(version2.13.0,TheRFoundationforStatisticalComputing2011).44
RESULTS
Characteristicsof thestudypopulationanddietaryconsumption throughout the24Ͳ
year period are shown in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively. Levels of arterial








period, comparedwith subjectswith less stiff arteries: Ͳ0.36 (95% CI Ͳ0.62; Ͳ0.10),
Ͳ0.56(95%CI Ͳ0.83; Ͳ0.29)and Ͳ0.31(95%CI Ͳ0.58; Ͳ0.04)whenstiffness levelswere
determinedonthebasisoftheDC,CCandYEM,respectively (Table4.2.4,model1).
Of note, such differenceswere already present during adolescence and remained
fairlystable throughout thestudyperiod,particularly forcomparisonsbasedon the
carotidDCandCC(Figure4.2.1).Afteradjustmentforpotentialconfounders(i.e.total
energyintakeandotherlifestylevariables),themeandifferencesintheaMEDscores




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Men/women,n  59/65 59/66 59/65
Commoncarotidartery    
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3ͼkPaͲ1 M 32.0±3.4 25.8±1.4 20.7±2.1
 F 34.7±4.3 26.5±1.7 19.9±2.3
Compliancecoefficient,amm2ͼkPaͲ1 M 1.35±0.20 1.04±0.05 0.80±0.01
 F 1.22±0.18 0.91±0.06 0.65±0.09
Young’selasticmodulus,103ͼkPa M 0.35±0.04 0.45±0.02 0.60±0.09
 F 0.30±0.04 0.41±0.03 0.56±0.08
Brachialartery    
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3ͼkPaͲ1 M 22.0±10.5 10.5±1.5 6.2±1.6
 F 26.2±7.9 14.1±1.9 7.9±2.3
Compliancecoefficient,amm2ͼkPaͲ1 M 0.30±0.10 0.17±0.02 0.10±0.03
 F 0.24±0.05 0.14±0.02 0.07±0.2
Commonfemoralartery    
Distensibilitycoefficient,a10Ͳ3ͼkPaͲ1 M 9.0±3.1 5.5±0.5 3.3±0.8
 F 12.9±3.8 7.4±0.9 4.7±0.9
Compliancecoefficient,amm2ͼkPaͲ1 M 0.78±0.22 0.48±0.05 0.29±0.06







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































counterpartswith less stiff arteries: odds ratio (OR) 0.69 (95% CI 0.50; 0.94), 0.64
(95%CI0.46;0.87)and0.68(95%CI0.50;0.93)forcomparisonsbasedontheDC,CC
and YEM, respectively (Figure 4.2.2). Similar trends, albeit mostly nonͲsignificant,
wereobservedforeachofthecomponentscomprisingtheaMEDscore,exceptnuts,
legumes and themonounsaturatedͲtoͲsaturated fatty acids ratio. Clustering of the
components in the aMED score thus seemed to better capture the favourable
associationswithcarotidarterialstiffnessthaneachcomponentseparately.
Qualitatively similar differences in lifetime aMED score and likelihood of
adherence,albeitof lowermagnitude,wereobservedforcomparisonsbasedonthe

















Figure4.2.2 Longitudinalodd ratio (OR)ofadherence to thealternateMediterraneandiet (aMED;score
ш5)andfavourableintakeofeachofitscomponentsthroughoutthe24Ͳyearstudyperiodfor
subjectswith stiffer (in thehighest tertile;T3)vs. less stiff (in the lowest tertile;T1, i.e. the
reference category) carotid arteries; stiffness levels were defined on the basis of the
distensibility (DC)orcompliance (CC)coefficients (both reversedbymultiplicationby Ͳ1),or
the Young’s elasticmodulus (YEM) at age 36 years.Whiskers indicate the 95% confidence
intervals.Dataareadjusted forsex,height,time,totaldailyenergy intake,habitualphysical
activity and smoking. a Favourable intake of each of the aMED components defined as
consumptionabovethesexͲspecificmedian,exceptformeatintake(definedasconsumption





































Figure4.2.3 Longitudinal associations between the alternate Mediterranean diet (aMED) score and
cardiovasculardisease risk factors.Pointestimates indicatechange in risk factor (inSD)per
twoͲpoint increase intheaMEDscore;whiskers indicatethe95%confidence intervals.Data
were firstadjusted for sex,heightand time (model1,black lines)and thenadditionally for








Themean differences in aMED between subjectswith stiffer comparedwith those
with less stiff carotid arteries (Table 4.2.4,model 2)were significantly attenuated
after furtheradjustment forMBP (models2vs.3A),but lesssoafteradjustmentfor
the skinfold ratio (reflectingacentralbody fatdistribution;models2vs.3B)or the
totalͲtoͲHDL cholesterol ratio (models 2 vs. 3C), using simplemediation analyses.
When analyses included adjustment forMBP, the skinfold ratio and totalͲtoͲHDL
cholesterol ratio simultaneously (i.e. multiple mediation model), the differences
betweensubjectswithstiffervs.lessstiffcarotidarteriesasestimatedonthebasisof
theDC,CCorYEMwereattenuatedby26%(i.e.fromͲ0.32toͲ0.25),10%(i.e.fromͲ
0.52 to Ͳ0.49) and 24% (i.e. from Ͳ0.27 to Ͳ0.21), respectively (models 2 vs. 4).
Furthermore, in thesemultiplemediationanalyses,MBPaccounted for thegreatest
portionof the attenuations (i.e.,19%,8% and17%, respectively) andwas theonly
mediator that attenuated the lifelong differences in aMED score between subjects
with stiffer vs. less stiff carotid arteries to a significant extent (for further details
regardingmediationanalyses,seeTable4.2.S2–Appendix4.2.1).






a lesser extent to aMediterranean dietary pattern during the preceding 24 years,
suggesting a favourable association between a Mediterranean diet throughout
adolescenceandearlyadulthoodandarterialstiffness inadulthood.Second,greater
adherencetoaMediterraneandietarypatternwasassociatedwithlowerlevelsofBP,
total cholesterol and BMI throughout the study period. Third, the beneficial
association with MBP explained in part (up to 19%) the favourable association




and arterial stiffness in adulthood.Our findings are in linewith those of previous
studies showing thathigh intakeof fruitsandvegetables inadolescenceandyoung
adulthoodwasassociatedwithloweraorticstiffnessinadulthood,45andthatadietary
pattern low in fruits, sweeteninganddairyproducts,andhigh inmeatandalcohol




investigated adherence to a dietary pattern defined a priori (Mediterranean diet)
instead of individual foods or dietary patterns defined a posteriori by means of
exploratorydata analyses techniques.29 Investigating adietarypatternmay capture
better synergistichealtheffects,and reduce confoundingbiasby separate foodsor
nutrients,whicharemorepronetoshowassociationsduetochance.28,29Inaddition,
weobtainedrepeateddietarydatathroughoutaperiodof24years,fromadolescence
to young adulthood. This enabled a more robust assessment of risk exposure,47
appreciationof itschangesover time,and identificationofpotentialcriticalperiods
earlyinlifewhenexposurecouldberelatedtoarterialstiffnessinadulthood.
Indeed, trajectory analyses revealed that adherence to aMediterraneandietary
pattern,asdepictedby the calculatedaMED score,declined fromadolescence into
young adulthood in all individuals, and differed already during adolescence and
throughoutfollowͲupbetween individualswithdifferent levelsofarterialstiffnessat
36 years. In addition, greater adherence to aMediterranean dietary pattern was
associatedwithlowerlevelsofotherCVDRFs,suchasBP,totalcholesterolandBMI,
allofwhichhavebeenshowntotrackfromyoungtoolderage.34,48Despitethe fact
that the aMED score was inversely (but not significantly) associated with HDL
cholesterol, these data emphasize a potential preventive role of adherence to a
Mediterraneandiet startingatayoungage.Preventive strategies targetingchildren
and their parents may, given the shared environment and parents’ primary
responsibilityfortheirchildren’sdietaryintake,49thusbemorebeneficialasameans
to engage in longͲterm healthy dietary habits.27 In addition, targeting the time of




patternandarterial stiffness found in thepresent studyapplied toboth theelastic
carotid and the muscular brachial and femoral arteries, suggesting a favourable
impact throughout thearterial tree.Theeffectestimateswere relativelysmaller for
themusculararteries,however,whichmay reflectunderestimationgiven the larger
measurementerrorwithwhichpropertiesofthesearteries (mainlydistension)were
measured.12 Alternatively, structural differences between elastic and muscular
arteriesmayaccountforthesefindings.35Nevertheless,theobservationofsignificant
associations between adherence to aMediterranean dietary pattern and stiffness
estimates ofmainly the carotid arterymay be clinicallymost relevant as stiffness
levelsofelasticarteriesinparticular(e.g.thecarotidandtheaorta)havebeenshown








We have previously shown that the lifeͲcourse levels ofMBP and central (i.e.
skinfold ratio) rather than total (i.e.BMIor the sumof skinfolds) fatnesswere the
main independentbiologicalRFsassociatedwitharterial stiffness inadulthood.15 In
line with these earlier observations, we have now shown that the beneficial
association between the Mediterranean diet and MBP constituted a significant
biologicalpathway throughwhich thisdietarypattern couldaffectarterial stiffness.
However,themediatingroleofMBPaccounted foronlyasmallpart (upto19%)of
the associations between theMediterranean diet and carotid stiffness, and all RFs
consideredup to26%, thussuggesting thatother factorsmayalsoplayarole.Such
factorsmayincludelesslowͲgradeinflammation,reducedendothelialdysfunction,3,42
reducedoxidative stress51 and/or improved insulin sensitivity3 and thusneed tobe
furtherinvestigatedaspotentialmechanismslinkingaMediterraneandietarypattern
to arterial stiffness. However, longitudinal measures of these factors were not
availableinthiscohort.
TheaMEDscorecalculated inthepresentandotherstudies6,10,42differsfromthe
traditional2,8 and modified9 Mediterranean diet scores originally proposed by
Trichopoulou et al. by separating fruits from nuts, excluding dairy products, using
wholegrains insteadof total cereals,andapplying the same criterion formoderate
alcoholconsumption inbothsexes.ThemodifiedMediterraneandietalsotakes into
accountpolyunsaturatedfatintake.WechosetousetheaMEDscorebecauserecent
evidence indicates that quality of carbohydrates is an important determinant of
cardiovascular health.52Nevertheless, additional analyses showed high correlations
between the three scores (standardized longitudinal regression coefficientsall>0.7,





significantly differ thosewho dropped outs at any of the earlier time pointswith
regard to the RFs considered and the consumption of foods comprising the aMED
score,exceptforloweralcoholconsumptionatthemeanagesof14,15and21years.
Itisthusunlikelythatselectionbiashasaffectedthevalidityofourfindings.Second,
longitudinal data on dietary intake were collected prospectively but were selfͲ
reported,whichmight be subject tomisclassification and recall bias.53 Given that
throughoutthestudyperiodindividualswereunawareoftheirarterialstiffnesslevels
attheageof36years,itislikelythatanysuchbiaswasnonͲdifferential.Moreover,if
differential bias has occurred, it most probably resulted from overͲreporting of
healthydietaryhabitsbythosewithunhealthier lifestyles.53 Inbothcases,theeffect
sizes as reported in the present studymay have been underestimated. Third, the





used). Though valid from an aetiologicalpointof view, thisdoesnot enabledirect
extrapolationofour findings toothercohortswithotherdistributions.Similarly,we
investigated a young, apparently healthy Caucasian population, and thus




In conclusion, we showed that adherence to aMediterranean dietary pattern
throughoutthecourseofadolescenceandearlyadulthoodwasassociatedwithlower
arterial stiffness in young adulthood, as well as with lower BP, BMI and total
cholesterol during the 24Ͳyear study period. Promoting a Mediterranean dietary
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Table4.2.S1 Mean differences in the alternateMediterranean diet score and odds ratios for lifetime
adherencetothealternateMediterraneandietthroughoutthelongitudinalperiodasfunction
ofbrachialandfemoralstiffnessatage36.
Model DC  CC
 ȕ 95%CI  OR 95%CI  ȕ 95%CI OR 95%CI
Brachialartery        
1 Ͳ0.11 Ͳ0.39;0.16  0.81 0.59;1.10  Ͳ0.28 Ͳ0.54;Ͳ0.02a 0.72 0.53;0.97a
2 Ͳ0.12 Ͳ0.39;0.15  0.80 0.58;1.09  Ͳ0.28 Ͳ0.55;Ͳ0.02a 0.72 0.53;0.97a
Femoralartery        
1 Ͳ0.14 Ͳ0.40;0.13  0.77 0.56;1.06  Ͳ0.26 Ͳ0.52;0.00 0.74 0.54;1.00
2 Ͳ0.15 Ͳ0.41;0.12  0.77 0.56;1.06  Ͳ0.25 Ͳ0.51;0.01 0.75 0.55;1.02
ȕ, longitudinal regression coefficients; OR, odds ratio; these indicate the mean differences in
Mediterranean diet score or the odds of adherence to aMediterranean dietary pattern (i.e., score ш5)
throughoutthe24Ͳyearperiodbetweensubjectswithstiffer(i.e.inthehighesttertileͲT3)vs.lessstiff(i.e.
in the lowest tertile Ͳ T1) carotid arteries as defined on the basis of this artery’s distensibility (DC) or
compliance (CC)coefficients(bothreversed);  aP<0.05.Model1:crude+adjustmentforsex,bodyheight









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































smoking behaviour between these age periods,with arterial stiffness in young adults; and




Westudied424subjects (216 females) inwhomsmokingstatuswasassessed inadolescence
(age15years)andagain inyoungadulthood (meanageof22.6±1.6years),alongwithaortoͲ
iliac, aortoͲradial, and aortoͲdorsalis pedis pulse wave velocity (PWV), and markers of




Smoking in adolescence was associated with higher aortoͲiliac PWV, as well as with
inflammationandendothelialdysfunction levels (expressedas two scores), independentlyof
otheradolescentandadult lifestyles.Comparedwithneversmokers,continuingsmokers,but
not starters nor quitters, showed higher aortoͲiliac PWV, independent of changes in other
lifestyle variables: +0.157 m/s (95%CI: 0.026 to 0.288). This difference was attenuated to
0.124m/s (Ͳ0.009 to0.257)afteradjustment forchanges in traditionalbiological risk factors,
but was not materially affected when adjusted for the inflammation and endothelial






associated with aortic stiffness. The continuing smokingͲrelated aortic stiffness was not





Arterial stiffness is a major risk factor for cardiovascular disease and mortality.1
Although its complications, such as stroke, left ventricular hypertrophy, and heart
failure, usually do not occur beforemiddle or older age,2,3 the process of arterial
stiffeningstartsmuchearlierandischaracterizedbyapreclinicalperiodthatmaylast
for many decades. Indeed, changes in the arterial wall structure and function
associatedwith classical cardiovascular risk factors have been observed already in
children.4Inaddition,we,andothers,foundbodyfatness,bloodpressureandblood





to arterial stiffness have yielded inconsistent findings.7 Acute increases in arterial
stiffness after smoking one cigarette have been well established in experimental
settings.8Ͳ10 In contrast, although several studies showed regular smoking to be
associated withhigherarterial stiffness9,11Ͳ13and itsprogression,14others foundno




these studies. Furthermore, the relative impact on arterial stiffness of starting to
smoke inadolescence Ͳacriticalperiodwithrespectto lifelongsmokingaddiction20Ͳ
orchangingsmokingbehaviourbetweenadolescenceandyoungadulthood,hasnot
beeninvestigated.
The pathophysiologicalmechanisms linking smoking to arterial stiffness are not
fullyelucidated.LowͲgrade inflammationandendothelialdysfunction21,22mayplaya
rolethroughtheirimpactontheextracellularmatrixofthearterialwall,23butthefew
studieson the interrelationsbetweensmoking,arterialstiffnessand thesepotential
explanatoryfactorshaveyieldedcontradictoryresults.13,14,17,18Itthusremainsunclear
whether,and ifso,towhatextent,thesetwomechanisms lie inthecausalpathway
between(changesin)smokingbehaviourandarterialstiffnessinyoungadults.
Inviewoftheseconsiderations,weinvestigated:whethersmokinginadolescence
and inyoungadulthood isassociatedwitharterialstiffness,aswellas inflammation
and endothelial dysfunction, in young adulthood; whether changes in smoking
behaviour between adolescence and young adulthood are associatedwith arterial
stiffness in young adulthood; and to what extent any such associations could be






TheNorthern IrelandYoungHearts (YH)Projectstarted in1989/1990bysamplinga




20and25years (meanage22.6±1.6years),were invited toparticipate in the third
phase(YH3);489personsparticipated(48%oftheoriginalYH1population).Compared
withdropͲouts,theseparticipantswerecharacterizedatYH1by lowersystolicblood
pressure and body fatness, andmore often belonged to a higher socioͲeconomic
class.26
Biological and lifestyle variables were ascertained at all three measurement
rounds. Arterial stiffness estimates, as well as markers of inflammation and
endothelial dysfunction,were assessed during YH3 only. For the present studywe
usedthedatafrom424participants(216girls/women)withcompletedataonarterial
stiffness and smoking behaviour, the latter as obtained during YH1 or YH2 when
participantswere 15 years old (i.e. adolescence) and again during YH3 (i.e. young
adulthood; Figure 5.1.1). Measurements were performed by trained nurses and
researchassistantswiththeuseofsimilarmethodsthroughoutthestudyperiod,24,25
unless otherwise specified. Each participant (or their parents at YH1/2) provided





















12 year old n=509
1997-1999 (YH3)




15 year old n=506
1992-1993 (YH2)






In adolescence, smoking status and theweeklynumberof cigarettes smokedwere
ascertained bymeans of a confidential 7Ͳday recall questionnaire. In adulthood, a
moreextensivequestionnaireoncurrentandpastsmokingbehaviourwasforwarded
toparticipants inadvanceandwascheckedforcompletenessattheresearchcenter
at the day of their appointment. The number of cigarettes smoked perweekwas
extracted. Inbothadolescenceandadulthood,thosewhoadmittedsmokingat least
onecigaretteperweekwerecharacterizedasbeingsmokers.Forthepurposeofthe
present study, we further categorized participants according to their changes in
smoking behaviour between the two timeͲpoints into four groups: never smokers,
starters,quitters,andcontinuingsmokers.
Arterialstiffness






distal site over a known distance. The transit time measurements (in ms) were
performedwithaphotoplethysmographicprobeandweretriggeredbytheRͲwaveof
the electrocardiogram.29 Thismethod yieldsmeasures of pulsewave transit times
closely related to those obtained by Doppler ultrasonography and intraͲarterial
measurements.29Thedistancesbetweenthesternalnotchtothefemoral,theradial





quality (due toattenuationof theoptical signalby subcutaneous fatordifficulty in
assessing the artery position); according to the protocol’s quality control criteria,
measuresbasedonfewerthan10cyclesorthoseinwhichthecoefficientofvariation





citrated plasma stored at Ͳ70°C until analyses. Fibrinogenwasmeasured  using an
automated Clauss assay and CͲreactive protein (CRP) by an immunoturbidometric






0.25 mg/l. The interͲassay coefficients of variations of control samples for all
biomarkerswerelessthan10%.
Prior to the analyses, inflammation and endothelial dysfunction scores were
calculatedbyaveragingthezͲscores(i.e.[subjects’values–sample’smean]/sample’s
standard deviation) of CRP (logeͲtransformed) and fibrinogen, and vWF and tPA,
respectively.Complete informationon all fourmarkerswasobtained in417of the
YH3 participants, 397 ofwhom had also complete data on smoking status in both
YH1/2andYH3.
Covariates
Other lifestyle (i.e. total energy intake, alcohol consumption and habitual physical
activity) and biological (i.e. body height andweight, sitting blood pressure, resting














variable.We additionally adjusted for adolescent and adult, and thus changes in,
otherlifestylevariables(i.e.alcoholconsumption,energyintake,andhabitualphysical
activity)andadolescentsocialclass.Similaranalyseswereperformedforsmokersvs.
nonͲsmokers in adulthood. Adjustments in these analyseswere restricted to adult
lifestylesandsocialclass.
LinearregressionanalyseswerealsousedtoinvestigatedifferencesinadultPWV,
inflammation and endothelial dysfunction scores between categories of changes in











 Neversmokers Ͳ 261(61.6)
 Starters Ͳ 89(21.0)
 Quitters Ͳ 15(3.5)
 Continuingsmokers Ͳ 59(13.9)
Alcoholconsumption,yes 125(29.5) 340(80.2)
























appropriate. HDL, high density lipoprotein; VO2max, maximal oxygen uptake; HOMA2ͲIR, homeostasis
model assessment of insulin resistance. aNumber of participants with available data on each of the
covariatesmightdiffer;bsocialclassofthemotherinadolescence;cscoresrangingfrom3Ͳ15inadolescence
[32]andfrom1Ͳ100 inadulthood[27];dobtainedusingdifferentassessmentmethods inadolescence[24]
and adulthood [25]; epresented for 397 participants with complete data on smoking behaviour and
biomarkers.

Theseanalyseswere firstadjusted forsexandadultage,andalso foradultMAP
and body height in analyses with PWV as dependent variable (model 1), and
subsequently for the adolescent and adult lifestyle variables and adult social class
(model2).TheanalyseswithPWVasdependentvariablewerethenfurtheradjusted
for(changesin)traditionalbiologicalriskfactors(i.e.MAP,bodymassindex,totalͲtoͲ
HDL cholesterol ratio,VO2max,heart rateandHOMA2ͲIR;model3),adult levelsof




PWV found between the groups. Any such ‘mediating effect’ was appraised by
comparing the change (inpercentage) in themagnitudeof thedifferences in PWV
between the smoking categories before and after adjustment for these variables
(models3Ͳ5vs.model2).
RESULTS
Characteristics of the study population in adolescence and young adulthood are
presented in Table 5.1.1. In adolescence, 74 participants (18%) smoked, and this
proportion increased to 148 participants (35%) in young adulthood. FiftyͲnine






0.185 m/s (95%CI: 0.078 to 0.293). This difference decreased, but remained
statisticallysignificant,afterfurtheradjustmentforchangesinotherlifestylevariables
and social class (to 0.135m/s [0.020 to 0.249]; Figure 5.1.2A, left panel).No such
significant differences were found for the aortoͲradial and aortoͲdorsalis pedis
segments, however (Figures 5.1.2B and C). Adolescent smokers also had higher









Continuing smokers,butnot startersnor quitters,hadhigher aortoͲiliac PWV than
neversmokers:0.213m/s(0.092to0.334),adjustedforsex,andadultage,MAPand
bodyheight(Table5.1.2,model1).Thisdifferencedecreasedto0.157m/s(0.026to
0.288) but remained significant after additional adjustment for changes in other
lifestylevariablesandadultsocialclass(model2,Figure5.1.3A).LevelsofaortoͲradial




































Figure5.1.2 Mean adult levels of A) aortoͲiliac, B) aortoͲradial and C) aortoͲdorsalis pedis pulsewave
velocity (PWV)a and D) inflammation and E) endothelial dysfunction scoresb among nonͲ
smokers(whitebars)andsmokers(blackbars) inadolescenceand inyoungadulthood.Data
are adjusted for sex, adult age and (changes in) other lifestyle variables (i.e. alcohol
consumption,energyintakeandhabitualphysicalactivity)andsocialclass,andalsoforadult
bodyheightandmeanarterialpressure inanalyseswithPWVasdependentvariable.Error
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Table5.1.2 AortoͲiliac pulse wave velocity in young adulthood as a function of changes in smoking
behaviourbetweenadolescenceandyoungadulthood.
Model Adjustments  Smokingcategories






   ɴ 95%CI ɴ 95%CI ɴ 95%CI
1 Sex,andadultage,body
height,andMAP




 Ͳ0.024 Ͳ0.131;0.083 0.025 Ͳ0.198;0.249 0.157 0.026;0.288*
3 2+adolescentand/or
adultbiologicalvariablesb
 Ͳ0.054 Ͳ0.160;0.051 0.040 Ͳ0.181;0.262 0.124 Ͳ0.009;0.257
4a 2+inflammationscore

 Ͳ0.024 Ͳ0.131;0.084 0.026 Ͳ0.199;0.250 0.157 0.024;0.289*
4b 2+endothelial
dysfunctionscore




 Ͳ0.025 Ͳ0.132;0.083 0.026 Ͳ0.199;0.251 0.151 0.018;0.284*
5 2+allvariablesmodels3
and4
 Ͳ0.058 Ͳ0.164;0.047 0.040 Ͳ0.182;0.262 0.113 Ͳ0.021;0.247
ɴ, regression coefficient: indicates the difference in pulse wave velocity in young adulthood (in m/s)
betweenstarters,quittersandcontinuingsmokersvs.neversmokers(i.e.referencecategory;n=261).MAP,





The difference in aortoͲiliac PWV between continuing and never smokers was
attenuatedby21% (i.e. to0.124m/s [Ͳ0.009 to0.257])after furtheradjustment for
(changes in) biological risk factors (model 3), and this was mainly driven by












































Figure5.1.3 Meanadult levelsofA)aortoͲiliacpulsewave velocity (PWV)a,B) inflammation scoreband
C)endothelialdysfunctionscorebofneversmokers,starters,quittersandcontinuingsmokers.
Dataareadjustedforsex,adultageandsocialclass,andchanges inother lifestylevariables
(i.e. alcohol consumption, energy intake and habitual physical activity), and also for adult
bodyheightandmeanarterialpressure inanalyseswithPWVasdependentvariable.Error
bars indicate thestandarderrorsof themeans.*P<0.05and †P<0.01 forcomparisonwith
neversmokers.aAnalysesinpartA)included424participantswithcompletedataonsmoking













persisted doing so into young adulthood, but not thosewho started to smoke in
adulthood only, showed greater aortoͲiliac PWV in young adulthood; and that the





stiffness9,11Ͳ13 and its progression,14 but this could not be confirmed by all studies
conducted thus far.15Ͳ19 The small number of participants in some of the negative
studies,15,17thevarietyofstiffnessmeasuresassessed,andthecrossͲsectionaland/or
retrospectiveassessmentofsmokingbehaviourmayexplainthesediscrepancies.The
latter is supported by our current findings showing the lack of a crossͲsectional
associationbetweensmokingandstiffnessofthethreearterialsegmentsinvestigated
inyoungadulthood,butunveilingapatternofgreateraorticstiffnessparticularly in
individualswhohad started smoking and continueddoing sobetween adolescence
and young adulthood. Obtaining prospective and repeated measures of smoking
behaviour as adopted in the present study probably yields a more robust
characterizationof smokingexposureover time. In this line,prospectivelyobtained
packͲyears have indeed been shown to be a more accurate measure of lifelong
tobaccoconsumptionthanpackͲyearsassessedretrospectively.36
With this prospective approach we have identified adolescence as a potential
criticalperiod inearly lifeduringwhichsmokingmay laythe foundation foradverse
cardiovascular health. Indeed, adolescentswho smoked had higher aortic stiffness
and inflammation and endothelial dysfunction levels in young adulthood
independently of other adolescent and adult lifestyle behaviours. However, since








further investigated in studies with lifelong prospective data on both smoking
behaviourandarterial stiffness.Nevertheless, thisdiscussiondoesnotdiminish the
public health implications of our findings, which emphasize the importance of
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smoking preventionmeasures among the young. The observation that adolescents
whosmokearelikelytoremaindoingsoinadulthood(videsupra)infactemphasizes
this. This is further supported by previous studies suggesting that adolescents’
developingbrainsareparticularlysusceptibletonicotineaddictionthrougheffectson
number of nicotine receptors.20 Furthermore, although we observed that among
quitters, the levels of aortic stiffness and endothelial dysfunction seemed to have
been‘normalized’,theirlevelsofinflammationremainedelevatedandcomparableto
thoseofcontinuingsmokers.Theselatterfindingsneedtobeinterpretedwithcaution
given the small number of quitters in the present study (explaining the wider
confidence intervals around estimates). Yet, they are supported by previous
prospective studies among individuals with coronary heart disease showing
reductions in allͲcause mortality and nonͲfatal reͲinfarction relatively soon after





aorta, but not for the predominantlymuscular limb arteries.Most studies to date
have investigatedthe impactofsmokingononearterialsiteorsegmentonly,which
thus limitsappreciationofwhether it couldhavedifferentialassociationsalong the
arterial tree.Our findings, however, are in agreementwith the greater aortic and
carotid, but not brachial arterial stiffness, as assessed with magnetic resonance
imaging, previously reported in otherwise healthy smokers.13 Together, these
observationssuggestthatcigarettesmokemayexertitsdetrimentaleffectmainlyon
elastin, which is the predominant component in themedial layer of the thoracic
aorta.38Inaddition,thesefindingsmightbeofclinicalrelevanceastheaorta iswhat
the heart ‘sees’ during each cardiac contraction, and stiffness of mainly central
arteries is predictive of incident cardiovascular disease and mortality among the
general population.1Ͳ3 Although one of these latter studies included apparently
healthy adultsof 40 yearsof age,3 it still needs tobe establishedwhether greater
aorticstiffnessinevenyoungeradults,suchasthoseofthepresentstudy,issimilarly
associatedwithcardiovascularrisklaterinlife.Nevertheless,inthecourseofageing,
youngadultswithstifferarteriesarenot likely tohave thisreversedunlesschanges
towardshealthierbehavioursorotherinterventionsareadopted.
The underlying pathobiological mechanisms explaining smokingͲrelated arterial
stiffeningarecomplexandremainunclear.Cigarettesmokecontainsmanyvasoactive
substances of which nicotine and free radicals, but seemingly less so carbon
monoxide,areassociatedwithvasculardysfunction;39theirimpactonthevasculature
is thought tooccur inpart through ‘downstream’pathways thatwereofparticular
interest inourstudy, i.e. inflammationandendothelialdysfunction. Indeed,nicotine
decreases the bioavailability of nitric oxide, downregulates endothelial nitric oxide
synthase, decreases endotheliumͲdependent vasodilation, and stimulates both
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adhesionof leukocytes in theendothelial layerand the releaseof catecholamine.40
FreeͲradicalͲmediatedoxidative stressmayalsoexplain, toa largeextent, smokingͲ
related endothelial dysfunction, inflammation, increased platelet reactivity and
reducedfibrinolysis.39 Inthisstudy,wecouldascertainthatamodestpart(~21%)of
the continuingͲsmokingͲrelated higher aortic stiffness could be explained by
concomitant (changes in) traditional cardiovascular risk factors, most notably





brachial flowͲmediated dilation (FMD Ͳ a functional marker of endothelial
dysfunction),whereas no interrelation between stiffness and FMDwas observed.13
Findings fromother studies that also investigated the associationsof smokingwith
measuresofbotharterialstiffnessaswellasinflammationorendothelialdysfunction
illustrate amismatch too; for instance, smokingwas found to be associatedwith
neitherbrachialͲankle PWVnorCRP;18 adversely associatedwithbrachial FMD,but
notwithbrachialͲanklePWV;17andassociatedwithbrachialͲanklePWVprogression,
butnotwith increases inCRP.14Altogether, inasmuchas themarkersused in the
present and other studies reflect the two mechanisms of interest, we found no
evidence for a causal link between smokingͲrelated inflammation and endothelial
dysfunctionand smokingͲrelatedarterial stiffness; instead, theseprocesses seem to
coͲoccurinthisyoungpopulation.Otherbiomarkersoftheseandothermechanisms,




assessed at two points in time using selfͲreported data. Although confidential
questionnaireswereused,thismighthaveledtomissͲclassification,potentiallymainly
inadolescencedueto‘desirable’denialofsmokingbehaviour.Indeed,theproportion
of adolescents smoking in the current study (i.e. 17.5%) was lower than the
contemporary prevalence previously found among Northern Irish teenagers (i.e.
approximately30%).43Inaddition,individuals’‘true’smokingstatusbetweenthetwo
measurements, as well as the exact time from starting and quitting smoking in
adulthood,wasunknown.Thismayhave ledtomissͲclassificationwhencategorizing
subjects according to their changes in smoking behaviour, in which case the
differences in arterial stiffness between continuing vs. never smokers we have
reported were, most likely, underestimated. Secondly, analyses were confined to
participantswithcompletedataonsmokingontheonehandandarterialstiffnessor






analyses in a subgroup of participants with complete data on smoking, arterial
stiffnessandthebiomarkersdidnotaffecttheresultsofthisstudy,indicatingthatour
conclusionsremainjustified.Thirdly,arterialstiffnessandbiomarkersweremeasured
inadulthoodonlyand thuswe couldnotexamineassociationsbetween changes in
smokingbehaviourandconcomitantchangesinthesevariables.Nevertheless,wedo
notthinkthatreversecausationhasaffectedourresults,sinceitisnotreasonableto
expect thatgreater levelsof thesesvariableswould triggersmokingbehaviour.Still,
definiteconclusionswith regard tocausalityneed tobemadewith caution.Finally,
this study was performed in a cohort from Northern Ireland, a region with high
mortality from cardiovascular disease,25 which might limit extrapolation of our
findingstootherpopulations.
In conclusion,we showed that smoking inadolescence and continuing todo so
into young adulthood are associated with higher aortic stiffness, lowͲgrade
inflammation and endothelial dysfunction in young adulthood. This continuing
smokingͲrelatedaortic stiffness couldnotbeexplainedby thehigher levelsof lowͲ
grade inflammation and endothelial dysfunction, however.Our findings emphasize
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The general aim of this thesiswas to investigate the extent towhich exposure to
lifestyle risk factors in the course of early life, specifically from adolescence to
adulthood,mayaffectarterialstiffness,adeterminantofcardiovasculardisease,1at
young adult age. In addition, we aimed at gaining more insight into the
pathobiologicalmechanisms thatmay explain the associations of each lifestyle risk
factorinvestigatedwitharterialstiffness.
In this final chapterwewill firstly summarize themain findings of the studies
comprisedinthisthesis.Secondly,wewilldiscussmethodologicalissuesrelatedtothe











and this independentlyof lifestylebehaviours, suchas totalenergy intake,physical
activity,smokingbehaviourandalcoholconsumption. Inparticular,weshowed that
thedifferences inbloodpressure and a centralpatternofbody fatdistribution (as
reflected by the body skinfolds ratio) were: first, present already in adolescence;
second, increased from adolescence into adulthood; and third, preceded and
remainedindependentofthedifferencesobservedintheotherbiologicalriskfactors
considered(i.e.blood lipids,cardiorespiratoryfitnessandrestingheartrate).Adding
to theevidenceavailable thus far linking thesebiological risk considered toarterial
stiffness,2Ͳ7our longitudinalapproach to risk factorexposureenabledus topinpoint
adolescence as the period in life duringwhich increases in blood pressure and a
centralpatternofbodyfatdistributioninparticularmaydeterminestiffnesslevelsat
adultage. In fact,our findings suggest that increases inbloodpressureand central
body fatness triggered the development of the other biological risk factors
investigated,therebycontributingtoarterialstiffnessatlaterage.Thesefindingsmay
have importantPublicHealth implications inthesensethatdetectionofadolescents







beamenable to lifestyle changes,we carriedout the subsequent studieswherewe
investigated, specifically, the extent towhich lifelong exposure to physical activity
and/or sedentarybehaviour,dietaryhabitsand smokinghabits couldbeassociated
with adult arterial stiffness, at least in part via these biological risk factors. The




Chapter 3 addressed the potential impact of time spent on physical activities of
different intensity categoriesand sedentarybehaviouronarterial stiffness.We first
investigatedthepotentialassociationsbetween,ontheonehand,thetimespent in








had spent on average significantly less time in vigorousͲintensity HPAs (i.e.
approximately 20Ͳ30 minutes per week), independently of the other lifestyle risk
factors considered (i.e. total energy intake, smoking behaviour and alcohol
consumption). Notably, we were now able to show that these differences were
presentalreadyinlateadolescence(i.e.atageof15years),persistedintoadulthood
(i.e.uptotheageof36years),andweremediatedtoagreatextentbythevigorousͲ
intensity HPAͲrelated longitudinal associations with the traditional biological risk
factors investigated inChapter2.Qualitatively similar resultswereobtained for the
peripheralbrachialandfemoralarteries,althoughthe ‘favourable’associationswere
confined to estimates reflecting the arteries’ buffering capacity (i.e. compliance)
ratherthantheirintrinsicelasticproperties(Chapter3.2).
Thereisemergingevidence,however,that,incontrastto(vigorousintensity)HPA
(e.g. jogging, cycling, aerobics and competitive tennis), sedentary behavioursmay
form independent determinants of adverse cardiovascular health (Chapter 1).14 It
must be emphasized that the term sedentary behaviour in this context does not
reflectalackof‘exercise’physicalactivities,asoftenmentionedinliterature.Instead,
it defines those (in)activities that usually involve prolonged sitting and yield low





Amsterdam Growth and Health Longitudinal Study (AGAHLS),was associatedwith
arterialstiffnessamongyoungadults. Inaddition,wealso investigatedandwhether
anysuchassociationwasqualitativelydifferent (i.e.mediatedbydifferentbiological
risk factors) from those found for (vigorousͲintensity) HPA (Chapters 3.1 & 3.2).
Inevitably,thisstudywasconfinedtoadulthoodonlyas,withintheframeworkofthe
AGAHLS,thedailytimespentwatchingtelevisionwasassessedattheagesof32and
36 years (years 1996 and 2000, respectively) only. In brief, we found that, as
comparedtoindividualswithlessstiffarteries,thosewithstiffercarotidandfemoral
arteriesattheageof36yearshadspentmoretimewatchingtelevisionattheagesof
32 and 36 years, indicating an unfavourable association between this sedentary
behaviourandarterialstiffness.Notably,theassociationsobservedwereindependent
oftheconcomitanttimespent in(vigorous intensity)HPAandtheother lifestylerisk
factors and seemed to bemediated only slightly, but remained to a great extent
independentof,televisionviewingͲrelatedadverseassociationswiththebiologicalrisk
factors during the 4Ͳyear study period examined. Our findings are in linewith an
emergingbodyofevidence showing increased cardiovascular risk attributed to this
typeofphysical (in)activity.14,16Ͳ19 Inaddition, these findingssupport thenotion that
sedentarybehaviourontheonehand,and(vigorousintensity)HPAontheother,are




Ofnote, inourandmanyother studies, the time spent in lowͲintensityphysical
activities,whichincludetheusualdailyactivitiesthatarecharacterizedbyintensities
of <3metabolic equivalents (METs),was not assessed. Thismight be of particular
interest as the time spent in these activities, as compared to vigorousͲintensity
physicalactivity,accounttoafargreaterextentforthevariationintotaldailyenergy









Altogether these findingsmay thushave important implications from aprimary







adolescence up to adulthood and arterial stiffness at adult age. In Chapter 4.1we
showed that, as compared to individualswith less stiff arteries, thosewith stiffer
carotid and, to a lesser extent, femoral arteries at the age of 36 years took




(i.e. fruits, vegetables, and whole grains products). Indeed, themagnitude of the






forsomeofthose. In linewithours,apreviousstudyshowedthatadultswith lower
aorticpulsewave velocitywere characterizedby consistenthigher consumptionof
fruits and vegetables in childhood/adolescence and adulthood.24 The trajectory
analyses inourstudy revealed thatdifferences in fibre intakebetween thestiffness
groupswerepresentalreadyat theageof13yearsand remained fairlystableover
time, suggesting that prevention strategies should target children at even younger
ages.  The mediation analyses showed that the favourable associations between
lifetime fibreͲrich food consumption and adults levels of arterial stiffness could be
significantly explained by the fibre portions of these foods. No evidence for a
mediating roleof thebiological risk factors considered (i.e.mean arterialpressure,
[central]body fatness,and totalͲtoͲHDL cholesterol ratio)wereobserved,however,
given their ratherweak associationswith fibre intake throughout the longitudinal
period.Thismight,at least inpart,beexplainedbytherelativelyyoungandhealthy
studypopulationexaminedherein.
In Chapter 4.2,we showed, for the first time, favourable associations between
adherence toaMediterraneandietarypattern, fromadolescence toadulthood,and
adult arterial stiffness. Specifically, compared to individualswith less stiff arteries,
thosewithstiffercarotidand,thoughtoalesserextent,brachialandfemoralarteries
inadulthoodwerecharacterizedby loweradherencetothistypeofdietthroughout
the ages of 13 up to 36 years. Again, the differences between the groups being
comparedwereindependentofotherlifestylebehavioursandwerepresentalreadyat
the ageof 13 years. In addition,we alsoobserved that theMediterranean dietary
patternwasassociatedwithfavourablelevelsofthetraditionalbiologicalriskfactors
throughoutthe longitudinalperiod,mainlybloodpressurewhichwasshowntobea
significant mediator in the Mediterranean dietͲarterial stiffness association. Our





andmortality,29Ͳ33 althoughmost of these studieswere conducted amongmiddleͲ
agedorolderpopulations.Wehave thusextended these findings toyoungerages,





inconsistent findings.34 Inconsistencies from observational studies investigating
smoking’s longͲtermorchronic ‘effects’could,at least inpart,beattributabletothe
crossͲsectionaland/orretrospectiveassessmentofsmokingbehaviouradopted inall
these. In addition, towhat extent smoking at young agemay be linked to higher
stiffnesslevelsinadulthood,andwhetheranysucheffectsmaybeexplainedbylowͲ
gradeinflammationand/orendothelialdysfunction,35Ͳ38remainsunclear.InChapter5
we therefore investigated the associations of smoking in adolescence and in
adulthood, and changes in smoking behaviour between the two time points with
arterialstiffnessasassessedbyregionalmeasuresofarterialstiffness(i.e.pulsewave
velocity; PWV), and to what extent any such association could be explained by
concomitantassociationsbetween smokingandbiomarkersof inflammationand/or
endothelialdysfunction. Inbrief,we found that smoking in adolescence, aswell as
continuingsmokingbetweenadolescenceandadulthood,wasassociatedwithgreater
PWVofthecentralaorta,butnottheperipheralarmand legarteries. Inpart,these
associations seemed tobe explainedby smokingͲrelatedpoorer levelsofbiological
risk factors, mainly so of cardiorespiratory fitness. However, although continuing
smoking was also associated with higher levels of inflammation and endothelial
dysfunctioninadulthood,thesedidnotseemtoexplainthesmokingͲarterialstiffness
association. Instead,smokingwas likelyacommonantecedentfor inflammationand
endothelial dysfunction on the one hand and arterial stiffness on the other,while












adulthood and estimatesof arterial stiffnesswereobtainedduring adulthoodonly.
The AGAHLS started in 1976 by sampling 13ͲyearͲold students of two secondary
schoolsintheAmsterdamregionintheNetherlands.39Onlyfewofthesestudentshad
anonͲCaucasianethnicity(i.e. lessthan5%),andwereallcharacterizedbyrelatively




increased their health awareness leading to changes towards healthier behaviours.
Such effects of multiple measurements have been shown to be inexistent or if
anythingnegligible inthiscohort,however.40,41Still,theAGAHLSstudypopulation is
not representative of the general Dutch population in which the prevalence of
adverselifestyleriskfactorsmaybehigher.
















ofsedentarismandobesity,45 itemphasizes theneed for risk factormonitoringand
preventionamongtheyoung.
Internalvalidity
In general, inobservational research threepotential sourcesof error, orbias,may
obscuretrueassociations,andthusinferenceofcauseandeffectassociations.These
areselection,information,andconfoundingbias.46,47
In longitudinal studies selection bias often results from drop out of study
participants.Previousanalyseshaveshown thatselectivedropͲouthasnot threaten




who dropped out tended to belong to lower socialͲeconomic.49 Our studies were









been shown to have beenobtainedwith reasonable to good reliability inprevious
studies.Second,thelifestyleriskfactorsinvestigatedinourstudieswereassessedby
means of selfͲreported data obtained with the use of interviewerͲadministered
questionnaires, which are subject to interviewer, recall and/or misclassification
bias.51,52 Throughout the years interviewers were trained with standardized and
similar studyprotocols inanattempt toprevent interviewerbias. Inaddition,missͲ
classificationbiasesweremostlikelynonͲdifferential,because,throughouttheyears,
subjectswereunawareoftheirarterialstiffnesslevels(obtainedatadultageonlyand
of an asymptomatic nature). Still, some differential biases may have occurred,
probablybygivingsocialdesirableanswers,suchasreportingofhealthierbehaviours
by thosewith unhealthier lifestyles/risk factor profiles. Eitherway, if anything this
could have led to an underestimation of the effect sizes reported in our studies.






protocols and instruments throughout the years (see above), some differences in
assessment throughout the years might have occurred. For instance, within the
AGAHLS in the year 2000 computerized versions of the interviewerͲadministered
questionnaireswere introduced for the assessment of individuals’ physical activity
and dietary habits. In comparison with the usual questionnaires, the computerͲ
assisted assessments may reduce interviewer bias.54 However, it also might have
reducedthecomparabilityofthedatawithpreviousmeasurementrounds.
Confounding bias occurs when the effect of a variable of interest ismixed or
blurredbythatofathirdvariable(i.e.theactualdeterminant).46Thismightresult in
bothoverͲandunderestimationof the trueassociations. Inorder toovercome this
bias, in the studies comprised in this thesis we adjusted for several potential
confounding factors by means of multivariable analyses. We cannot exclude the






similar. Indeed, both confounding andmediating variables are associatedwith the
exposure and the outcome. The two differ in the sense that mediating, but not
confoundingvariables,areanintermediatelinkinthechainofcausationbetweenthe





For instance, in all analyses conducted we adjusted, bymeans ofmultivariate
modelling, thedifferences in the levelsof the lifestyles risk factors foundbetween
subjectswithstiffervs. lessstiffarteries formeanarterialpressure. Indeed,greater
total peripheral vascular resistance, effectively reflected by higher levels ofmean
arterialpressure,especially in subjects younger than50yearsofage,may forman
importantdeterminantofarterialstiffness,55somethingweactuallydemonstrated in
Chapter 2. However, measures of arterial diameter and distension used for the
determinationofstiffnessestimatesarehighlydependentondebackground levelof
distending pressure (i.e.mean arterial pressure) atwhich they are obtained. It is
thereforethatthelevelsofmeanarterialpressureshouldbetakenintoaccountwhen
interpreting study findings.56,57 As such, mean arterial pressure, specifically its
longitudinalmeasuresfromadolescence intoadulthood,mayactasan intermediate
factor in the lifestyleͲarterial stiffness associations,whereasmean arterialpressure
duringtheultrasoundmeasurementscould, inpart,beaconfoundingfactoraswell.
Asbothmeasuresofbloodpressureobtainedwithinindividualsarehighlycorrelated,







Similarevidencefor localcarotidstiffness is lessstraightforward,however.Recently,
theARIC study showed thatgreater carotid stiffnesswasassociatedwith increased
risk of incident stroke, but not coronary heart disease, among a large sample of
middleͲaged individuals free from prior CVD.60 Notably, these associations were
independent of other cardiovascular risk factors. Other studies also found carotid
stiffness to be associatedwith incident CVD and/ormortality among patientswith





studies, however.65Ͳ67 The inconsistencies, at least in part, may be explained by
differences in 1) sample size and duration of followͲup period; 2) devices and
techniques used to process ultrasound signals; 3) use of brachial vs. local pulse









are easier to perform as they require less technical/observer skills, time and have
qualitycontrolinbuiltintothesystems.
The extent to which stiffness estimates ofmuscular segments or sites predict
incident CVD is actually largely unknown. So far, this has been investigated in one
study only,where stiffness of central but not peripheral arterial segmentswas an
independentpredictorofdeath inacohortofhaemodialysispatients.68Clearly, the
literaturemayalsobebiasedwiththepredictivevalueoffemoralstiffnessasthevast




also a clinically important cardiovascular outcome. In addition, stiffened conduit
arteriesmay contribute, indirectly, to increased cardiovascular risk toanextraͲload




to biological and lifestyle risk factors from adolescence up to adulthood were
associatedwithdifferentlevelsofarterialstiffnessinadulthood.Byimpositionofthe




of) the 24Ͳyear longitudinal period between subjects with low (referent group),
intermediateandhigherlevelsofarterialstiffness(definedonthebasisofsexͲspecific
tertiles of each arterial stiffness estimate) (Chapters 2Ͳ4). These groups comprised







independentvariable.53The latter isanobvioussimplification imposedby thestudy
design(arterialdataobtainedattheageof36yearsonly)asclearly,inthecourseof
time,arterial stiffnesswillvary. Inaddition,conceptually the (lifestyle) risk factor is
the truedeterminantof (subsequent)arterial stiffness. Inpracticeourmodels thus
answereda retrospectivekindofresearchquestion– that is, towhatextentdid the
levelsofrisk factorsofsubjectswithdifferent levelsofarterialstiffness inadulthood
























two points in time only (see for instance Chapter 5).However,GEE (Chapters 2Ͳ4)
offersadditionaladvantagesover linear regression:1) itenables theuseofalldata
fromstudyparticipantswithvaryingnumbersofobservationsthroughoutthewhole
longitudinalstudyperiod,properlyaccounting forthe interͲdependenceofrepeated
observations obtained in the same individuals; 2) it allows trajectory analyses
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and 3) the results hereby obtainedmaymore directly translate into public health
meaningfulmessages as it expresses the exact difference in (mean) levels of the
lifestyle risk factor of interest over thewhole period or at each specific age (see
trajectories);that is,“individualswithstifferarteries(equivalenttothoseobserved in
thecourseofonedecadeofarterialageing)spend,onaverage, less32min/week in
vigorous intensityHPAsthanthosewith lessstiffarteries” insteadofa“pereachone
more min/day spent in vigorousͲintensity HPAs the Young’s elastic modulus is
0.810Ͳ3kPAlower”.
PUBLICHEALTHIMPLICATIONS






Many evidence support the importance of the adolescenceͲadulthood window
withrespect tocardiovascularhealth.72First,assummarizedabove,poorer levelsof
lifestyle behaviours in individuals with higher arterial stiffness in adulthood were
observedalready inadolescence.Second,weobserved,throughout theperiod from
adolescence toadulthood, longitudinalassociationsofadverse levelsof the lifestyle
risk factors (i.e. [vigorous intensity] HPA, fibre intake, and adherence to a
Mediterranean dietary pattern)with poorer levels of (some of the) biological risk
factors considered (e.g.mean arterial pressure, (central) body fatness cholesterol,
cardiopulmonaryfitness.EachoftheseareknowndeterminantsofCVDandmortality,
and form (therapeutic) targets in current cardiovascular risk management
guidelines.73 Infact,ourstudiessuggestthat lifestylebehavioursunderlie,at least in
part,thedevelopmentoftheseriskfactorsalreadyatyoungage,which inturnmay
trigger (i.e. mediate) the development of arterial stiffness at  a later age. Third,
adolescence is a period in life during which individuals become increasingly




parents of children and adolescents at risk of engaging in risky health behaviours.
Given their shared environment, at least inpart,preventionofunhealthy lifestyles
among the young may also disrupt any ‘intergenerational’ chains of risk with
Chapter6
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additional health potential in the long term. All in all, our data reinforce the
importanceofpreventiveprogramsamongtheyoung.
Two approaches towards prevention of cardiovascular disease may be




the individuals involvedaremore likelytobenefitfromthepreventive interventions,
the impact on the population level is limited. We feel that lifestyle prevention
programs may be most effective when targeted at the population at large. Our
findings indicate that relatively small changes in vigorous intensity HPA, television
viewing, and dietary intakemay translate into clinicallymeaningful differences in
arterial stiffness (equivalent to approximately one decade of accelerated arterial
ageing).Atthepopulationlevel,thismighttranslateintodecreasesintheoccurrence
ofchronic,disabling,and thuscostly,cardiovasculardiseases,which in timesof the
international financial crisismay form a useful approach to regulate the increasing




poorer levels of the biological risk factors, among young and generally healthy
individuals, suchas those included inour studies.Therefore, comprehensivehealth
programscarryingouteasyͲtoͲgraspformulatedhealthmessagesmaybemost likely





care providers, such as general practitionerswho often have contact and thus the
opportunity to detect and advice youngsters and their families with regard to
necessarylifestylechanges(lifestyleasa‘drug’tobeaddedtotheprescriptionpad);
andthemacro level,that is,governmentand industry,whichbyadapting legislation
andalteringtheirmarketingpoliciesmayalterconsumers’behaviour.
The studies presented in this thesis indicate that each of the risk factors
considered formpotentialseparatetargets forpreventivehealthprograms.Towhat
extent targetinghealthy lifestyles as awhole, rather than each separately, ismore
effective inreducingarterialstiffness,andcardiovascularhealth ingeneral,deserves
further investigation.Nevertheless, targets shouldbe tailored to individuals’needs,





The observational studies presented in this thesis form convincing evidence for
showing temporal associations between lifestyle behaviours and arterial stiffness.
Indeed, extensive characterization of study participants’ lifestyle andbiological risk
factorcharacteristicsprecededthatoftheirarterialproperties,whichthusallowedus
toinvestigatelongtermexposuretolifestyleriskfactorsinrelationtoarterialstiffness
atadultage.Nevertheless,our studiesare limitedby the fact that levelsofarterial
stiffness,aswellas inflammationandendothelialdysfunctionas included inChapter
5, were obtained in one point in time only. This thus limits making inferences
regardingcausality. Ideally larger longitudinalstudiesstarting from (orevenbefore)
birthuptoadulthoodandinwhichparticipantslifestyle,biological,aswellasarterial
characteristicsarerepeatedlycharacterizedovertimecanenabletheinvestigationof
the true longitudinal interͲrelationsbetween eachof these risk factors and arterial
adaptations.Thesemayenableustoyieldfurtherinsightintotheearlydeterminants
ofvascularchangesandunderlyingpathobiologicalmechanisms.Suchstudiestakea
lifeͲlong to be conducted, however. The arterial data obtained in themost recent
measurementroundof theAGAHLS, in theyear2006,whenparticipants’meanage
was 42 years48may enable further insights into these (early) vascular changes and





glucose levels and dyslipidaemia)were associatedmaladaptive arterial remodelling
and greater arterial stiffening;77 and biomarkers of lowͲgrade inflammation and
endothelial dysfunction were associated with greater levels of arterial stiffness
throughout the6Ͳyear followͲupperiod.78Unfortunately,due to timeand resources
constraints dietary habitswere onlyminimally assessed in the 2006measurement
round.Ontheotherhand,inthislastroundphysicalactivityandsedentarybehaviours
were measured more objectively by means of accelerometry.79 These changes in
methodsdonotenablefullcomparabilitywiththelifestyledatafrompreviousyears;
in addition, these data only became available after the studies described in this
studieshadbeenconductedreasonwhywehavenotexaminedthesedatafurther.
Even though in our studies we intended to obtain more insight into the
mechanisms linking lifestyle behaviours to arterial stiffness, future research should
focus on obtaining more extensive knowledge on the mechanisms or mediators.
Multiplemediationdataanalysestechniques,80Ͳ82asperformedinChapters4.1&4.2,
may form an important means to ascertain and tease apart the contribution of
potentialmediators(i.e.M1,M2,M3,...,Mn)oftheassociationsbetweenlifestyleand
arterial stiffness (or in fact between any known risk factor and health outcome of




mainly, often carried out in animalmodels, and therefore do not always directly
translate to humans. Several putative mechanism, such as insulin resistance,
adipokines, oxidative stress, advanced glycation, and/or lipoxidation products, lowͲ
grade inflammation andendothelialdysfunction, allofwhich are intertwined,have
beenproposedaspotentialexplanatorymechanisms.83Ͳ85However,evidencethusfar
isscattered,providingonly fragmented insightonamyriadofpiecesofan intricate
‘puzzle’.No integrated view sustained by empirical data in large populationͲbased
studiesisavailable,however.
Inthestudiesdescribed inthisthesis, longͲtermexposuretoeachofthe lifestyle
risk factors were examined separately and adjusted for each other in order to
ascertain their ‘independent’associationswitharterial stiffness.Thisdissectionwas
thus done deliberately at the light of a lack of (consistent) information on the
associations between longͲterm exposure to each of the lifestyle risk factors
considered and adult arterial stiffness. This approach also enabled us to identify
specificpathwaysthatcouldlinkeachofthelifestyleriskfactorsinvestigatedtoadult
arterialstiffness.However,itmightbeofinteresttoidentifysubjects’lifestyleprofile
inamore comprehensive fashion for instancebymeansofa clustered lifestyle risk




Finally,and ideally,ourstudy findingsshouldbesustainedby future largescaled
clinicaltrialsamong,butnotonlyconfined,totheyoung,testingtheeffectivenessof
relativelysmallandpossiblyintegratedchangesinlifestylebehaviours(e.g.increases
inabout½anhourperweek invigorous intensityHPA, limittelevisiontimeupto2
hoursperday,increaseonepieceorportionoffruitorvegetablesintakeoralterdiet
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Cardiovasculaire ziekten vormen een belangrijk gezondheidsprobleem in onze
maatschappij. In 2008 stierven wereldwijd ongeveer 17.3 miljoen personen aan
cardiovasculaireziekten,zoalsmyocardinfarct,cerebrovasculaireaccidentenenplotse
hartdood.Ditkomtovereenmet circaeenderde vande totalemortaliteit. In2010
stierven inNederlandongeveer39000personen(29%)aancardiovasculaireziekten.
Dezevormdendetweedemeestvoorkomendedoodsoorzaaknakanker.
Hoewel bovengenoemde cardiovasculaire ziekten zich over het algemeen pas
voordoen vanaf het vijftigste levensjaar, bestaat er steeds meer bewijs dat de
processen die hieraan ten grondslag liggen veel eerder beginnen en gekenmerkt
wordendooreenpreklinischeperiodedieenkeletientallenjarenkanduren.
Recentelijke technologische ontwikkelingen hebben het mogelijk gemaakt om
dezeprocessen indesubklinischefasetemeten,datwilzeggenalseenuiteindelijke
ziekte, zoals een myocardinfarct, zich nog niet daadwerkelijk heeft voorgedaan.
Arteriële stijfheid, of in anderewoorden verminderde elasticiteit van de slagaders,
kan inderdaad leiden totcardiovasculaire ziektendoorbij tedragenaan systolische
hypertensie, linker ventrikel hypertrofie en verminderde coronaire perfusie. Het
meten van zulke surrogaatuitkomstmaten voor cardiovasculaire ziektenmakenhet
mogelijkom:1)personenmeteenhoog risicoopontwikkelingvancardiovasculaire












leefstijl risicofactoren, specifiek in de periode van adolescentie tot en met
volwassenheid,opdematevanarteriëlestijfheidopvolwassenleeftijdonderzoeken.
Voordezestudieshebbenwegebruikgemaaktvan tweecohortstudies,namelijkde
AmsterdamGrowth andHealth Longitudinal Study (Hoofdstuk 2Ͳ4) en deNorthern
Ireland Young Hearts Project (Hoofdstuk 5). Deze twee studies, alsook het begrip






fitheid enhartfrequentie, gemeten van leeftijd13 tot enmet36 jaar in relatie tot
arteriële stijfheid op het niveau van de halsslagader op 36 jarige leeftijd. Kort
samengevatobserveerdenwedat, vergelekenmet individuenmetminder arteriële
stijfheid (d.w.z. inhetmeestgunstige tertiel),personenmetstijverearteriënop36Ͳ
jarige leeftijd (d.w.z. in hetmiddelste enmeest ongustige tertiel) gekarakteriseerd
wordendoorgemiddeldongunstigerewaarden (bijv.hogerebloeddruk,maar lagere
cardiorespiratoire fitheid) van elk van deze risicofactoren in de 24Ͳjarige





risicofactoren, te weten lipiden, cardiorespiratoire fitness en hartslag.Deze data
dragenbijaanhetreedsbeschikbarebewijswelkeeenassociatietussenbiologische
risicofactorenenarteriëlestijfheidondersteunt.Hetlongitudinalestudiedesignmaakt
hetmogelijkom adolescentie te identificeren als eenperiodewaarinbloeddruk en
centraal overgewicht reeds in belangrijkemate bijdragen aan arteriële stijfheid op
volwassen leeftijd. Tevens suggereren onze data dat bloeddruk en centraal
overgewicht kunnen bijdragen aan de ontwikkeling van andere biologische
risicofactoren,zoalsdyslipidemieenverminderdecardiorespiratoirefitheid,indeloop
vanhetleven,iederwelkezelfarteriëlestijfheidookkunnenbeïnvloeden.
Biologische risicofactoren kunnen in belangrijke mate het gevolg zijn van
ongezonde leefstijlgewoonten. Enige associaties tussen leefstijlrisicofactoren tussen
adolescentie en volwassenheid, en arteriële stijfheid op volwassen leeftijd kunnen
dus, ten minste ten dele, worden verklaard via de biologische risicofactoren
onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 2. Derhalveworden deze in de overige hoofdstukken als
potentiëlemediatorengebruikt.
Fysiekeactiviteit,sedentairgedragenarteriëlestijfheid
In Hoofdstuk 3 bestuderen we de mogelijke impact van de tijd besteedt aan







de arteriële vaatboom,endatdeze toe kunnenworden toegeschreven aan fysieke
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activiteit van een hoge intensiteit in het bijzonder. Inderdaad, vergeleken met
personenmetminderstijvehalsslagadershebbenpersonenmetstijverehalsslagaders
op36Ͳjarige leeftijdgemiddeldmeer tijdgespendeerd (ongeveer20Ͳ30minutenper
week)aanfysiekeactiviteitvaneenhoge intensiteit indevoorgaande24jaar,endit
onafhankelijk van andere leefstijlrisicofactoren (d.w.z., totale energieͲinname,
rookgedrag en alcoholgebruik). Daarnaast tonen we dat deze verschillen reeds
aanwezig zijn in adolescentie (d.w.z. op de leeftijd van 15 jaar), redelijk constant
bleventotinvolwassenheid(d.w.z.totdeleeftijdvan36jaar),envooreengrootdeel
verklaard (ofwel gemediëerd)werden door de gelijktijdige gunstige associaties van
fysieke activiteit van een hoge intensiteit met de traditionele biologische
risicofactoren welke onderzocht werden in Hoofdstuk 2.Kwalitatief vergelijkbare
resultatenwordenbeschreveninHoofdstuk3.2voordeperiferearmͲenliesslagaders,
hoewel deze gunstige associaties beperkt blijven tot de buffercapaciteit van deze
vaten (d.w.z. compliance) en niet zozeer hun intrinsieke elasticiteit (d.w.z.
distensibiliteit).
Integenstellingtot(sportieve)fysiekeactiviteit,zoals joggen,fietsen,aerobicsen
tennis, bestaat er echter steeds meer bewijs dat sedentaire gedragingen, ofwel
‘activiteiten’waarbij inprincipe veelwordtgezetenenwelke totbeperkteenergieͲ
verbranding leiden, een negatieve invloed hebben op cardiovasculaire gezondheid
(zoals ook beschreven in Hoofdstuk 1). In het verlengde hiervan hebben we
inHoofdstuk 3.3specifiek onderzocht of televisiekijken, de meest voorkomende
sedentairegedraging,geassocieerdismetarteriëlestijfheidopvolwassenleeftijd,en
ofzulkeassociatieonafhankelijkisvandieeerdergevondenvoorfysiekeactiviteitvan
een hoge intensiteit (Hoofdstuk 3.1 & 3.2).Hiervoor hebben we dezelfde aanpak
gebruiktalshiervoorbeschreven,echter isdetijdgespendeerdaantelevisiekijken in
deAmsterdamGrowthandHealthLongitudinalStudyenkelopde leeftijdvan32en
36 jaargemeten in respectievelijk1996en2000 (endusnietgedurendedegehele
studieperiodevan13totenmet36jaar).Samengevatvondenwedat,vergelekenmet
individuenmetminder stijve slagaders, zijmet stijverehalsͲen liesslagadersop36Ͳ
jarigeleeftijdgemiddeldmeertelevisiehebbengekeken(circa20minutenperdag)op
de leeftijd van 32 en 36 jaar,wat dus een ongustige associatie suggereert tussen
televisiekijken en arteriële stijfheid. Specifiek waren de gevonden associaties
onafhankelijkvandetijdgespendeerdinfysiekeactiviteitvaneenhogeintensiteit,en
leken ze slecht ten dele gemediëerd te worden door,maar bleven in hogemate
onafhankelijk van, televisiekijken gerelateerde associaties met de biologische
risicofactoren tijdens de 4Ͳjarige studieperiode.Onze bevindingen ondersteunen de
theoriedatsedentairgedragenerzijdsenfysiekeactiviteit(vaneenhoge intensiteit)
anderzijdsnietslechtselkaarstegenovergesteldezijnvanééncontinuüm,maartwee
typen gedragingen die naast elkaar bestaan, en elk tegengestelde effecten op








Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de longitudinale associaties tussen voedingsgewoonten van
adolscentie tot en met volwassenheid en arteriële stijfheid op volwassenleeftijd.
Specifiek hebben we ons gericht op het eten van vezels en vezelrijke producten
(hoofdstuk4.1)enhetMediterranedieet(Hoofdstuk4.2),waarvanbekendisdatdeze
eengunstigeffecthebbenopcardiovasculairegezondheid.
In Hoofdstuk 4.1 tonen we dat, vergeleken met individuen met minder stijve
slagaders,zijmetstijverehalsslagadersen,inmindermate,liesslagadersop36Ͳjarige
leeftijd gemiddeld minder vezels hebben ingenomen in de voorgaande 24Ͳjarige
periode.Deze verschillenwaren onafhankelijk van andere leefstijlrisicofactoren, en
werden bevestigd door kwalitatief vergelijkbare verschillen in de inname van
vezelrijke voedingsmiddelen (d.w.z. fruit, groenten en volgranen producten).Het
verschilininnameinvezelstussenmensenmet‘stijvere’vs.‘minderstijve’slagaders
bedroeg circa2 tot3gramperdag,watovereenkomtmetde consumptievaneen
appel of banaan, of een half portie van broccoli of muesli. De longitudinale
trajectanalyses tonen dat de verschillen in vezelinname tussen de groepen reeds
aanwezig waren op 13Ͳjarige leeftijd en hierna vrij stabiel bleven in de tijd.
Samengevat suggereren deze dat redelijke beperkte toenames in vezelinname van
adolescentie tot en met volwassenheid minder arteriële stijfheid kunnen
bewerkstelligen op volwassen leeftijd, en dat preventiemaatregelen zich reeds
moetenrichtenopkinderenvanjongeleeftijd.
InHoofdstuk 4.2bestuderen we de invloed van het Mediterrane dieet van
adolescentietotenmetvolwassenheidoparteriëlestijfheidopvolwassenleeftijd.Om
dit te onderzoeken werd voor iedere persoon en op ieder meetmoment een
Mediterranedieet scoreberekendgebaseerdopdeverschillende componentendie
dit dieet karakteriseren: d.w.z. groenten, fruit, volgranen, noten,peulvruchten, vis,
roodvlees,olijfolieenalcohol.Vergelekenmetpersonenmetminderstijveslagaders,
hielden zijmet stijverehalsslagaders,en inminderemate liesͲenarmslagaders,op
36Ͳjarige leeftijdzichmindergoedaanhetMediterranedieetpatroon inde24Ͳjarige
studieperiode. Ook nu toondenwe dat verschillen tussen de groepen diewerden
vergeleken reeds op 13Ͳjarige leeftijd aanwezig waren, en dat het Mediterrane
dieetpatroonookgunstiggeassocieerd ismet traditionelebiologischerisicofactoren,
metnamebloeddruk,gedurendede24Ͳjarigestudieperiode.Bloeddrukbleekookeen





InHoofdstuk 5onderzochten we in welke mate roken in adolescentie en in
volwassenheid,enveranderingeninrookgedraggedurendedezeperiode,vaninvloed
zijn op arteriële stijfheid op volwassen leeftijd, en of zulke associaties verklaard
kunnenwordendoor inflammatieen/ofendotheeldysfunctie.Wetonendatroken in
adolescentie en persisterend roken tussen adolescentie en volwassenheid
geassocieerdzijnmethogerearteriëlestijfheid,nugemetenalspulsewavevelocity,
van de centrale aorta,maar niet de slagaders in armen en benen.Voor een deel
worden deze associaties verklaard door roken gerelateerde associaties met
biologische risicofactoren,metnamecardiorespiratoire fitheid.Hoewelaanhoudend
rokentussenadolescentieenvolwassenheidookinverbandgebrachtmeteenhoger





In Hoofdstuk 6 worden de belangrijkste bevindingen van dit proefschrift
samengevat en bediscussieerd. Diverse methodologische kanttekeningen worden
hierbij geplaatst. In het kort ondersteunen onze studies de gedachte dat
leefstijlrisicofactoren een belangrijke rol spelen bij de ontwikkeling van
cardiovasculaire ziekten (zie Hoofdstuk 1). Onze longitudinale aanpak maakt het

























Deardr.Ferreira,dear Isabel.You inparticular Ioweagreatwordof thanks! It







your thoroughness and great senseofdetailmade itpossible tooftenpresentour
resultsandpublishtheseinnicepeerͲreviewedjournals.Iverymuchlikedour(long)





zeer veel) ballen tegelijkertijd en met succes in de lucht houdt is werkelijk
bewonderenswaardig!Ikstatelkensweerversteldvande(schijnbaar)onuitputtende
kennis over zeer uiteenlopende onderwerpen, je oog voor detail en de enorme
efficiëntiewaarmee je tewerkgaat. Jeweet inzeerhelderebewoordingendekern
vaneeningewikkeldverhaalweertegevenenstimuleertonsomnogeensgoednate
denkenoverbepaaldeformuleringendieweinpresentatiesenmanuscriptenhebben
gebruikt. Ikhebhierveelvangeleerd.Samenmet Isabelheb jeonsalspromovendi
ookgestimuleerdomdaadwerkelijk‘opgeleid’tewordeninstatistiek,epidemiologie,
cardiovasculaireziekteninhetalgemeenenzovoortstijdensonzeprojecten;ietswaar
ik ook op de lange termijn nog profijt van zal hebben. Voor dit alles ben ik je
ontzettenddankbaar!IkhoopookdekomendejarenalsAIOSinternegeneeskundein
Maastrichtnogveelvanjeteleren.
Geachte Prof. dr. Twisk, beste Jos. Je was mijn promotor op (een letterlijke)
afstand. De dagelijkse gang van zaken kon ik grotendeels regelen met mijn
supervisoren in Maastricht, maar je interesse in mijn project heb ik bijzonder
gewaardeerdende kritische feedbackdie jemedoorde jarenheenhebt gegeven




Geachte Prof. dr. Prins, besteMartin. Dank voor het mogelijk maken van dit





ofmeer tegelijkertijd zijnwe begonnen aan onze promotietrajecten en ik ben de
laatstevande ‘Musketiers’diehetnudan (eindelijk)magafsluiten. Ikbendanook
vereerddatjulliealsparanimfennaastmijzullenstaantijdensdeverdedigingvandit
boekje!Wezatenvierjaarmetzijndrieënopnoggeen10m2enindezeperiodeiser
geen kwaad woord gezegd of gevallen. In tegendeel, ik vond het een ontzettend
gezellige en fijne tijd, waarin we onder andere cursussen, tripjes, analyses,meer
analyses, rebuttals,CATs, ennog veelmeeranalyses metelkaarhebbengedeeld.
Mededankzijjulliebenikdelaatstejarenmetveelpleziernaarmijnwerkgegaan!De
etentjes/borrels/kopjes koffiemoetenweer zeker inhouden! Lian, jebeschiktover










hoofd van ons laboratorium heb je een zeerwezenlijke bijdrage geleverd aan dit
proefschrift.Mededankzij jouw interesse,enthousiasmeenkritischevragen tijdens
develenwerkbesprekingenvoeldeikmemeerdanthuisindewereldvande(basale)
wetenschap. Je geeft op een open manier leiding aan de afdeling en bent
laagdrempeligindeomgangwatdesfeeropendekwaliteitvanhetwerktengoede
komt.Heelhartelijkdankdaarvoor!Veeldankook,ookaanHermineendekinderen,












Mijn andere collega’s op het laboratorium interne geneeskunde wil ik van harte
dankenvoorde fijne jarendie ikhebgehad.Erbestaateenenormegedrevenheid,
maarookeenbijzonderprettigeenontspannensfeer.Mijn(oudͲ)collegaͲpromovendi:
Steven,Olaf,Katrien,Marjon,Bas,Marcelle,Nordin,Yvo,Elisabeth,Dennis,Hanneke,
Nick, Thomas,Barry,Rianne,Amy,Matthijs, en Leon. Ikwil jullie allemaalheel erg
bedankenvoordevelediscussiesende leuke tijddiewe samenhebbengehad.De
gedrevenheid die er bij iedereen bestaat vormen een belangrijke drijfveer om een
goed resultaat neer te zetten. Bas, samen hebbenwe nog gewerkt aan de laatste
stukkenvanmijnproefschrift.Bedanktvoorjeinzetenleukediscussiesdiewehebben
gehad. Veel succes met het afronden van je eigen boekje. Het is mooi dat we





visiting your laboratory in Dublin in 2009. Your expert knowledge on exercise
physiologywereofgreathelpinthebeginningofmyPhDͲproject.Iwanttothankyou




Mijn nieuwe ‘bazen’ en collegaͲAIOS van de afdeling interne geneeskunde in het
ziekenhuis wil ik bedanken voor de interesse in mijn promotie en de fijne
samenwerkinginhetafgelopenjaar.EenkortwoordvandankinhetbijzonderaanDr.
Pijpers, beste Evelien, Dr. Mulder, beste Wubbo, en Prof. dr. Nieuwenhuijzen
Kruseman,besteArie.Tijdensmijnstagebijdeafdelingouderengeneeskundehebben









de laatste jaren!Sonny,Floris,Erik,Erwin,Thijs,Sander,Vi,Chun, Ingeborg,Nicole,
Nienke, Magalie, Vivianne, Jan Peter. Allen bedankt voor de vele etentjes,

















mogelijkheden die jullie ons hebben gegeven. Jullie hebben ons van kleins af aan
gestimuleerdomtegaanstuderenenveelvandewereldtezien.Deprijsdiejullienu
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